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Martin Zeil
Bavarian	State	minister
for	Economic	affairs,
infrastructure,	trans-
port	and	technology

	 >>	With	357	participants	from	44	countries	the	
European	Satellite	navigation	Competition	has	
	 reached	a	new	all-time	high	this	year	and		
also	the	number	of	partner	regions	could	be		
	 			increased	again.	this	network	means	excellent					
				exchange	opportunities	for	Bavaria	in	a	large	
future	market	and	the	companies	founded	as	a	result	of		
	 						the	competition	speak	for	themselves.	<<

With	the	foundation	of	the	fourth	ESa	Business	incubation	Cen-
ter,	which	 the	Free	State	of	Bavaria	 is	co-funding	Bavaria	has	
created	 another	 milestone	 for	 the	 promotion	 of	 technology	
transfer	 to	 create	 down	 to	 earth	 jobs	 using	 space	 technology,	
and	to	support	entrepreneurs	with	their	innovative	projects.	

the	common	aim	of	ESa,	Dlr,	and	Kreissparkasse	münchen-
Starnberg	 to	 incubate	 10	 start-up	 companies	 at	 the	 new	 ESa	
BiC	oberpfaffenhofen	annually	was	already	reached	 in	 its	first	
year.	apart	 from	applications	 for	 robotics,	simulation	software	
or	laser	communication,	in	the	past	year	alone	three	companies	
could	be	incubated	that	had	successfully	been	founded	as	a	re-
sult	 from	 the	 European	 Satellite	 navigation	 Competition.	 Fur-
thermore,	there	are	two	other	entrepreneurs	who	make	use	of	
gnSS	applications	to	combine	these	with	dynamic	earth	obser-
vation	data.	

i	am	very	proud	that	the	top	three	participants	of	the	European	
Satellite	 navigation	 Competition	 2010	 are	 innovators	 who	 had	
submitted	 their	 ideas	 for	 the	region	of	Bavaria,	and	 i	am	con-
fident	that	this	will	result	 in	further	impetus	for	the	innovative	
strength	and	growth	in	the	region.

i	would	like	to	thank	all	participants	for	their	trust	in	the	impact	
of	the	idea	competition,	as	well	as	all	partner	regions	for	their	
efforts	and	their	support	for	the	realisation	of	the	awarded	ideas.	

martin	Zeil

EdiToRiaL
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inTRo

From	3	to	5	march	2010,	more	than	1,000	developers,	decision	
makers,	 and	 industry	 leaders	 attended	 the	 galileo	 application	
Days	 in	Brussels,	Belgium,	where	 the	European	gnSS	Super-
visory	 authority	 (gSa)	 and	 the	 application	 Center	 for	 Satellite	
navigation	oberpfaffenhofen	 (aZo)	showcased	demonstrations	
of	ready-to-market	gnSS	applications	developed	in	Fp7	projects	
or	with	the	support	of	the	ESnC	partner	regions.	the	enormous	
interest	in	this	event	was	reflected	by	the	record	number	of	par-
ticipants	in	the	European	Satellite	navigation	Competition	2010.	
From	may	to	July,	357	contestants	from	44	countries	submitted	
their	innovative	business	ideas	on	ways	to	use	satellite	naviga-
tion	in	a	wide	range	of	application	areas.	

among	 others,	 these	 inventions	 cover	 classic	 gnSS-related	
fields,	 such	 as	 road	 applications	 and	 location-based	 services	
that	 include	 trend-setting	 ideas	 for	 augmented	 reality	 naviga-
tion,	parking	assistance,	and	the	display	of	vehicle	emissions	in	
real	time.	new	algorithms	have	been	awarded	for	enhancing	the	
precision	of	signals	and	securing	credit	card	transactions.	the	
results	of	the	competition	also	serve	as	a	vivid	indication	of	how	
the	public	sector	can	profit	from	global	navigation	Satellite	Sys-
tems	(gnSS)	–	particularly	in	healthcare	and	risk	management,	
but	 also	 in	 e-government	 and	 environmental	 monitoring	 (see	
the	statistics	on	page	8).	

Satellite	navigation	offers	enormous	potential	 in	providing	so-
lutions	to	specific	industrial	issues	–	a	fact	demonstrated	by	the	
80%	of	ESnC	2010	participants	who	also	submitted	their	ideas	
for	one	of	the	competition’s	special	topic	prizes.	Special	thanks	
is	due	to	the	ESnC’s	title	sponsor,	t-Systems,	which	took	advan-
tage	of	 the	creative	 impulses	of	 the	competition	for	 the	 fourth	
time	–	this	year	in	cooperation	with	the	European	Space	agen-
cy	–	in	searching	for	solutions	that	combine	gnSS	with	dynam-
ic	Earth	observation	data.	We	would	also	like	to	thank	both	the	
European	gnSS	Supervisory	authority	(gSa)	for	once	again	ad-
vancing	 the	 market	 for	 applications	 that	 leverage	 the	 unique	
aspects	of	the	European	geostationary	navigation	overlay	Ser-
vices	 (EgnoS),	 and	 navtEQ	 –	 the	 world’s	 leading	 provider	 of		
digital	maps	–	for	boosting	application	development	in	the	field	
of	location-based	services.	in	addition,	we	owe	our	gratitude	to	
the	Forum	Satnav	mit	Baden-Württemberg	for	its	involvement	
in	searching	for	the	best	secure	transport	and	safety-of-life	ap-
plications.	Further	thanks	goes	to	the	german	aerospace	Center	
(Dlr)	and	the	European	Space	agency	(ESa),	who	have	trusted	
in	the	ESnC’s	innovation	potential	and	supported	the	competi-
tion	since	its	inception	in	2004.

Thorsten Rudolph
managing	Director

Stefanie Herrmann
Chief	Financial	officer

Ulrike daniels
Business	Development

andreas dippelhofer
project	management
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With	 23	 global	 partner	 regions	 –	 and	 more	 to	 come	 in	 2011	 –	
the	European	Satellite	navigation	Competition	boasts	a	proven	
track	record	of	success	in	supporting	the	development	of	a	fu-
ture	market	and	fostering	international	networks.	together	with	
the	competition’s	international	network	of	180	experts,	regional	
support	 programmes,	 and	 the	 four	 ESa	 Business	 incubation	
Centres,	these	regions	will	continue	to	aid	exciting	new	compa-
nies	in	turning	their	many	applications	and	business	cases	into	
full-fledged,	successful	products.

the	successful	start	of	the	gainS	(galileo	advanced	innovation	
Services)	 project	 also	 shows	 that	 the	 Fp7-funded	 cooperation	
with	 the	 220	 nodes	 of	 the	 European	 network	 of	 living	 labs	 –	
a	user-driven	innovation	platform	in	real-life	environments	–	is	
heading	in	the	right	direction.	the	opportunity	the	three	winners	
of	the	first	gnSS	living	lab	prize	will	have	to	conduct	feasibil-
ity	 testing	 in	a	suitable	living	lab	represents	yet	another	step	
towards	seamless	integration	of	downstream	gnSS	application	
services.	

We	 would	 like	 to	 thank	 all	 our	 partners	 for	 their	 outstanding	
support	and	already	look	forward	to	an	exciting	European	Satel-
lite	navigation	Competition	2011,	which	will	run	from	1	april	to	
30	June	for	the	first	time.
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STaTiSTicS 
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STaTiSTicS
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STaTiSTicS
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Countries	from	where	ideas
have	been	submitted

cRoSS-REgionaL iMPacT
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The finalists

The Winners
Philipp breuss-Schneeweis | 
Rainhard findling | nicola Radacher | 
Sebastian Höbarth | andreas Hauser

The idea
Wikitude drive – 
augmented Reality navigation

18

ovERaLL WinnER :: gaLiLEo MaSTER 2010
WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	::	gSa

The Prize gSa
By	developing	a	new	generation	of	global	navigation	Sat-
ellite	 Systems	 (gnSS),	 Europe	 is	 opening	 new	 doors	 in	
high-tech	industry	development,	job	creation,	and	econom-	
ic	 growth.	 EgnoS	 (European	 geostationary	 navigation	
overlay	Service)	is	Europe’s	first	venture	into	satellite	na-
vigation.	it	augments	the	uS	gpS	and	russian	glonaSS	
systems,	and	makes	them	suitable	for	safety-critical	ap-
plications.	 With	 the	 EgnoS	 open	 service	 now	 free	 and		
ready	to	use	the	focus	of	the	gSa	prize	is	on	EgnoS,	look-
ing	 for	 innovative	 satellite	 navigation	 applications	 that	
make	use	of	EgnoS	signals	or	services	and	meet	the	fol-
lowing	criteria:
•	 End-to-end	 functionality	 to	 customers	 using	 new	 or	

existing	equipment	and	systems
•	 positioning	as	a	key	enabler	of	the	application
•	 gpS	+	EgnoS	as	primary	means	of	positioning
•	 EgnoS	functionality



dEScRiPTion
Wikitude	Drive	is	the	worlds	first	fully	functional	mobile	augmented	reality	
navigation	system	with	global	maps.	it	is	a	light-weight	turn-by-turn	naviga-
tion	 system	 that	 uses	 augmented	 reality	 (ar)	 to	 draw	 driving	 instructions	
directly	onto	the	live	video	stream	of	your	smartphone.	
Wikitude	Drive	distinguishes	itself	from	other	navigation	systems	in	two	ways:	
First,	by	superimposing	directions	onto	a	live	video	stream	of	the	driver’s	sur-
roundings,	 he	 or	 she	 can	 easily	 recognise	 and	 follow	 the	 suggested	 route.	
instead	of	an	abstract	map,	the	driver	looks	at	the	real	world	and	can	simply	
follow	a	line.	
Secondly,	Wikitude	Drive	solves	a	key	problem	of	all	other	navigation	systems,	
namely	the	way	they	force	drivers	to	take	their	eyes	off	the	road	in	order	to	
look	at	an	abstract	navigation	map.	Since	Wikitude	Drive	provides	you	with	
driving	directions	on	top	of	a	live	video	stream,	you	still	see	what	is	happening	
ahead	of	you	when	looking	at	your	navigation	system’s	display.
Wikitude	 Drive	 works	 very	 well	 with	 the	 gpS	 system	 available	 today	 and	
proves	that	this	technology	is	viable.	However,	due	to	the	inaccuracy	of	gpS,	
driving	directions	are	not	fully	superimposed	onto	the	real	street.	We	believe	
that	augmented	reality	navigation	will	really	take	off	once	EgnoS	is	in	place,	
mainly	because	of	its	improved	accuracy,	faster	positioning	signal,	and	more	
accurate	altitude	detection.

19



about the 
company photo:	Wikitude	Drive

uses	augmented
reality	to	draw	driving
instructions	directly
onto	the	live	video
stream	of	your	android	
smartphone.	Wikitude	
Drive	will	be	available	
in	the	android	market	
early	november	2010.

innovaTion
the	innovation	in	Wikitude	Drive	is	clearly	the	use	of	augmented	reality:	Dri-
ving	 instructions	 are	 drawn	 directly	 onto	 a	 smartphone’s	 live	 video	 stream	
and	thus	onto	the	road,	replacing	the	conventional	maps	all	other	navigation	
systems	use.	

TaRgET MaRKET
Wikitude	Drive	will	initially	target	early	adopters,	because	using	augmented	
reality	for	driving	is	still	a	new	and	unproven	concept.	in	a	later	phase,	Wiki-
tude	Drive	will	be	marketed	as	a	navigation	system	for	all	drivers,	as	well	as	
for	pedestrians.	Wikitude	Drive	will	be	available	in	the	android	market	early	
november	2010.

20

about the 
innovators

video 

ovERaLL WinnER :: gaLiLEo MaSTER 2010
WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	::	gSa

world browser

drive
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
First	of	all,	many	people	have	problems	reading	maps,	which	provide	an	ab-
stract	image	of	reality	and	are	therefore	hard	to	understand.	Second,	people	
who	read	maps	have	to	“translate”	them	to	reality.	and	finally,	map	reading	is	
not	only	difficult	–	it	also	takes	time.	looking	at	a	map	of	a	navigation	system	
requires	the	driver	to	take	his	or	her	eyes	off	the	road.	Just	by	looking	at	the	
map	for	one	second	when	driving	at	100	km/h	(62	mp/h),	the	driver	is	actually	
“blind”	for	28	metres	(92	ft).	think	about	how	much	can	happen	over	such	a	
distance.	Since	Wikitude	Drive	provides	you	with	driving	instructions	on	top	of	
a	live	video	stream,	you	still	see	what	is	happening	ahead	of	you	when	looking	
at	the	display	of	your	navigation	system.
“With	Wikitude	Drive,	i	don’t	find	myself	looking	for	directions;	the	device	it-
self	 guides	 me	 along	 the	 way,”	 says	 nicola	 radacher,	 product	 manager	 at	
mobilizy.

mobilizy
mr	philipp	Breuss-Schneeweis
ginzkeyplatz	11
5020	Salzburg
austria
phone:	+43	676	840	856	100
e-mail:	philipp.breuss@mobilizy.com
www.mobilizy.com
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SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
gSa

The decision 
The gSa was looking for the most promising application exploiting the spe-
cial features of EgnoS. Why did you choose Wikitude drive? 
WikitudeDrive	is	an	innovative	and	useful	application	that	takes	road	naviga-
tion	a	step	forward	by	realising	the	concept	of	augmented	navigation.	it	takes	
advantage	of	breakthroughs	in	the	smartphone	market	and	has	strong	market	
potential.	We	were	impressed	by	the	mature,	professional	development	team	
behind	the	application	and	the	fact	that	a	working	version	is	already	available.	
We	also	 liked	 the	 idea	of	making	 the	system	 interoperable	and	scalable	by	
providing	an	open	api	for	third-party	application	and	content	developers.

How is EgnoS helping Wikitudedrive – with its improved integrity and accu-
racy, for instance?
EgnoS	 corrections	 will	 provide	 enhanced	 performance	 in	 situations	 where	
gpS	is	not	accurate	enough.	augmented-reality	navigation	needs	the	preci-	
sion	and	integrity	provided	by	EgnoS	to	make	sure	it	overlays	driving	direc-
tions	correctly	on	the	road.	EgnoS	can	also	factor	altitude	into	the	generation	
of	driving	directions.

Wikitudedrive will be launched in the coming days; do you think augment-
ed-reality navigation will be a new trend? 
WikitudeDrive	 represents	 the	 next	 generation	 of	 navigation	 systems.	 aug-
mented	reality	is	enhancing	the	driving	experience	and	increasing	safety	by	
contributing	to	the	development	of	advanced	Driver	assistance	Systems.	Wi-
kitudeDrive	uses	smartphones	rather	than	proprietary	devices,	which	is	the	
trend	we	have	observed	in	the	consumer	market	for	road	navigation.	



about  European gnSS agency (gSa)
By	developing	a	new	generation	of	global	navigation	satellite	systems	(gnSS),	
Europe	is	opening	new	doors	for	high-technology	industry	development,	job	
creation	and	economic	growth.	With	Europe	in	the	driver‘s	seat,	galileo	has	
the	potential	to	become	a	cornerstone	of	the	global	radio	navigation	positi-
oning	system	of	the	future.	given	the	strategic	nature	of	European	satellite	
positioning	and	navigation	programmes,	(which	include	galileo	and	EgnoS)	
the	European	gnSS	agency,	a	European	Community	agency,	was	established	
in	2004	to	be	the	regulatory	authority	for	the	European	gnSS	programmes,	
while	 laying	the	foundations	for	a	 fully	sustainable	and	economically	viable	
system.

the	gSa	will:
•	 Ensure	the	security	accreditation	of	the	system	and	the	operation	of	the	

galileo	security	centre;
•	 Contribute	 to	 the	 preparation	 of	 the	 commercialisation	 of	 the	 systems	

with	a	view	to	a	smooth	functioning,	seamless	service	provision	and	high	
market	penetration;

•	 accomplish	other	tasks	entrusted	to	it	by	the	Commission,	 in	particular	
the	promotion	of	applications	and	services	and	ensuring	the	certification	
of	the	components	of	the	systems.

www.gsa.europa.eu 
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boris Kennes
r&D	and	market	monitoring	officer
European	gnSS	agency	(gSa)

The Experts

carmen aguilera
market	Development	-	r&D	officer
European	gnSS	agency	(gSa)

Phillipe Hamet
policy	officer	
(galileo	applications	trEn.g4)
European	Commission

cédric Seynat
programme	officer
(EgnoS	programme	trEn.g3)
European	Commission



WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	
T-SySTEMS

The Winner
Helmut drewes

The idea
agrista – an online Technology Platform that 
Minimises the Risk of funding agricultural 
Projects 
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The Prize gMES Masters
global	monitoring	 for	Environment	and	Security	 (gmES)	
is	a	corner	stone	of	the	European	union’s	space	strategy
and,	after	galileo,	the	next	space-related	flag	ship	initia-
tive.	gmES	 is	driven	by	 the	requirements	of	sustainable	
development	and	the	need	to	 improve	the	monitoring	of	
the	European	and	global	environment	especially	 in	view	
of	sustainable	management	of	resources	and	the	security
of	the	citizens.	the	gmES	masters	award	was	searching	
for	 integrated	 and	 customised	 solutions	 for	 completely	
new	business	areas	and	emerging	business	cases	as	well	
as	 enhancements	 of	 existing	 applications	 for	 the	 gmES	
core	services	–	land,	marine	and	emergency.	

The finalists
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dEScRiPTion
agrista	 aims	 to	 reduce	 the	 risk	 of	 funding	 agricultural	 projects	 and	 there-
by	make	more	 funds	available	 to	 farmers,	especially	 in	emerging	markets.	
this	 is	 a	 vital	 component	 in	 increasing	 the	 agricultural	 production	 needed	
to	match	a	growing	global	demand	for	agricultural	commodities.	to	support	
this	objective,	agrista	provides	an	online	technology	platform	that	enables	the	
provision	of	financing	into	these	markets.
Farmers	are	given	access	to	an	online	application	where	they	can	store	re-
gisters	of	their	farming	assets	and	prepare	business	plans	required	for	cre-
dit	analysis	by	financiers.	a	farmer’s	production	history	is	also	stored	online,	
providing	a	reliable	record	of	performance.	Farmers	can	exchange	data	with	
their	advisors,	investors,	suppliers,	and	customers	to	create	a	collaborative	
business	network.
agrista	 also	 provides	 an	 online	 application	 that	 agribusinesses	 can	 use	 to	
manage	the	origination	of	agricultural	production	loans	and	credit	facilities.	
Companies	involved	in	the	agrifinancing	process	–	insurers,	commodity	bro-
kers,	and	financiers	–	also	have	access	to	the	application.



about the 
company

photo:	Father	and	son	
farmers	by	tractor	near	
field.	©	vicki	reid	/	
iStockphoto
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about the 
innovator

innovaTion
agrista	seamlessly	integrates	geodata	into	an	online	application	that,	for	the	
first	time,	gives	users	in	the	agricultural	financial	services	industry	easy	ac-
cess	to	location-based	services	in	the	context	of	their	business.
Farm	boundaries	and	fixed	improvements	are	located	spatially	on	the	agrista	
platform	using	high-resolution	satellite	imagery	to	assist	financiers	in	asses-
sing	the	value	of	farmers’	assets.	agrista	also	remotely	monitors	crops	using	
satellite-based	sensors.	in	combination	with	crop	sampling	guided	by	satel-
lite	 navigation,	 these	 sensors	 are	 able	 to	 develop	 yield	 expectations	 ahead	
of	the	harvest	in	near	real-time,	which	is	vital	information	for	financiers	and	
insurers.	

TaRgET MaRKET
at	 the	g8	Summit	 in	 italy	 in	2009,	political	 leaders	 recognised	 that	 the	old	
model	of	development	aid	is	no	longer	sufficient	to	address	the	growing	global	
food	crisis.	to	feed	a	growing	world	population	–	expected	to	surpass	9	billion	
in	2050	–	the	Fao	estimates	that	agricultural	output	will	have	to	increase	by	
70%	 between	 now	 and	 then.	 they	 estimate	 that	 an	 additional	 €29.6	 billion	
must	be	invested	annually	in	agricultural	production	in	emerging	economies	
over	this	period.	agrista	aims	to	enable	these	required	funds	to	be	delivered	to	
these	markets,	specifically	africa,	eastern	Europe	and	South	america.

WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
T-SySTEMS
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agrista	gmbH
mr	Helmut	Drewes
Friedrichshafener	Straße	1
82205	gilching
germany
phone:	+49	8105	77	2	77	22
e-mail:	helmut.drewes@agrista.com
www.agrista.com

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
agrista’s	solution	gives	financiers	increased	insight	into	decisions	concerning	
agricultural	credit.	they	also	ensure	that	all	 funds	delivered	to	agricultural	
projects	are	controlled	and	that	administrative	errors	are	reduced.	
insurance	companies	and	commodity	brokers	can	also	access	the	platform	
to	offer	integrated	services	that	further	reduce	the	credit	risk	financiers	face.	
as	a	result,	farmers	can	access	financing	that	previously	was	not	available	in	
emerging	markets.
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SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
T-SySTEMS

What was the convincing element of the business model?
this	idea	has	the	capacity	to	improve	the	quality	of	life	of	its	target	users	and	
their	caregivers	enormously	without	being	too	obtrusive	to	anyone	involved	in	
its	application.	

does the application meet your requirements with respect to, for example, 
usability, wearability, and hard- and software components?
the	application	has	very	promising	features:	For	instance,	it	can	be	integra-
ted	into	fabric	and	cannot	be	removed	actively	or	by	accident.	prototypes	are	
available	that	already	meet	a	lot	of	relevant	requirements,	from	usability	and	
robustness	to	improved	battery	life.

T-Systems was looking for an intelligent healthcare solution to support the 
elderly in their everyday lives. What is the most innovative aspect of aiper-
care?
if	an	individual	leaves	the	house	alone	at	night,	a	mobile	solution	attached	to	
the	clothing	automatically	sends	a	message	to	the	caregiver,	who	can	deter-
mine	the	individual‘s	current	position	using	the	navigation	system	and	send	
help.	the	technical	components	of	the	idea	won	us	over	with	their	clever	com-
bination	of	motion	sensors	for	activity	detection	based	on	typical	movement	
patterns	and	emergency	profiles	with	satellite	positioning	and	mobile	com-
munications.of	 the	 harvest	 in	 near	 real-time,	 which	 is	 vital	 information	 for	
financiers	and	insurers.

The decision

video

about
gMES



about  T-Systems
Drawing	on	a	global	infrastructure	of	data	centers	and	networks,	t-Systems	
operates	information	and	communication	technology	(iCt)	systems	for	mul-
tinational	 corporations	 and	 public	 sector	 institutions.	 t-Systems	 provides	
integrated	 solutions	 for	 the	 networked	 future	 of	 business	 and	 society.	 the	
company‘s	some	45,300	employees	combine	industry	expertise	and	iCt	inno-
vations	to	add	significant	value	to	customers’	core	business	all	over	the	world.	
t-Systems	generated	revenue	of	around	Eur	8.8	billion	in	the	2009	financial	
year.	www.t-systems.com
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Jurry de la Mar
Head	of	international	Sales,	
public	Sector
t-Systems	international	gmbH

dr Thomas beer
gmES	policy	Coordinator,	
gmES	Space	office
European	Space	agency	(ESa)

Prof dr axel Küpper
Head	of	Service-centric	networking
Deutsche	telekom	ag	-	t-labs

Thomas Leiber
Corporate	Customers
t-Systems	international	gmbH

Jan ortlepp
vice	president,	
Federal	authorities	&	Eu
t-Systems	international	gmbH

bernhard P. Ruff
Head	of	Support	&	geo-Services
t-Systems	international	gmbH

Roland Schwaiger
leader	Convergent	Services	&	
platforms,	innovation	Development
Deutsche	telekom	ag	-	t-labs

Sascha Steiner
innovation	Center
t-Systems	international	gmbH

The Experts

the	 European	 Space	 agency	 (ESa)	 is	 the	 Coordinator	 of	 the	 gmES	 Space	
Component	 which	 means	 collecting	 earth	 observation	 data	 from	 satellites.	
ESa	also	leads	the	development	and	implementation	of	the	gmES	space	inf-
rastructure.	
t-Systems	 operates	 information	 and	 communication	 technology	 for	 large	
corporations	and	public	institutions.	For	example,	t-Systems	is	the	company	
behind	 the	world‘s	most	sophisticated	road-charging	system	–	toll	Collect.	
today,	t-Systems	runs	one	of	the	global	networks	through	which	gmES	data	
is	distributed	to	users	around	the	world.
www.t-systems.com // www.esa.int

The role of T-Systems and ESa in the gMES programme
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The Winners
Rafael olmedo | Luis burillo

The idea
nEPa – Wireless Water Watcher 
navigator System
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The Prize ESa innovation Prize
an	 international	 organisation	 comprising	 18	 member-
states,	 the	 European	 Space	 agency	 (ESa)	 is	 Europe’s	
gateway	to	space.	its	mission	is	to	shape	the	development	
of	Europe’s	space	capability	and	ensure	that	 investment	
in	space	continues	to	deliver	benefits	to	the	citizens	of	Eu-
rope	and	the	world.	ESa	also	aims	to	find	new	ideas	for	
the	commercial	use	of	space	technology	and	launch	new	
businesses	in	this	area	in	Europe.	regarding	its	innovati-
on	prize	ESa	was	looking	for	ideas	that	can	be	implemen-
ted	 immediately	 and	 quickly	 nurtured	 into	 a	 profitable	
business	with	the	technical	and	financial	assistance	of	an	
ESa	business	incubator.	

The finalists
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dEScRiPTion
in	streams	and	irrigation	channels,	wastewater	runoff	can	quickly	affect	wa-
ter	quality	and	cause	ecosystem	degradation.	Detecting	sources	of	water	pol-
lution	along	minor	waterways	 is	of	primary	 interest	 to	authorities	 trying	 to	
uncover	illegal	activities	and	specific	sources	of	water	quality	degradation.				
Since	most	the	rivers	and	channels	are	not	navigable,	it	is	difficult	to	collect	
continuous	information	along	their	entire	length.	nowadays,	technology	only	
allows	monitoring	in	certain	spots,	which	also	hinders	the	process	of	identify-
ing	accurately	where	and	when	water	quality	changes.	
nEpa	introduces	a	solution	that	can	detect	variations	in	electro-chemical	in-
dicators	 of	 water	 quality	 autonomously	 over	 long	 stretches	 of	 a	 waterway.	
nEpa	will	also	enable	authorities	to	locate	different	wastewater	inflows	and	
quantify	their	relative	importance.	



about the 
company

photo:	Water	pollution	
along	minor	waterways	
can	affect	water	quality	
and	cause	ecosystem	
degradation.
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about the 
innovators

innovaTion
the	innovation	of	nEpa	lies	in	the	intelligent	combination	of	satellite	naviga-
tion,	wireless	communication,	and	electronics	technologies	in	order	to	acquire	
and	communicate	the	analytical	parameters	of	waterways.	Both	remotely	and	
in	real	time,	the	nEpa	system	alerts	the	observer	to	the	presence	of	water	
contamination	by	indicating	and	locating	the	existence	of	certain	substances	
or	monitoring	certain	water	parameters.

TaRgET MaRKET
nEpa	introduces	an	advanced	system	for	waterway	quality	monitoring,	pro-
viding	a	valuable	tool	for	professionals	and	institutions	involved	in	water	pro-
vision,	water	pollution	investigation,	and	environmental	research.	its	market	
will	consist	of	wetland	conservation	technicians,	technical	organisations	and	
services	 related	 to	 water	 resources	 and	 spill	 control,	 environmental	 police	
and	nature	protection	services,	companies	involved	in	water	provision	or	envi-
ronmental	and	landscape	recovery,	and	environmental	forensics.

WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	:: ESa
REgionaL WinnER :: MadRid / SPain
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
•	 provides	an	innovative,	real-time,	and	low-cost	solution	for	remote	water-

way	quality	monitoring
•	 involves	the	easiest	and	cheapest	spatial	analysis	of	water	quality	param-

eters,	enabling	users	to	reduce	cost	and	effort
•	 Flexibility	and	adaptability	to	different	environmental	conditions	and	appli-

cations	depending	on	the	user’s	needs

mr	rafael	olmedo,	mr	luis	Burillo	
www.navmote.com
e-mail:	info@navmote.com
inta	–	oficina	de	proyectos	avanzados	
Ctra.	ajalvir,	Km.4,	torrejón	de	ardoz	
28850,	madrid,	Spain
phone:	+34	64	94	71	704
e-mail:	olmedor@inta.es	
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SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
ESa

The decision 
ESa was looking for a business case that can be implemented immediate-
ly and quickly nurtured into a profitable business. What convinced you that 
nEPa will be a commercial success?
only	3%	of	the	water	supply	on	earth	is	freshwater,	of	which	an	even	smal-
ler	percentage	can	be	found	on	the	earth‘s	surface	(accounting	for	less	than	
0.01%	of	all	the	water	on	the	planet).	it	is	vital	that	we	take	care	of	our	fresh-
water	 reserves,	but	cases	of	 leaking	depots	and	 illegal	discharges	are	still	
presented	all	too	often	in	the	news.	nEpa	addresses	this	problem	with	a	cost-
effective	system	that	can	monitor	specific	incidents	of	river	and	canal	polluti-
on	whilst	performing	gnSS	tracking,	thus	providing	environmental	forensics	
and	companies	involved	in	water	provision	and	landscape	recovery	with	a	new	
generation	of	tools.	

What do you think of the innovative nature of the proposed approach?
the	different	technologies	for	measuring	and	tracking	water	pollution	are	al-
ready	there	and	can	be	rapidly	implemented	in	the	product.	nEpa‘s	innovation	
lies	in	how	it	combines	these	technologies	into	one	new	system	that	can	au-
tonomously	track	pollution.	

What will be the next steps to facilitate joint implementation?
in	order	to	make	this	a	commercial	success,	nEpa	will	still	have	to	work	on	its	
business	and	revenue	model.	the	next	step	for	them	is	to	file	a	proposal	with	
one	of	our	ESa	Business	incubation	Centres	(ESa	BiCs)	so	we	can	help	them	
transform	this	idea	into	a	viable	business.	We	are	confident	that	the	award	will	
jump-start	this	process.



about  European Space agency (ESa)
the	main	mission	of	the	technology	transfer	programme	(ttp)	of	the	Euro-
pean	Space	agency	(ESa)	is	to	facilitate	the	use	of	space	technology	and	space
systems	for	non-space	applications	and	to	further	demonstrate	the	benefit	of	
the	European	Space	programme	to	European	citizens.
the	 technology	 transfer	 programme	 office	 is	 responsible	 for	 defining	 the	
overall	approach	and	strategy	for	the	transfer	of	space	technologies	and	sys-
tems,	including	the	incubation	of	start-up	companies	and	its	funding.
www.esa.int/ttp
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bruno naulais
European	Space	incubators
network	manager
European	Space	agency	(ESa)

Koen debeule
Electronic	Design	Engineer
European	Space	agency	(ESa)

niels Eldering
technology	transfer	officer
European	Space	agency	(ESa)

Herve Joumier
Head	of	ESa	Cost	Engineering
European	Space	agency	(ESa)

callum norrie 
technology	transfer	officer
European	Space	agency	(ESa)

frank M. Salzgeber
Head	of	technology	transfer	
programme	office
European	Space	agency	(ESa)

Javier ventura-Traveset  
Head	of	ESaC	Communication	&	
Education	office
European	Space	agency	(ESa)

The Experts
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MadRid / SPain

Regional 
partners / 
sponsors

Meet the 
regional 
experts

The Region Madrid
the	region	of	madrid	 is	 the	centre	of	excellence	for	 the	
aerospace	sector	 thanks	 to	 the	presence	of	 the	 leading	
sector	 companies	 and	 the	 most	 relevant	 research	 and	
training	institutes.	madrid	regional	government	has	of-
ficially	 declared	 the	 aerospace	 industry	 as	 a	 strategic	
sector.	 74.9%	 of	 Spain’s	 aeronautic	 engineers	 work	 in	
madrid.	it	has	the	largest	aeronautic	Engineering	School;	
top-class	non-university	programs	and	the	most	presti-
gious	post-graduate	and	business	schools.		over	60%	of	
the	aerospace	sector	employment	and	62%	of	its	annual	
turnover	in	Spain	is	concentrated	in	madrid,	including	key	
institutions	that	increase	technology	transfer	and	lever-
age	technological	cooperation:	 inta	-	national	 institute	
of	 aerospace	 technology;	 CiEmat	 –	 Centre	 for	 Energy,	
Environment	 and	 technological	 research;	 aeronautical	
and	telecommunications	engineering	schools.
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photo:	Estación	de	ro-
bledo	(mDSCC),	madrid.
©	luis	Fernández	rojo



The regional organiser iMadE
imaDE,	 the	 madrid	 regional	 institute	 of	 Development,	 is	 an	 organisation	
that	falls	under	the	aegis	of	the	Economic	affairs	Department	of	the	madrid	
regional	government.	Founded	in	1984	as	a	public	body,	its	main	objectives	
are	to	promote	development	in	the	region	through	initiatives	that	encourage	
economic	growth	and	employment.	imaDE	provides	local	companies	and	en-	
trepreneurs	with	services	aimed	at	encouraging	innovation,	business	creation	
and	 enhanced	 competitiveness.	 it	 is	 an	 instrument	 of	 the	 regional	 govern-
ment	 to	 foster,	develop	and	strengthen	business	networking	 in	 the	madrid	
region,	promote	the	creation	of	employment,	and	achieve	higher	productivity	
and	competition	rates	at	both	the	national	and	international	level.	imaDE	has	
various	strategic	channels	of	activity	designed	to	promote	balanced,	sustain-
able	 development	 in	 the	 entire	 region	 of	 madrid.	 one	 of	 the	 main	 goals	 of	
the	institute	is	to	provide	high-quality	physical	spaces	for	production	network	
operations	in	accordance	with	their	real	needs,	including	innovative	technol-
ogies,	globalisation	and	competitiveness,	and	environmental	and	knowledge	
management.	www.imade.es
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madrid	aerospace	Cluster
Dr	Felix	Bellido
c/	José	abascal,	57
28003	madrid,	Spain
phone:	+34	91	39	97	499
fax:	+34	91	39	97	459
e-mail:	fbellido@imade.es,	felix.bellido@madridnetwork.org
www.imade.es,	www.madridnetwork.org



WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	
dLR

The Winners
gabriele colosimo | Mattia crespi |
augusto Mazzoni

The idea
vadaSE (variometric approach for dis- 
placements analysis Stand-alone Engine)
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The Prize next generation navigation
as	 germany‘s	 national	 research	 center	 for	 aeronautics	
and	 space	 Dlr	 is	 responsible	 for	 the	 forward	 planning	
and	implementation	of	the	german	space	programme.	in
determining	the	focal	points	of	its	research,	Dlr	is	guided
by	industry’s	growing	demand	for	innovative	products	and
services.	Dlr	was	looking	for	creative	ideas	for	new	ap-
plications,	 products,	 and	 services,	 as	 well	 as	 concepts	
transferable	from	nature.	Better	understanding	and	usa-
bility	will	pave	the	way	to	a	new	quality	of	navigation	with	
remarkable	added	value.	Specifically,	Dlr	was	searching	
for	the	brightest	ideas	in	the	fields	of	safety-critical	appli-
cations	and	bio-engineering	in	navigation.

The finalists
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dEScRiPTion
this	is	a	novel	strategy	consisting	of	an	algorithm	able	to	perform	real-time	
retrieval	and	estimation	of	displacement	and	waveforms	based	on	high-fre-
quency	(1Hz	or	more)	carrier	phase	observations	collected	by	a	stand-alone	
gnSS	receiver.
the	algorithm	works	with	broadcast	products	(satellite	clocks	and	orbits)	and	
requires	 very	simple	hardware.	these	characteristics	allow	our	solution	 to	
be	directly	embedded	into	receiver	firmware	and	permit	to	estimate,	in	real-
time	and	without	any	need	for	corrections	from	other	sources,	the	receiver	
displacements.
although	such	an	ingenious	idea	can	be	applied	to	several	different	problems,	
we	focus	on	two	we	believe	are	most	important:	earthquake	risk	assessment	
(and	related	early-warning	systems	for	tsunamis)	and	structural	monitoring.



about the 
company
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about the 
innovators

innovaTion
the	major	advancement	of	the	proposed	solution	introduces	a	novel	strate-
gy	in	performing	real-time	estimation	of	coseismic	displacement	and	wave-
forms	accurate	down	to	a	few	centimetres.	given	the	fact	that	it	requires	no	
centralised	data	analysis,	no	external	corrections	for	the	algorithm	to	work,	
and	no	particularly	powerful	hardware,	the	solution	can	be	embedded	directly	
into	receiver	firmware.	this	framework	enables	vaDaSE	to	fulfill	some	of	the	
recommendations	recently	adopted	by	the	scientific	community	(2007,	leav-	
enworth)	–	in	particular,	the	possibility	to	achieve	1-cm	real-time	gnSS	dis-
placement	accuracy	in	a	global	reference	frame	within	three	minutes	after	an	
earthquake.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	immediate	fields	of	application	include	high-frequency	real-time	monitor-
ing	in	seismology	and	tsunami	early-warning	systems,	as	well	as	the	moni-
toring	of	structures	and	geotechnical	engineering;	oscillation	monitoring	for	
different	 types	of	structures	 (buildings,	skyscrapers,	dams,	etc);	and	safety	
monitoring	for	infrastructure	elements	(railways,	highways,	etc)	close	to	po-
tential	hazard	(landslides,	etc).

WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
dLR

Figure:	Baja	(mexico)	
earthquake,	mW	7.2,	
april	04	2010,	22:40:42	
utC.	Station	p496	–	va-
riometric	BrD	solution	
over	the	200	seconds	
interval	22:40:40	–	
22:44:00,	YYDoY	10094	
gpS	time,	for	direct	
comparison	with	the	
waveforms	and	coseis-
mic	displacements	
recovered	by	Kristine	
larson	at	the	university	
of	Colorado	at	Boulder	
www.unavco.org

http://www.unavco.org/voce/viewtopic.php?f=48&t=1214&sid=992589027c26d02d4b30b15d6eea80a5#p2222
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university	of	rome	„la	Sapienza“
mr	gabriele	Colosimo,	mr	mattia	Crespi,	mr	augusto	mazzoni
Dipartimento	di	ingegneria	Civile	Edile	e	ambientale	(DiCEa)
area	di	geodesia	e	geomatica	(agg),	via	Eudossiana	18,	
00184	rome,	italy
phone:	+39	06	44	58	30	66,	+39	06	44	58	50	97
e-mail:	gabriele.colosimo@uniroma1.it,	mattia.crespi@uniroma1.it,	
augusto.mazzoni@uniroma1.it,	http://w3.uniroma1.it/geodgeom/

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
public	administrations	in	charge	of	surveying	and	monitoring	areas	suscep-
tible	to	earthquakes	or	tsunamis,	as	well	as	all	civil	protection	departments	
responsible	 for	monitoring	 infrastructures	 that	experience	oscillations,	can	
take	advantage	of	this	idea.	in	particular,	the	real-time	capability	of	the	sys-
tem	–	together	with	the	possibility	 to	embed	vaDaSE	 into	existing	sensors’	
firmware	 –	 makes	 it	 a	 low-cost	 monitoring	 solution.	 in	 fact,	 the	 system	 is	
completely	self-reliant	and	needs	no	additional	network	infrastructure.
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The decision 
dLR was looking for next-generation navigation; what makes the selected 
solution outstanding and forward-thinking?
vaDaSE	meets	our	expectations	perfectly.	Science	is	generating	real	added	
value	for	the	benefit	of	society,	with	satellite	navigation	as	a	core	technology.	
Yet	 the	 most	 convincing	 aspect	 is	 its	 simplicity:	 taking	 a	 very	 low-cost	 ap-
proach,	it	 is	based	solely	on	single-frequency	receivers	and	requires	no	ex-
ternal	 infrastructure.	using	existing	standard	technology	helps	avoid	devel-
opment	risks.	Especially	 in	hazard	monitoring	and	civil	protection,	we	need	
innovative	ideas	as	sophisticated	and	solution-oriented	as	this	one	to	obtain	
information	better	and	faster.	vaDaSE	is	a	boon	for	affected	areas	and	people	
needing	protection.

in which field do you see the biggest potential for commercial realisation, 
and which competencies will dLR bring in to foster further development?
the	 variometric	 approach	 enables	 the	 monitoring	 of	 seismic	 activity,	 be	 it		
large-scale	 earthquakes	 or	 minor	 local	 shifts	 that	 threaten	 buildings	 and	
other	infrastructure	or	cause	landslides.	Dlr	is	an	ideal	supporter	of	the	idea	
because	of	its	extraordinary	competencies	in	all	aspects	of	satellite	navigati-
on	signals,	such	as	simulation	and	modelling	of	signal	propagation.	in	addi-
tion,	its	provision	of	galileo	data	for	scientific	experiments	is	fundamental	to	
further	efforts	to	improve	vaDaSE’s	algorithms,	develop	integrated	firmware	
and,	of	course,	test	it	under	realistic	conditions.



about  dLR
the	german	aerospace	Center	(Deutsches	Zentrum	für	luft-	und	raumfahrt,	
Dlr)	is	germany´s	national	research	centre	for	aeronautics	and	space.	its	ex-
tensive	research	and	development	work	in	aeronautics,	space,	transportation	
and	energy	is	integrated	into	national	and	international	cooperative	ventures.	
as	germany’s	space	agency,	Dlr	has	been	tasked	with	planning	and	imple-
menting	the	german	space	programme	by	the	german	federal	government,	
as	 well	 as	 with	 representing	 germany’s	 interests	 internationally.	 approxi-
mately	6700	people	work	for	Dlr;	the	center	has	33	institutes	and	facilities	at	
13	locations	in	germany.	in	determining	the	focal	points	of	its	research,	Dlr	
is	to	a	large	extent	guided	by	the	industry’s	demand	for	innovative	products	
and	services.	 in	addition,	 it	 invests	 in	promising	technologies	and	offers	 its	
research	 and	 development	 capacities	 to	 customers	 for	 their	 own	 use.	 nu-
merous	products	have	been	successfully	developed	in	this	way	and	brought	to	
market	in	cooperation	with	innovative	enterprises.	www.dlr.de
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dr Rolf-dieter fischer
Head	of	technology	marketing
german	aerospace	Center	(Dlr)

dr dennis göge
Executive	Board	representative
german	aerospace	Center	(Dlr)

Robert Klarner
technology	marketing	
Branch	office	oberpfaffenhofen
german	aerospace	Center	(Dlr)

dr Michael Meurer
Head	Department	of	navigation
german	aerospace	Center	(Dlr)

Walter Päffgen
managing	Director	
Dlr	gesellschaft	für	
raumfahrtanwendungen	mbH

dr Klaus-dieter Rockwitz
program	Directorate	Space
german	aerospace	Center	(Dlr)

dr Ulrich Theis
Head	navigation
Dlr	Space	agency

The Experts



WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	
navTEQ

The Winners
Marc van gent | Martin Koel | 
Tudor cobalas | bastiaan Walenkamp

The idea
Parking dialogue – The Mobile 
application for carefree Parking 
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The Prize navTEQ
navtEQ	digital	map	data	is	fuelling	a	new	era	of	innovati-
ve	thinking	and	inventions	and	sparking	the	development	
of	 precise,	 reliable	 navigation	 products	 and	 services.	
navtEQ	 is	 the	means	of	developing	a	virtually	 limitless	
range	of	location-based	services	(lBS)	–	services	that	will	
connect	people	for	lunch,	for	meetings,	for	life.	navtEQ	
was	looking	for	developers	to	submit	innovative	location-
based	 ideas	 that	work	with	mobile	phones	and/or	wire-
less	handheld	devices	using	satellite	positioning	techno-
logy	and	navtEQ	map	data.	

The finalists

video
3rd place
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dEScRiPTion
park	your	car,	take	your	smartphone,	start	the	application,	and	stop	it	when	
you	drive	away.	Forget	about	finding	and	filling	the	parking	meter.	this	is	the	
future	of	car	parking.
although	paid	parking	has	advanced	in	technology,	the	existing	solutions	are	
not	optimised.	Finding	a	parking	code	and	sending	complex	text	messages	is	
time-consuming,	difficult,	and	frustrating.	using	the	combination	of	positio-
ning	technology	and	smartphone	devices	solves	these	problems.	
users	of	current	services	have	to	send	a	text	message	with	their	license	plate,	
a	keyword,	and	a	parking	zone	code	to	a	dedicated	parking	provider.	Each	city	
has	a	different	provider,	which	presents	another	problem.	the	parking	code	
is	usually	displayed	on	the	parking	meter,	which	can	be	difficult	to	find.	the	
same	exhausting	procedure	is	necessary	when	leaving	the	parking	area.
this	new	technology,	parking	Dialogue,	uses	location	coordinates	to	identify	
the	parking	area	and	the	details	related	to	it.	moreover,	all	parking	providers	
are	available	in	the	application.	a	simple	click	is	all	that	is	necessary	to	start	
and	end	a	parking	session.



about the 
company
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about the 
innovators

innovaTion
the	innovation	of	parking	Dialogue	comes	from	the	combination	of	parking	
system	 technology	 and	 the	 features	 of	 smartphones,	 including	 positioning,	
SmS,	and	internet	functions.	this	results	in	a	comfortable	solution	that	saves	
time	in	day-to-day	activities.	it’s	complex	technology	made	simple	and	easy	
for	the	user.	parking	Dialogue	could	also	inspire	other	applications,	such	as	a	
tool	able	to	combine	data	from	EnviSat	satellites	in	order	to	help	users	avoid	
polluted	and	busy	areas	of	a	city.

TaRgET MaRKET
any	 smartphone	 user	 who	 has	 a	 car	 and	 lives	 in	 a	 busy	 city	 is	 a	 potential	
customer.	in	2008,	the	value	of	the	parking	market	in	amsterdam	was	around	
€140	million,	of	which	parking	via	mobile	phone	accounted	for	€26.5	million.	
Drawing	a	parallel	to	the	growing	figures	of	the	smartphone	market,	we	are	
targeting	the	parking	markets	of	large	European	and	north	american	cities.
the	 ineffective	method	used	nowadays,	where	users	have	to	send	a	unique	
SmS	after	finding	 the	number	of	 the	parking	area	and	another	message	to	
close	the	parking	session,	is	easily	managed	by	the	innovative	parking	Dia-
logue	solution.	

WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
navTEQ
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Dialogues	technology
mr	marc	van	gent
Foppingadereef	22
1102	BS,	amsterdam	Zuid-oost
the	netherlands
phone:	+31	20	430	15	00,	+31	630	363	170
e-mail:	marc.van.gent@dialoguestechnology.com,	info@dialoguestechnology.nl
www.dialoguestechnology.nl

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
this	 service	 provides	 an	 integrated	 solution	 to	 a	 highly	 difficult,	 time-con-
suming	problem	that	can	otherwise	cause	considerable	frustration.	looking	
forward,	we	can	achieve	integration	with	other	data	sources,	applications,	and	
functionalities.	our	customers	will	benefit	from	a	mobile	application	that	sup-
ports	the	applicability	and	functionality	of	daily	activities.
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SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
navTEQ

The decision 
What was the convincing feature of Parking dialogue’s business model and 
how does it benefit from navTEQ map data? 
the	convincing	feature	of	the	application	was	its’	precision	from	the	use	of	the	
galileo	satellite	and	navtEQ	maps,	they	allowed	for	pinpoint	accuracy.		it	also	
gives	the	user	parking	freedom,	the	ability	to	save	time	and	money.
•	 You	will	know	if	a	garage	is	full	or	not	before	you	arrive	so	you	don’t	have	

to	waste	time	driving	around.	
•	 the	convenience	of	paying	a	month	bill	instead	of	having	to	carry	cash	or	a	

credit	card	and	wait	in	line	to	pay
•	 the	convenience	of	parking	in	a	garage	instead	of	on	the	street	and	risk	

getting	a	ticket

What will be the next steps to nurture this idea into a running LbS application? 
Complete	 testing	 on	 the	 application,	 update	 the	 prototype	 and	 present	 the	
working	solution	to	all	viable	partners	and	assist	with	a	strategic	marketing	
campaign.			

Which enhancements and additional features would you expect in the future?  
the	 integration	of	 local	advertising,	and	making	 this	application	even	more	
desirable	as	a	parking	experience	for	the	user.	



about  navTEQ and navTEQ network for developers™ (nn4d)
navtEQ	is	the	leading	global	provider	of	digital	map,	traffic	and	location	data	
that	enables	navigation	and	location-based	platforms	around	the	world.	the	
Chicago-based	company	was	 founded	 in	1985	and	has	approximately	4,400	
employees	 located	 in	192	offices	and	 in	43	countries.	navtEQ	network	 for	
Developers™	 (nn4D)	 is	 a	 dynamic	 web	 portal	 and	 global	 community	 that	
provides	developers	and	business	partners	with	the	technical	and	business	
support	needed	to	build,	showcase	and	launch	the	most	innovative	location-
enabled	solutions.	the	nn4D	includes	resources	such	as	mapping	apis,	lBS	
content,	point	of	interest	data,	routing	information	as	well	as	geospatial	plat-
forms	and	tools	from	navtEQ	and	its	partners.	members	can	rely	on	nn4D	
when	creating	gpS-based	applications	for	the	web,	mobile	phones,	giS	and	
portable	navigation	devices	 that	employ	 traffic,	navigation,	 location	content	
and	 location-based	 advertising	 for	 enterprise	 and	 consumer	 use.	 Connect	
with	the	people,	tools	and	resources	you	need	to	build	and	market	your	loca-
tion-enabled	products	by	joining	today	at:	 www.nn4d.com/joindevelopers 
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Marc naddell
vice	president	partner	and	
Developer	programs
navtEQ

Steven Si
technical	Consulting	manager
navtEQ

Tom Tierney
partnering	manager
navtEQ

The Experts



WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	
foRUM SaTnav MiT bW

The Winners
Wolfgang inninger | gerd Waizmann |
agnes Eiband | carl behmer

The idea
dagobert: dangerous goods coordination 
Through Location-based Road Traffic  
Management 
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The Prize Safety and Security
Forum	 Satnav	 mit	 BW	 believes	 in	 the	 enormous	 econ-
omic	potential	satellite	navigation	presents,	especially	for	
Baden-Württemberg.	the	forum	focuses	on	the	develop-
ment	 of	 applications	 and	 services	 based	 on	 navigation,	
information,	 and	 communication	 technologies.	 in	 parti-
cularly,	it	seeks	to	support	small	and	medium-sized	com-
panies	in	launching	innovative	products	and	services,	as	
well	as	in	the	creation	of	strategic	alliances,	cooperations,	
and	 partnerships.	 For	 the	 special	 topic	 prize	 on	 safe-	
ty	 and	 security	 the	 forum	 was	 looking	 for	 submissions	
that	involve	an	innovative	solution	from	the	areas	of	sat-
ellite	navigation	and	mobile	it	and	be	market-ready	and	
oriented	along	the	value	chain.
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dEScRiPTion
Strict	rules	regulate	the	storage	and	transport	of	hazardous	materials	in	Eu-
rope.	Substances	that	could	cause	dangerous	reactions	must	not	be	stored	
close	 together.	 at	 motorway	 bottlenecks	 such	 as	 tunnels,	 road	 works,	 and	
parking	areas,	however,	hazardous	goods	transports	pass	each	other	at	a	di-
stance	of	only	a	few	metres.	an	accident	could	have	disastrous	consequences.
the	purpose	of	Dagobert	is	to	prevent	vehicles	transporting	reactive	hazard-
ous	materials	from	meeting	at	such	bottlenecks.	the	system	includes	mobile	
devices	 and	 a	 location-based	 (gnSS)	 message	 system	 for	 lorry	 drivers,	 as	
well	as	gSm-based	communications.	the	aim	is	to	locate,	identify,	and	stop	
lorries	carrying	hazardous	materials	in	case	of	a	potentially	dangerous	situ-
ation.
the	Fraunhofer	institute	for	material	flow	and	logistics	has	developed	a	pro-
totype	 in	 collaboration	 with	 protime	 gmbH	 and	 lKZ	 prien	 gmbH.	 Having	
been	demonstrated	successfully	 in	2009,	 it	serves	 the	basis	of	subsequent	
and	ongoing	research	projects.



photo:	Satellite	based	
software	for	safer		
hazardous	goods		
transports	–Dagobert.	
©	Dave	Bolton	/		
iStockphoto
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innovaTion
Dagobert	uses	gnSS	geofences	to	define	sensitive	route	sections.	Hazardous	
goods	 lorries	 are	 automatically	 located	 and	 identified	 upon	 entering	 these	
sections.	the	system	then	transmits	a	location-based	directive	to	the	driver.	
the	solution	is	in	line	with	the	needs	of	the	transport	industry	regarding	data	
security.	additionally,	Dagobert’s	high	level	of	automation	means	only	mini-
mal	manpower	is	required	at	the	system’s	management	centre.	
Currently,	the	system	operates	with	gpS	signals,	but	the	implementation	of	
galilEo	–	especially	the	“Commercial	Service”	–	will	allow	for	more	accurate	
location	and	higher	reliability.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	first	step	of	our	commercial	launch	will	be	a	field	test	in	a	representa-
tive	region	with	several	lorry	companies	dealing	with	hazardous	goods.	any	
conventional	smartphone	could	potentially	be	an	applicable	user	device,	but	
in	practical	use,	the	integration	of	the	system	into	lorries’	existing	on-board	
units	would	be	the	solution	with	the	highest	market	potential.	our	future	goal	
is	to	establish	Dagobert	on	the	mass	market	and	equip	every	lorry	that	trans-
ports	hazardous	goods	across	Europe	with	the	system.

WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
foRUM SaTnav MiT bW
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
Hazardous	goods	 lorries	 that	use	Dagobert	can	be	 localised	and	 identified	
upon	entering	a	potentially	dangerous	area.	this	offers	several	benefits:	
Dangerous	accidents	can	be	avoided,	risks	of	terrorist	attacks	using	hazard-	
ous	goods	 lorries	can	be	reduced,	 lorries	can	be	protected	 from	 theft,	and	
rescue	teams	can	be	informed	of	the	hazardous	materials	being	transport-	
ed	 in	 their	respective	areas	of	responsibility.	 in	general,	Dagobert	reduces	
transport	risks	that	could	cause	lower	insurance	contributions,	which	would	
be	part	of	the	financing	model.

Fraunhofer-institute	for	material	Flow	and	logistics	(iml),	mr	Wolfgang	inninger
Joseph-von-Fraunhofer-Straße	9,	83209	prien	am	Chiemsee,	germany
phone:	+49	8051	901	116,	e-mail:	wolfgang.inninger@prien.iml.fraunhofer.de
www.prien.iml.fhg.de
protime	gesellschaft	für	informationslogistik	gmbH,	mr	gerd	Waizmann
Joseph-von-Fraunhofer-Straße	9,	83209	prien	am	Chiemsee,	germany
e-mail:	gerd.waizmann@protime.de
www.protime.de

bert
DaGO

b
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SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
foRUM SaTnav MiT bW

The decision 
dagobert perfectly meets your call for a safety-critical application that 
combines satellite navigation and mobile iT. What was the main deciding 
factor in your choice?
Dagobert	is	a	well-engineered,	mature,	and	professionally	developed	compe-
tition	entry.	the	jury	was	impressed	by	the	capability	of	the	application,	which	
will	decisively	 improve	road	safety.	We	expect	this	award	and	the	support	 it	
provides	to	help	advance	the	marketability	of	Dagobert.

The secure transport of dangerous goods is an important issue. do you think 
dagobert will reach a sufficient level of penetration to address this prob-
lem over a wide area?
Yes,	 we	 do.	 the	 Dagobert	 project	 is	 a	 part	 of	 the	 European	 traffic	 project		
EasyWay,	which	will	be	crucial	for	the	transition	of	this	technology	from	field	
testing	to	use	in	a	real-world	product.	For	this	reason,	we	are	confident	that	
Dagobert	will	be	successful.



about  forum Satnav MiT bW
Forum	 Satnav	 mit	 BW	 is	 a	 consortium	 of	 companies,	 research	 institutes,	
chambers,	and	economic	development	organisations	from	the	Baden-Würt-
temberg	 cluster	 for	 applied	 satellite	 navigation	 and	 mobile	 it.	 it	 is	 estab-	
lishing	these	two	fields	in	the	state,	making	them	accessible	to	a	broad	en-
trepreneurial	and	scientific	spectrum,	and	promoting	the	economic	use	of	the	
technologies	involved.	through	pilot	projects	and	innovative	applications,	Fo-
rum	Satnav	mit	BW	seeks	to	intensify	cooperation	and	encourage	its	mem-
bers	to	share	their	experiences. www.galileo-bw.de
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dr Rolf-Jürgen ahlers
managing	Director	aSg	luftfahrt-
technik	und	Sensorik	gmbH	&	Di-	
rector	Forum	luft-	und	raumfahrt	BW

dieter geiger
vp	Business	Development	traffic	
Solutions,	Siemens	ag

Stefan Hellfeld
research	associate
FZi	Forschungszentrum	informatik

Ralph Zimmermann
Deputy	Head	of	Division	for	telecom-
munication,	media	and	Knowledge	
Society,	ministry	of	Economics	BW

The Experts



WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	
gnSS Living Lab PRiZE :: EnERgy

The Winners
Stef Kolman | Selene Kolman |
Tomas van der Wansem | bernard veltien

The idea
Real-World vehicle Emission Profiles
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The Prize gnSS Living Lab Prize - Energy
living	labs	are	user	Driven	open	innovation	platforms.	
Stakeholders,	including	firms,	public	agencies,	universi-
ties,	institutes	and	users	are	all	collaborating	for	creating,
prototyping,	 and	 validating	 new	 service-products	 and	
societal	 infrastructures	 in	real-life	contexts	 in	a	public-	
private-people-partnership	(pppp).	the	gnSS	living	lab	
prize	called	for	proposals	for	gnSS-related	products	and	
services	ready	to	be	tested	and	ideally	implemented	in	a	
suitable	living	lab.	
applications	 to	 be	 submitted	 for	 the	 EnErgY	 theme	
should	 address	 prevention,	 preparedness	 and	 response	
to	climate-induced	incidents	concerning	both	urban	and	
rural	settings	with	solutions	e.g.	for:
•	 environment	and	energy	efficiency
•	 prevention,	alert	and	rescue	regarding	climate	change
•	 mobility	efficiency
•	 efficient	lighting

The finalists
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dEScRiPTion
in	Europe	today,	our	passenger	cars	are	the	cause	of	12%	of	man-made	Co2,	
the	main	form	of	greenhouse	gas	pollution.	a	total	of	230	million	vehicles	pro-
duce	an	average	of	155	grammes	of	Co2	per	kilometre	(2009).	recent	legis-
lation	(Kyoto,	Copenhagen)	will	require	this	number	to	decrease	to	95	gCo2/
km	by	2020.	While	new	fuel-consumption	and	emission	data	is	sourced	from	
manufacturers’	own	Co2	figures	and	checked	with	 type-approval	data	 from	
the	vehicle	Certification	agency	before	car	energy	labels	are	applied	and	cars	
enter	the	market,	real-world	Co2	emission	data	is	currently	not	available.
vehicle	 Emission	 profiles	 use	 openCarData	 technology	 to	 generate	 real-
world	carbon	emission	profiles	 for	passenger	vehicles	and	compares	them	
with	European	union	legislation	on	car	energy	 labelling	 (Directive	1999/94/
EC).	 it	 provides	 a	 management	 tool	 with	 which	 drivers,	 fleet	 owners,	 and	
governments	can	share,	compare,	and	change	vehicle	Co2	emissions.



Drawing:	the	Eu	Car	
Energy	label	(left)	ver-	
sus	the	Emission	pro-
file	from	the	same	car
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about the 
innovators

innovaTion
on-Board	Diagnostics	(oBD)	is	a	universal	car	computer	system	built	into	ve-
hicles	 from	1996	onwards	 to	monitor	 the	emission	performance	of	 car	en-
gines.	although	oBD	has	been	around	for	many	years,	it	has	not	been	used	
to	 network	 our	 cars	 or	 to	 aggregate	 our	 vehicles’	 (emission)	 performance	
data.	openCarData	taps	into	vehicles’	oBD-ii	information,	transmits	it	in	real	
time	to	an	open-source	system,	and	stores	it	in	a	publicly	available	database.	
the	system	thus	performs	real-time	“check-ups”	on	individual	cars	or	entire	
fleets.	We	provide	software	and	an	api	to	enable	custom	oBD-ii	applications	
and	management	tools.

TaRgET MaRKET
road	user	charging	(based	on	absolute	emission	values)	will	be	charged	by	
the	grammes	of	Co2	per	kilometre	generated	by	each	individual	car	(“charge	
by	emission”)	instead	of	by	kilometres	(“charge	by	distance”).	vehicle	Emis-
sion	profiles	provide	a	new	entry	point	for	road	user	charging	by	calculating	
actual	emission	volumes	and	visualising	their	locations.	they	also	give	car-
leasing	companies	the	opportunity	to	enrich	their	it	software	suites	with	new	
tools	to	manage	vehicle	emissions	and	save	costs.

WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
gnSS Living Lab PRiZE :: EnERgy
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doss	B.v.
mr	Stef	Kolman
postjesweg	29ii
1057Dv,	amsterdam
the	netherlands
phone:	+31	611	33	59	15
e-mail:	info@opencardata.com
http://opencardata.com,	http://opencardata.com/emissionprofiles

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
Companies	and	individuals	may	save	up	to	€450	per	car	every	year	on	fuel	sa-
vings	and	emission	charges.*	meanwhile,	Eu	governments	could	potentially	
cut	back	115	billion	kilogrammes	of	Co2	emissions	from	their	annual	quotas	
–	a	combined	Eu	EtS	valuation	of	€5.2	billion.**

*	Based	on	a	20%	reduction	|	25,000	kilometres	per	year/per	car	|	€1.50/ltr	gas	price
**	Based	on	a	20%	reduction	|	25,000	kilometres	per	year/per	car	|	€45	per	ton	Co2	price



WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	
gnSS Living Lab PRiZE :: HEaLTH

The Winners
dr volker Tank | Johannes Tank

The idea
cardiac Power Monitoring (cPM)
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The Prize gnSS Living Lab Prize - Health
living	labs	are	user	Driven	open	innovation	platforms.	
Stakeholders,	including	firms,	public	agencies,	universi-
ties,	institutes	and	users	are	all	collaborating	for	creating,
prototyping,	 and	 validating	 new	 service-products	 and	
societal	 infrastructures	 in	real-life	contexts	 in	a	public-	
private-people-partnership	(pppp).	the	gnSS	living	lab	
prize	called	for	proposals	for	gnSS-related	products	and	
services	ready	to	be	tested	and	ideally	implemented	in	a	
suitable	living	lab.	
Submissions	 to	 the	 HEaltH	 theme	 shall	 provide	 highly	
innovative	services	and	integrated	solutions	with	the	aim	
of	a	triple	win:	unlocking	the	huge	business	opportunities	
in	Europe	and	in	the	global	market,	containing	the	costs	
for	 society,	 and	 improving	 the	 quality	 of	 life	 (including	
good	health)	 in	general	and	 in	particular	 for	 the	elderly	
and	disabled.	

The finalists
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dEScRiPTion
Self-determined	physical	activity	at	every	age	is	one	of	the	primary	keys	to	
achieving	and	maintaining	overall	physical	and	mental	health.	 it	minimises	
cardiovascular	risk,	which	in	spite	of	the	highest	standards	of	medicine	is	the	
main	cause	of	mortality	in	industrial	societies.	Exercise	also	reduces	the	need	
for	medical	intervention	and	treatment,	which	has	been	a	constantly	increa-
sing	 financial	 burden	 on	 industrial	 societies.	 Endurance	 training	 increases	
cardiac	power,	a	lack	of	it	causes	the	heart	to	decline.	Cardiac	power	can	thus	
serve	as	a	measure	of	health.	Cardiac	power	monitoring	(Cpm)	enables	users	
to	determine	their	cardiac	power	development	during	any	kind	of	endurance	
training	that	involves	travelling	some	distance,	such	as	walking,	biking,	skat-	
ing,	or	cross-country	skiing.	Based	on	high-accuracy	position	measurement	
during	motion,	Cpm	derives	cardiac	power	by	combining	the	physical	exer-
tion	the	user	performs	with	his	or	her	interrelated	heart	rate.	High	position	
accuracy	is	achieved	through	utilisation	of	EgnoS,	while	SiSnet	can	provide	
reliability	in	urban	environments.



photo:	Cpm	in	use,	
heart	rate	monitor	and	
gnSS	of	mobile	phone.
©	J.	tank
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innovaTion
to	date,	endurance	 training	has	been	guided	by	medical	 recommendations	
specifying	how	and	at	which	heart	rate	to	exercise,	with	heart	rate	monitors	
used	for	training	control.	until	now,	there	has	been	neither	a	means	of	mon-	
itoring	training	success,	nor	targets	to	achieve.	Cpm	monitors	real,	quanti-
tative	cardiac	power	during	training	or	other	physical	load.		the	system	also	
enables	users	to	establish	a	cardiac	power	index	(Cpi)	as	their	desired	status.	
Cpi	is	the	target,	Cpm	the	control	system.

TaRgET MaRKET
Cpm	focuses	on	the	growing	number	of	people	of	all	ages	who	are	conscien-
tious	about	health,	quality	of	life,	and	the	environment.	this	includes	the	elder-
ly,	who	face	higher	cardiovascular	risks	but	also	want	independent	lifestyles;	
and	people	undergoing	rehabilitation	after	a	medical	procedure.	in	particular,	
the	primary	market	for	Cpm	correlates	with	that	of	heart	rate	monitors	(one	
million	units	were	sold	in	germany	in	2007).	meanwhile,	integrating	Cpm	with	
mobile	phones	would	open	up	an	additional	market.

WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
gnSS Living Lab PRiZE :: HEaLTH
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Kreative	technologie	lWu,	ug	(limited	liability)
Dr	volker	tank
langäckerstr.	25
82279	Eching
germany
phone:	+49	8143	1757	
e-mail:	volker.tank@dlr.de

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
Cpm	 measures	 cardiac	 power	 during	 training	 at	 any	 time	 and	 location.	 in	
combination	with	Cpi,	it	provides	the	user	with	a	target	and	proof	that	her/his	
training	efforts	are	paying	off.	Cpm	also	serves	as	an	accurate	guide	to	adjust-	
ing	and	optimising	training	intensity.	During	rehabilitation,	it	can	provide	at-
tending	physicians	with	unique,	continuous	data	on	heart	power	development.	
Finally,	it	can	provide	a	heart	status	history	over	users’	entire	lives.	



WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	
gnSS Living Lab PRiZE :: MEdia

The Winners
dylan Seychell | dr alexiei dingli |
Tunde Kallai

The idea
dinoS for Smart cities –  digital information, 
navigation, and orientation System
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The Prize gnSS Living Lab Prize - Media
living	labs	are	user	Driven	open	innovation	platforms.	
Stakeholders,	including	firms,	public	agencies,	universi-
ties,	institutes	and	users	are	all	collaborating	for	creating,
prototyping,	 and	 validating	 new	 service-products	 and	
societal	 infrastructures	 in	real-life	contexts	 in	a	public-	
private-people-partnership	(pppp).	the	gnSS	living	lab	
prize	called	for	proposals	for	gnSS-related	products	and	
services	ready	to	be	tested	and	ideally	implemented	in	a	
suitable	living	lab.	
new	 telecommunication	 networks	 as	 3g+,	 4g,	 Wimax,	
Fttx	 and	 new	 devices	 as	 smartphones,	 and	 netbooks	
generate	new	types	of	consumer	behaviour	in	the	media	
industry.	Submissions	to	the	mEDia	theme	shall	comple-
ment	the	offer	generated	by	the	above	mentioned	techno-
logies	and	provide	citizens	and	people	with	added	value	
services	various	sectors.

The finalists
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dEScRiPTion
DinoS	 for	Smart	Cities	will	be	a	hybrid	system	 that	collects	and	manages	
information	and	aids	users	travelling	in	cities	by	making	use	of	localisation	
services.	it	will	incorporate	an	intelligent	information	system	that	automatic-
ally	manages	the	status	of	the	queues	at	tourist	attractions,	thus	distributing	
visitors	among	different	places	of	 interest.	the	system	will	also	be	able	 to	
determine	which	queue	is	moving	most	quickly.	using	artificial	 intelligence	
(ai)	techniques,	DinoS	will	in	return	suggest	attractions	to	users	depending	
on	this	status	and	provide	recommendations	based	on	their	proximity	to	rele-
vant	locations.	natural	language	processing	(nlp)	will	be	employed	to	protect	
tourists	by	reducing	their	use	of	the	traditional	methods	,	making	them	less	
vulnerable	to	theft.	the	system	will	comprise	a	central	server	that	receives	
information	from	nodes	at	places	of	interest	and	interacts	with	users	on	their	
mobile	devices.



about the 
company

photo:	Conceptual	
drawing	showing	the	
DinoS	benefit	group	
and	stakeholders
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about the 
innovators

innovaTion
DinoS	is	an	automated	guide	that	requires	minimal	user	intervention.	it	pro-
vides	the	user	with	navigational	and	orientation	support	and	up-to-date	 in-
formation	 when	 travelling	 in	 cities.	 	 DinoS	 constantly	 monitors	 the	 user’s	
location,	recommending	attractions	and	places	of	interest	nearby	according	
to	 their	 relevance.	 	 users	 can	 also	 take	 advantage	 of	 the	 orientation	 tools	
provided,	which	include	an	interactive	map	and	augmented	reality	functions.	
DinoS	 makes	 use	 of	 gpS	 for	 external	 localisation,	 and	 its	 application	 was	
developed	on	the	android	mobile	technology	platform.

TaRgET MaRKET
tourism:	the	system	enables	users	to	obtain	 information	about	 the	attrac-
tions	in	cities	and	general	orientation	based	on	a	combination	of	digital	maps/
guidebooks.	
marketing:	 the	 commercial	 community	 and	 historical	 attractions	 will	 use		
DinoS	to	promote	their	products	and	services	while	collaborating	together	to	
improve	users’	experiences	in	cities	where	the	system	is	implemented.	
learning/gaming:	one	could	also	use	the	system	to	conduct	fun	learning	ex-
periences	around	cities,	such	as	scavenger	hunts.	

WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
gnSS Living Lab PRiZE :: MEdia

Commercial
Entities

End Users
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tr	associates	ltd.
mr	Dylan	Seychell
Stresa	Court	3,	Spinola	road
3014	St.	Julians,	malta
phone:	+35	69	92	56	474
e-mail:	info@dylanseychell.eu
www.tr-associates.webs.com	
www.livinglabmalta.com	

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
the	 end	 user	 benefits	 from	 continuous	 adaptive	 guidance	 and	 navigational	
assistance	 while	 receiving	 high-quality,	 relevant	 information.	 meanwhile,		
DinoS	also	represents	new	marketing	and	advertising	space	commercial	and	
historic	entities	can	access.	in	addition,	it	holds	potential	advantages	for	mar-
keting	 agencies,	 which	 could	 use	 DinoS	 to	 conduct	 highly	 segmented	 and	
dedicated	campaigns.		in	a	nutshell,	the	potential	users	of	DinoS	are	all	of	
the	entities	related	in	any	way	to	a	given	city.	another	advantage	is	that	DinoS	
builds	a	profile	of	 the	user	and	processes	 information	 in	a	way	 that	guides	
consumers	to	the	companies	supporting	the	application.		

Commercial
Entities

Historic
Attractions

End Users

Advertising
Companies

Telecoms
Companies

Equipment
Vendors
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SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
gnSS Living Lab PRiZE

The decision 
EnERgy | Thinking from a user’s perspective, how do you expect displaying 
vehicle emissions in real time to change driver behaviour?
By	accessing	an	open,	real-world	display	of	 their	Co2	emissions,	users	be-
come	aware	of	their	behaviour	in	their	everyday	commuting	and	globally	con-
scious	of	how	 they	can	personally	contribute	effectively	 to	 reduce	pollution	
and	energy	consumption.	users	can	compare	their	improvements	with	others,	
set	measurable	targets,	and	play	competitive	games.	this	type	of	activity	has	
been	proven	 to	motivate	behavioural	change	–	 in	home	energy	savings,	 for	
example.

HEaLTH | What makes cPM stand out among existing gnSS-based heart-
rate monitoring solutions? Will cPM be more motivating?
By	introducing	a	novel	and	clever	measure	of	cardiac	power,	this	solution	pro-
vides	users	with	an	attractive	and	emotional	target	for	evaluating	the	success	
of	their	personal	training.	the	success	of	their	training	is	not	judged	by	how	
fast	they	can	run	or	swim,	or	how	much	cycling	or	mountain	hiking	they	can	
endure,	but	by	how	many	beats	their	hearts	need	for	a	given	physical	activity.

MEdia | dinoS cleverly combines touristic information with location-based 
advertising. How will you evaluate the commercial success of this business 
model, and what added value does it provide to the user?
users	are	going	to	experience	something	new	in	having	a	powerful	persona-
lised	service	that	provides	information	on	the	best	leisure	activities	available	
at	their	current	locations.	meanwhile,	small	businesses	will	have	the	chance	
to	attract	more	customers	in	their	vicinity	and	will	help	create	a	new	market	
for	localised	advertisement.



about  European network of Living Labs (EnoLL)
Enoll	is	both	an	open	community	and	a	legal	non-profit	association	and	was	
launched	in	november	2006	by	the	Eu	Finnish	presidency	and	supported	by	
the	subsequent	ones.	the	network	offers	open	innovation	methodologies	and	
techniques	in	the	product	development	life	cycle.	a	living	lab	is	an	open	in-
novation	 environment	 in	 which	 user-driven	 innovation	 is	 supported	 by	 the	
availability	 of	 established,	 consolidated	 services	 and	 iCt	 infrastructure	 for	
creating,	prototyping	and	using	new	products	and	services	in	real-life	envi-
ronments.	there	are	220	operational	living	labs	in	different	domains,	span-
ning	from	eHealth	to	energy	optimisation	and	efficiency,	and	from	intelligent	
mobility	to	inclusion	of	the	elderly	and	disadvantaged	people.	
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Roberto Santoro
vice	president
European	network	of	living	lab

Prof dr Pieter ballon
general	manager
iBBt-ilab.o

dr Klaus Enßlin
managing	Director
DKE	aerospace

boris Kennes
r&D	and	market	monitoring	officer
European	gnSS	Supervisory	
authority	(gSa)

veli-Pekka niitamo
Senior	advisor
proCESS	viSion	oY

dr carsten Rudolph
managing	Director
munich	Business	plan	Competition

claudio vandi
project	manager	and	researcher
lutin	userlab

The Experts

Jean-yves Roger
policy	officer
European	Commission

artur Serra
Deputy	Director
i2cat	Foundation

about  galileo advanced innovation Services (gainS)
the	 objective	 of	 the	 gainS	 project	 is	 the	 implementation	 of	 an	 ‘innovation	
highway’	 as	 a	 seamless	 process	 of	 coordinated	 galileo	 downstream	 appli-
cation	innovation	services	on	a	European	scale.	the	intention	is	to	support	a	
project	from	the	inception	of	the	idea	to	business	growth	in	three	main	phases:	
idea	recognition,	product	and	services	development,	and	new	venture	crea-
tion.	the	 integration	of	ESnC	and	Enoll	will	provide	a	great	step	 forward	
in	closing	the	gap	between	idea	generation	and	application	development,	by	
providing	access	to	product	development	and	facilitating	the	set-up	of	‘reality	
check’	pilots	in	a		real-life	setting	for	products	and	services	under	development.	



WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE	
UnivERSiTy cHaLLEngE

The Winner
vivek dadu

The idea
flood guardian 
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The Prize University challenge
High	 quality	 gnSS	 education	 is	 a	 driver	 for	 innovation,	
an	 enhancement	 for	 companies’	 competitiveness	 and	
a	 valuable	 opportunity	 for	 international	 cooperation.	 to	
bridge	 the	 gap	 from	 gnSS	 research	 and	 academia	 to	
entrepreneurship	 the	 ESnC	 university	 Challenge	 not	
only	addressed	students	and	research	associates	with	a	
background	 in	 aerospace	 and	 gnSS-specific	 courses	 of	
study	but	aimed	at	reaching	out	to	any	young	researcher	
dealing	with	areas	of	potential	applications,	be	it	prospec-
tive	automotive	engineers,	logistics	providers,	game	and	
other	mobile	application	developers,	or	health	promoters.	
Submissions	should	focus	on	creativity	and	market	needs	
rather	than	technological	perfection	of	the	business	idea.

The finalists
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dEScRiPTion
Even	with	the	many	technological	advancements	available	today,	it	is	impos-
sible	 to	 completely	 control	 natural	 calamities	 like	 floods,	 tsunamis,	 earth-
quakes,	 and	 storms.	 of	 these	 disasters,	 unESCo	 reports	 that	 flooding	 is	
most	common.	Since	1998,	the	European	Commission	has	recorded	around	
700	deaths	caused	by	floods	across	Europe,	along	with	about	half	a	million	
displaced	people	and	at	least	€25	billion	in	insured	damage	(to	say	nothing	of	
uninsured	costs).
in	light	of	the	devastating	effects	of	flooding,	there	exists	a	need	to	effectively	
generate	advance	warnings	and	provide	cogent	solutions	 to	avert	potential	
floods.	Flood	guardian	acts	as	a	single-point	solution	that	makes	use	of	sat-
ellite	 navigation	 (gnSS)	 to	 perform	 these	 tasks	 in	 real	 time.	 When	 placed	
in	cluster	configurations	at	different	locations,	these	devices	can	be	used	to	
collectively	monitor	a	large	area	of	land.
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innovaTion
Flood	guardian	uses	attitudinal	information	to	continuously	monitor	the	rate	
of	change	of	water	levels,	which	makes	it	possible	to	generate	advance	flood	
warnings	in	real	time.	in	addition,	the	instrument	uses	standard	positioning	
information	to	identify	its	present	position.	if	deployed	throughout	a	country,	
this	equipment	will	collectively	determine	the	current	status	of	various	water	
channels	in	real	time.	a	database	of	this	information	prepared	on	a	day-to-day	
basis	can	be	used	to	project	potentially	problematic	areas.	once	a	clear	pro-
jection	is	obtained,	the	system	will	be	able	to	provide	suggestions	on	the	best	
way	to	divert	water	and	avert	possible	flooding.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	European	Commission	has	directed	each	of	its	member-states	to	assess	
and	reduce	the	risk	of	flooding.	in	addition,	the	uK	government	has	earmarked	
£2.15	billion	until	2011	for	the	creation	of	a	flood	defence	system	in	the	count-
ry.	the	Flood	guardian	concept	proposed	here	is	in	line	with	the	Commission’s	
future	plans/directives.	

WinnER of THE SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
UnivERSiTy cHaLLEngE
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Cranfield	university
mr	vivek	Dadu
C-403,	modipon	Colony
ghaziabad
201204,	modinagar
india
phone:	+91	945	109	38	88
e-mail:	v.dadu@cranfield.ac.uk,	vdadu@yahoo.com

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
Flood	 guardian	 serves	 many	 purposes	 on	 the	 humanitarian	 front.	 its	 real-
time	field	monitoring	imparts	better	situational	awareness,	especially	in	pro-
viding	advance	warnings	to	people	living	in	flood-prone	areas.	this	can	also	
be	used	in	precision	agriculture	to	automate	irrigation	activities.

Flood	guardian‘s	potential	customers	include:
•	 Water	management	companies
•	 local	and	regional	water	management	authorities
•	 Hydro-meteorological	departments	and	research	labs
•	 the	agriculture	sector
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SPEciaL ToPic PRiZE 
UnivERSiTy cHaLLEngE

Partners /
Sponsors

The decision 
from a research perspective, what makes the technical approach stand out?
in	order	to	obtain	the	expected	system	performance,	several	technical	issu-
es	have	to	be	carefully	addressed.	the	proposed	solution	combines	code	and	
carrier	measurements,	introduces	a	system	architecture	to	mitigate	errors,	
and	considers	both	position	accuracy	and	other	important	aspects	–	comple-
xity	and	fast	initialisation,	for	instance,	which	are	key	in	developing	an	effec-
tive	application.

from a business incubation perspective, what are the next steps towards 
the commercial implementation of the application?
the	aim	of	 the	ESnC	university	Challenge	 is	 to	realise	 the	winning	 idea	by	
founding	a	start-up	company.	the	KiS4Sat	consortium	will	 thus	provide	10	
days	of	work	with	an	individual	coach	who	will,	for	example,	provide	consul-
ting	on	ipr	issues,	technological	feasibility,	and	the	business	plan	in	order	to	
prepare	the	application	for	one	of	the	suitable	incubation	programmes	offered	
by	the	ESnC	partner	regions.

from a patent consultant’s perspective, how do you evaluate the likelihood 
of obtaining a patent for the solution?
if	the	presented	idea	solves	a	problem	using	a	technical	solution	in	a	novel,	
non-obvious	way,	it	is	patentable	according	to	patent	legislation.	the	possibi-
lity	to	obtain	a	patent	is	thus	dependent	on	whether	similar	or	corresponding	
solutions	are	already	publically	known.	as	such,	the	solution	should	have	very	
good	chances	to	be	granted	a	patent	if	it	is	found	to	be	new.
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The Experts

Stefano Scarda
policy	officer
European	Commission

Michel bosco
Deputy	Head	of	unit
European	Commission

fabio dovis
assistant	professor
politecnico	di	torino

dr daniel Ludwig
Senior	Consultant
DlC-grand	toulouse-France

gustaf Särner
patent	attorney
awapatent	aB

about  The University challenge
High	quality	gnSS	education	is	a	driver	for	innovation,	an	enhancement	for	
companies’	competitiveness	and	a	valuable	opportunity	for	international	co-
operation.	to	bridge	the	gap	from	gnSS	research	and	academia	to	entrepre-
neurship	the	first	ESnC	university	Challenge	particularly	addressed	students	
and	 research	 associates	 with	 the	 aim	 to	 foster	 the	 creation	 of	 commercial	
ventures	 from	 bright	 ideas.	 the	 ESnC	 university	 Challenge	 has	 been	 car-
ried	out	by	anwendungszentrum	gmbH	oberpfaffenhofen	(aZo)	and	support-
ed	by	the	Cip	project	KiS4Sat	(Knowledge	intensive	Services	in	the	satellite	
downstream	applications	and	services	sector),	awapatent	aB	and	the	univer-
sity	of	the	Federal	armed	Forces	munich.



The Winners
bruno desruelle | Philippe bouyer | arnaud Landragin

The idea
µQuanS – a Portable Matter-Wave gravimeter
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REgionaL WinnER 
aQUiTainE / fRancE

The finalists
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dEScRiPTion
our	idea	involves	developing	a	high-performance	absolute	gravimeter	dedi-
cated	to	various	geophysics	applications.	this	instrument	will	be	capable	of	
measuring	vertical	acceleration	with	a	relative	accuracy	close	to	10-9.	gravime-
tric	surveying/monitoring	is	already	a	well-established	technique	for	differ-	
ent	purposes	related	to	underground	analysis.	the	presence	of	heterogeneity	
in	the	ground	does	indeed	lead	to	gravimetric	anomalies	that	can	be	detect-	
ed	by	a	high-sensitivity	instrument.	these	sensors	are	therefore	considered	
very	powerful	tools	for	subsurface	“imaging”.	their	utilisation	in	monitoring	
volcanoes	is	an	interesting	application	example,	and	they	offer	high	potential	
in	detecting	advance	signals	of	seismic	activity.	other	applications	are	also	
possible	in	hydrology,	seismic	surveillance,	and	the	monitoring	of	oil	and	gas	
production	sites.



about the 
company

photo:	gravimetric	
measurement	cam-
pagne	performed	by	a	
team	of	géosciences,	
montpellier	in	iran.	
©	nicolas	le	moigne,	
CnrS
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about the 
innovators

innovaTion
this	project	is	based	on	a	highly	innovative	technology.	our	gravimeter	is	based	
on	atom	cooling	and	trapping,	as	well	as	on	quantum	manipulation	techniques	
using	lasers.	the	principle	relies	on	the	measurement	of	the	acceleration	ex-
perienced	by	rubidium	atoms	initially	trapped	and	cooled	at	a	temperature	of	
a	few	µK	in	a	vacuum	chamber.	this	sensor	technology	is	protected	by	a	re-
cent	international	patent.	in	addition,	the	gravimeter	performance	will	require	
the	used	of	advanced	gnSS	techniques	because	the	absolute	vertical	position	
of	the	sensor	must	be	determined	within	few	millimetres	anywhere	on	earth.

TaRgET MaRKET
our	product	addresses	the	global	market	for	applied	geophysics.	in	the	short	
term,	we	expect	to	develop	some	activity	with	companies	specialised	in	the	
management	and	exploration	of	underground	resources.	our	solutions	will	
also	be	of	crucial	interest	to	members	of	the	academic	community	who	are	
conducting	research	activities	in	the	field	of	gravimetry	and	looking	for	new	
application	schemes.	over	the	longer	term,	we	think	our	approach	–	the	first	
compatible	with	permanent	monitoring	–	will	give	rise	to	the	emergence	of	
gravimetric	earth	surveillance	networks,	which	will	considerably	improve	our	
capability	to	predict	seismic	activity	and	volcanic	eruptions.	

REgionaL WinnER 
aQUiTainE / fRancE
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
utilisation	 of	 laser-cooled	 atoms	 is	 a	 disruptive	 technology	 in	 the	 field	 of	
gravimetry	and	will	offer	future	customers	interesting	benefits	compared	to		
state-of-the-art	technology.	in	particular,	our	gravimeter	will	offer	the	pos-
sibility	 of	 performing	 absolute	 measurement	 with	 extreme	 accuracy	 (close	
to	10-9).	another	interesting	feature	is	our	innovation’s	unlimited	acquisition	
time	at	a	high	repetition	rate	(a	few	Hz).	Eventually,	we	expect	a	significant	
gain	in	weight	and	compacity	compared	to	current	absolute	gravimeters.

µQuanS
mr	Bruno	Desruelle,	phD.
Centre	technologique	optique,	
Bâtiment	a11,	351	cours	de	la	libération
33405	talEnCE,	
France
phone:	+33	6	28	34	46	98
e-mail:	bruno.desruelle@microquans.com
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photo:	Beach	on	the	
edge	of	the	basin	of	
arcachon	at	sunset
©	gilbert	alban

The Region aquitaine
located	in	southwest	France,	the	aquitaine	region	is	bor-
dered	by	the	atlantic	ocean	and	the	pyrenees.	aquitaine	
offers	 a	 mix	 of	 economic	 dynamism,	 fascinating	 land-
scapes,	and	cultural	heritage	that	contributes	to	the	suc-
cess	of	entrepreneurial	 ideas	and	defines	a	unique	per-
spective	of	welfare	and	personal	development.
the	region	is	positioned	at	the	heart	of	current	European	
issues	and	aims	to	ensure	economic	growth	and	sustain-
able	 development	 throughout	 the	 European	 territory.	 in	
aquitaine,	 the	 emphasis	 has	 been	 placed	 on	 numerous	
projects	both	local	and	cross-regional	in	dimension.
a	 leading	 region	 in	 aerospace	 with	 40,000	 jobs	 and	 740	
organisations	in	the	sector,	aquitaine	co-hosts	the	aero-
space	 valley	 cluster	 and	 is	 home	 to	 major	 industrial	
groups,	research	institutes,	and	world-renowned	experts	
engaged	in	satellite	navigation	and	positioning	systems.	
aquitaine	promotes	start-ups	and	their	innovations	in	the	
aerospace,	composites,	and	photonics	sectors.
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The regional organiser ToPoS
topoS	is	a	non-profit	organisation	that	 facilitates	partnerships	and	fosters	
networking	and	collaborative	activities	to	further	develop	regional	ventures	
and	activity	in	the	downstream	gnSS	market.
Created	 in	 2007	 in	 order	 to	 increase	 the	 competitiveness	 of	 the	 aquitaine	
enterprises	centred	on	navigation	and	positioning	applications,	topoS	repre-
sents	 about	 40	 industrial	 members,	 academic	 research	 centres,	 and	 insti-
tutions	focused	on	the	emergence,	economic	growth,	and	success	of	EgnoS	
/	galilEo	Eu	projects.
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topoS	aquitaine
mr	laurent	le	thuaut
Centre	Condorcet
162	av.	du	Dr.	albert	Schweitzer
33600	pessac,	France
phone:	+33	55	61	58	074
e-mail:	laurent.lethuaut@topos-aquitaine.org
www.topos-aquitaine.org



The Winner
Mamadou diop

The idea
mLearning4africa & Middle East –
Eastern communities in Urban and Remote areas
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dEScRiPTion
mlearning4africa	 is	 an	 innovative	 open	 platform	 that	 is	 modular,	 holistic,	
and	easy	to	use.	it	combines	gpS,	mobile,	and	satellite	communication	tech-
nologies	in	a	virtual	webspace	(phase	1)	and	a	mobile	handset	(phase	2).	the	
platform’s	virtual	webspace	acts	as	a	medium	between	educators	and	mobile	
users,	 facilitating	 content	 authoring,	 management,	 and	 publishing	 through	
Web	2.0	technologies.	 in	addition	to	this	web-based	platform,	we	have	also	
designed	a	mobile	application	that	can	be	deployed	on	mobile	platforms	such	
as	iphone	and	android.	Content	will	be	compatible	with	these	two	platforms,	
along	with	others	such	as	rim	and	Symbian	oS.	
the	proposed	project	provides	a	low-cost	mobile	platform	that	will	enable	re-
porting	for	nomadic	population	units,	or	“cells”	–	tribes	or	extended	families,	
for	example.



about the 
company
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innovaTion
mlearning4africa	and	middle	East	aims	to	contribute	to	scientific	and	tech-
nical	expertise	by	learning	about	how	groups	of	people	in	remote	areas	use	
mobile	devices	in	their	everyday	knowledge	acquisition	and	problem	solving.	it	
also	aims	to	discover	user	innovations	and	concepts	relating	to	mobile	devices	
through	 a	 participatory	 design	 process.	 Based	 on	 the	 scenarios	 developed,	
the	 technology	 development	 team	 behind	 this	 project	 has	 built	 a	 prototype	
version	of	mlearning4africa	&	middle	East	that	employs	three	main	technolo-
gy	platforms	to	achieve	its	goal:	1)	an	SmS	communication	interface/gateway	
to	send	and	receive	text	messages.	2)	the	asterisk	open	Source	pBX	for	audio	
telephony	communications.	3)	a	media	wiki	server	offering	relevant	content
these	 technologies	 are	 used	 to	 address	 environmental	 and	 infrastructural	
challenges	in	providing	and	supporting	education	where	conventional	e-learn-	
ing	technologies	would	fail;	this	should	lead	many	to	reconsider	the	accepted	
developmental	or	evolutionary	paradigms.	

TaRgET MaRKET
the	primary	ability	of	the	proposed	product	is	to	identify,	locate,	and	coordi-
nate	mobile	population	groups	such	as	nomadic	tribes,	herders,	and	displaced	
social	groups	in	order	to	enable	the	implementation	of	educational	programs,	
including	e-learning	and	m-learning.	the	concept	could	reach	a	large	number	
of	urban,	rural,	and	remote	users	between	the	ages	of	10	and	55	(and	older).

REgionaL WinnER 
aRab MiddLE EaST & noRTH afRica (MEna)
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groupe	iSEg	/	uniDaF
mr	mamadou	Diop
Sicap	Sacré-Cœur	1	n°
8469	Dakar
Senegal
phone:	+221	33	864	26	60,	+336	43	97	94	03
e-mail:	isegcesmi@gmail.com
www.isegcesmi.com,	www.unidaf.com

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
the	main	impact	of	the	project	will	stem	from	the	creation	of	a	technology	that	
supports	existing	social	 infrastructures	and	 increases	 the	potential	of	 cur-
rent	practices	with	mobile	phones	by	introducing	opportunities	for	knowledge	
sharing,	 community	 building,	 and	 joint	 learning	 in	 the	 authentic	 context	 of	
studying.	the	application	explores	and	comprehends	the	cultural,	social,	and	
organisational	contexts	of	people	in	remote	areas	using	models	and	scenarios	
of	how	mobile	technologies	could	be	used	for	teaching,	learning,	healthcare	
and	user	empowerment.	

INSTITUT SUPÉRIEUR 
D’ENTREPRENEURSHIP

     ET DE GESTION
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The Region arab MEna
the	population	of	the	arab	nations	is	estimated	at	approxi-
mately	340	million	across	the	middle	East	and	north	afri-
ca	(mEna),	which	includes	23	different	countries:	algeria,	
Bahrain,	Comoros,	Djibouti,	Egypt,	Eritrea,	 iraq,	Jordan,	
Kuwait,	lebanon,	libya,	mauritania,	morocco,	oman,	pa-
lestine,	Qatar,	Saudi	arabia,	Somalia,	Sudan,	Syria,	tuni-
sia,	the	united	arab	Emirates,	and	Yemen.	
though	diverse	in	geography,	resources,	and	ethnicity,	the	
arab	region	shares	a	common	language	–	arabic	–	and	a	
common	history	that	dates	back	to	the	rise	of	islam	in	the	
7th	century	aD.	islam	is	the	predominant	religion	in	the	
arab	 countries;	 combined	 with	 their	 shared	 past,	 it	 has	
produced	a	melting	pot	of	culture	and	heritage	that	has	
resulted	 in	strong	community	 links	and	a	mutual	 inter-
est	in	development	throughout	the	arab	world.	this	sen-
se	of	commonality	was	formalised	by	the	establishment	
of	 the	 league	 of	 arab	 States	 in	 1945.	 the	 arab	 league	
is	a	regional	organisation	set	up	to	nurture	and	build	on		
these	common	elements	in	order	to	strengthen	political	
and	economic	relations	among	the	arab	states.
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The regional organiser arab Science and Technology foundation (aSTf)
the	arab	Science	and	technology	Foundation	(aStF)	is	an	independent,	non-
governmental,	non-profit	regional	and	international	organisation.	aStF	was	
formed	in	april	2000	by	a	group	of	arab	scientists	and	engineers	from	all	over	
the	 world	 with	 the	 prime	 directive	 of	 promoting	 science	 and	 technology	 in	
the	arab	middle	East-north	africa	(mEna)	region.	aStF	serves	as	mediator	
between	those	who	produce,	develop,	and	fund	scientific	research,	and	those	
who	benefit	from	it.	in	all	its	activities,	aStF	supports	and	facilitates	scientific	
and	technological	innovation	in	the	arab	world.	its	goal	is	to	fulfil	its	mission	
as	a	pan-arab	organisation	by	establishing	branch	offices	in	arab	capitals	and	
liaison	nodes	in	other	parts	of	the	world.	at	present,	aStF	has	branch	offices	
in	Sharjah	(uaE),	Baghdad,	Cairo,	tunis,	amman,	morocco,	libya,	and	Sudan.	
in	 addition,	 aStF	 aims	 to	 identify	 outstanding	 scientific	 research	 activities	
and	become	a	centre	for	assessing	the	performance	of	scientific	programs,	as	
well	as	a	powerful	international	arab	entity	that	defends	the	region’s	interests	
in	scientific	and	technological	progress.
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Dr	omar	al-Emam
c/o	astrium	Satellites
Earth	observation,	navigation	and	Science
gunnels	Wood	road	
Stevenage,	Sg1	2aS,	united	Kingdom
phone:	+44	78	87	82	63	33
e-mail:	omar.emam@astf.net
www.astf.net

MEna 
Region



PoRTRaiT
aUSTRaLia

The Region australia
Queensland,	 australia,	 covers	 an	 area	 of	 1.7	 m	 sq	 km,	
ranging	 from	 densely	 populated,	 well-serviced	 cities	 to	
sparsely	populated	rural	areas	with	densities	below	one	
person	 per	 sq	 km.	 Consequently,	 Queensland	 provides	
opportunities	for	the	development	of	gnSS	applications	
for	 both	 remote	 areas	 and	 cities.	 gnSS	 technology	 is	
being	used	in	an	increasing	number	of	sectors,	including	
industries	 that	 underpin	 Queensland’s	 strong	 economy.	
gnSS-related	 businesses	 in	 Queensland	 currently	 gen-
erate	an	estimated	auD	350	m	annually	in	goods	and	ser-
vices,	and	employ	750	people,	of	which	250	are	in	research	
and	 development.	 Queensland	 boasts	 40	 gnSS	 related	
businesses,	with	global	significance	in	gnSS	technology	
for	 the	 accurate	 guidance	 of	 machinery	 used	 in	 key	 in-
dustries	 such	 as	 mining,	 agriculture	 and	 infrastructure	
development,	and	national	significance	 in	vehicle	based	
gnSS,	for	example	intelligent	transport	systems.	
www.qld.gov.au
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The regional organiser ignSS Society
the	ignSS	Society	is	a	market	driven	not	for	profit	association	providing	ser-
vices	such	as	workshops,	conferences,	trade	exhibitions	and	awards	for	ex-
cellence	programmes.	areas	of	specific	interest	include	space,	air,	land	and	
marine	applications.	the	ignSS	Society	is	incorporated	in	Queensland,	aus-	
tralia	–	a	region	boasting	enormous	growth	in	the	quality	and	quantity	of	gnSS	
products	and	applications	 in	the	last	decade.	Queensland	currently	has:	40	
gnSS	related	businesses,	with	global	significance	in	gnSS	technology	for	the	
accurate	guidance	of	machinery	used	in	key	industries	such	as	mining,	agri-
culture	and	infrastructure	development,	and	national	significance	in	vehicle-
based	gnSS,	for	example	intelligent	transport	systems.	
the	australian	Challenge	brings	a	new	perspective	to	the	competition	through	
its	 emphasis	 on	 gnSS	 solutions	 to	 deal	 with	 specific	 australian	 concerns,	
such	as	sparsely	populated	areas,	large	scale	surface	mining	operations,	and	
precision	agriculture	requirements.	www.ignss.org 
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ignSS	SoCiEtY
mr	matt	Higgins
po	Box	1380
palm	Beach	Qld	4221
australia
phone:	+61	7	38	96	37	54
e-mail:	matt.higgins@derm.gld.gov.au
www.ignss.org



The Winner
Erich H. franke

The idea
Satellite-based System for Monitoring 
animal Population to assess Environmental 
Quality Parameters
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dEScRiPTion
the	quality	of	the	environmental	conditions	in	biotopes	can	be	assessed	by	
observing	 the	 interaction	of	animals	and	plants	 in	each	respective	area.	 in	
typical	predator-prey	systems,	the	food	chain	is	a	solid	reflection	of	the	con-
ditions	inside	of	the	habitat.	a	good	example	is	the	interaction	between	bats	
and	the	insects	these	flying	mammals	hunt.	the	size	of	the	insect	populati-
on	reacts	rather	sensitively	to	pollution	or	poisoning	in	a	given	biotope,	and,	
since	the	number	of	hunting	bats	in	an	area	depends	on	the	available	insect	
prey,	counting	bat	flights	on	a	long-term	basis	provides	an	indication	of	the	
habitat’s	quality.	However,	counting	bats	is	tedious	a	task,	and	human	observ-	
ers’	results	often	lack	reproducibility	and	reliability,	which	lowers	their	signif-	
icance.	automated	detection,	position	finding,	classification,	and	counting	of	
bats	can	significantly	improve	the	quality	of	the	derived	data.



about the 
company

photo:	Detector	with	
satellite	communica-
tion	device	and	control	
box	deployed	in	the	
field.	©	2010	aFuSoFt	
Kommunikationstech-
nik	gmbH,	germany
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about the 
innovator

innovaTion
Derived	from	technology	originally	developed	for	green	border	surveillance,	
the	automated	system	detects	bats’	ultrasonic	“calls”.	it	performs	a	triangu-
lation	using	hyperbolic	navigation	using	three	sensor	heads	to	find	out	if	the	
bats	are	flying	in	or	out	of	the	area	under	surveillance.	geodetic	position	and	
time	synchronisation	are	performed	through	the	satellite	navigation	system,	
while	the	data	collected	is	transmitted	to	a	surveillance	centre	through	satel-
lite	communication.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	primary	users	will	be	government	agencies	and	larger	organisations	re-
sponsible	for	environmental	protection.	Since	these	issues	have	become	le-
gally	mandatory	in	Europe,	authorities	have	to	generate	and	publish	statistics	
in	order	to	prove,	for	example,	that	a	new	motorway	or	industrial	area	project	
will	not	have	adverse	effects	on	 the	environment.	We	anticipate	higher	de-
mand	in	lightly	populated	European	countries	with	large	forests	and	uninha-
bited	areas,	where	manpower	costs	are	increasing.

REgionaL WinnER 
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
automated	detection	and	counting	will	dramatically	improve	the	reliability	and	
reproducibility	of	environmental	data	and	prevent	it	from	being	challenged	if	
cited	in	a	court	of	law.	Furthermore,	the	cost	of	studies	based	on	long-term	
observations	will	be	significantly	reduced	due	the	much	lower	manpower	re-
quirements.

aFuSoFt	Kommunikationstechnik	gmbH
mr	Erich	H.	Franke
Koenigsbacher	Strasse	51
D-75196	remchingen
germany
phone:	+49	7232	31	72	0
e-mail:	erich.franke@afusoft.com
www.afusoft.com
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photo:	Castle	Hohen-
zollern	offering	a	spec-
tacular	view	over	the	
Swabian	mountains.	
©	manuela	Weschke

The Region baden-Württemberg
Baden-Württemberg	is	a	federal	state	home	to	some	11	
million	inhabitants	in	southwestern	germany.	it	is	famous	
for	 its	 tourist	 highlights,	 such	 as	 the	 Black	 Forest	 and	
lake	Constance;	its	universities	in	Heidelberg,	Freiburg,	
Karlsruhe,	Constance,	Stuttgart,	ulm,	and	tübingen;	as	
well	as	the	companies	Daimler,	porsche,	Sap,	and	Bosch.	
the	state	 is	also	known	for	 its	great	writers	–	Friedrich	
Schiller	 (William	 tell)	 in	 particular	 –	 and	 its	 people	 are	
known	 as	 „tüftler”,	 which	 indicates	 a	 great	 enthusiasm	
for	technical	problems	and	their	solutions.	thanks	to	this	
open-minded	spirit,	Baden-Württemberg	is	 ideally	posi-
tioned	to	participate	in	the	European	Satellite	navigation	
Competition.	Doing	so	gives	its	citizens	the	chance	to	both	
take	on	technical	challenges	and	establish	international	
contacts.	www.baden-wuerttemberg.de	
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The regional organiser iHK | forum Satnav MiT bW e.v.
iHK	Baden-Württemberg:	the	12	Chambers	of	Commerce	and	industry	in	Ba-
den-Württemberg	represent	the	interests	of	around	534,000	companies	and	
provide	 services	 to	 the	 region’s	 economy.	 as	 public	 legal	 bodies,	 they	 also	
regulate	state	duties	and	act	as	expert	partners	and	advisors	to	ministries,	
courts,	and	authorities	in	economic	matters.	www.reutlingen.ihk.de
the	goal	of	the	Forum	for	applied	Satellite	navigation	and	mobile	it	Baden-
Württemberg	e.v.	(Forum	Satnav	mit	BW)	is	to	establish	satellite	navigation	
in	the	german	state	of	Baden-Württemberg	by	providing	companies	and	re-
search	institutes	with	efficient	access	to	this	future	technology.	Forum	Satnav	
mit	BW	carries	out	projects	and	events	and	organises	topic-specific	work-
groups	while	advising	the	Baden-Württemberg	ministry	of	Economic	affairs	
on	all	 issues	related	to	satellite	navigation	and	mobile	 it	within	 the	state’s	
Sat-nav	initiative.	www.galileo-bw.de
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iHK	reutlingen
Dr	Stefan	Engelhard
Hindenburgstr.	54
72762	reutlingen,	germany
phone:	+49	71	21	201	119
fax:	+49	71	21	201	41	19
e-mail:	engelhard@reutlingen.ihk.de
www.reutlingen.ihk.de,	www.galileo-masters-bw.de



The Winners
Patryk Jurkowski | Patrick Henkel

The idea
carrier Phase Receiver System with Extremely 
Reliable integer ambiguity Resolution
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dEScRiPTion
gpS	satellites	transmit	code	and	carrier	phase	signals	that	can	be	used	for	
positioning.	low-cost	receivers	use	only	the	code	signal,	and	are	thus	accu-
rate	down	 to	a	 few	metres.	geodetic	 receivers,	meanwhile,	use	 the	carrier	
phase,	 which	 offers	 millimetre-level	 accuracy.	 However,	 the	 carrier	 phase	
is	ambiguous	as	the	phase	of	the	sinusoidal	wave	repeats	every	19	cm.	the	
resolution	of	 these	 integer	ambiguities	 is	 the	key	 to	millimetre-level	accu-
racy.	Currently,	 the	ambiguity	 resolution	requires	several	minutes	even	 for	
the	most	advanced	gnSS	receivers.	the	probability	of	incorrect	fixing	varies	
between	10-4	and	1	depending	on	the	number	of	visible	satellites.	this	is	far	
in	excess	of	the	maximum	allowed	failure	rate	for	safety-of-life	applications	
(10-9).
our	new	receiver	system	achieves	centimetre-level	accuracy	by	resolving	the	
carrier	phase	integer	ambiguities	with	an	error	rate	of	less	than	10-9,	which	is	
several	orders	of	magnitude	lower	than	in	any	existing	technique.



photo:	Secure	stabili-
sation	of	freight	at	heli-
copters.	©	architekten	
Hermann	Kaufmann	Zt	
gmbH
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about the 
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innovaTion
the	suggested	differential	receiver	system	substantially	improves	the	reliabi-
lity	of	integer	ambiguity	resolution	through	two	new	algorithms:	First,	a	new	
multi-frequency	linear	combination	of	code	and	carrier	phase	measurements	
is	 used.	 it	 eliminates	 the	 ionospheric	 delay	 and	 maximises	 the	 ambiguity	
discrimination,	 which	 leads	 to	 a	 wavelength	 of	 several	 metres	 and	 a	 noise	
level	of	a	few	centimetres.	Secondly,	a	priori	information	on	baseline	length	is	
included	in	the	ambiguity	resolution,	which	substantially	reduces	the	search	
space.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	proposed	carrier	phase	receiver	system	can	be	used	in	any	application	
where	 approximate	 information	 on	 the	 distance	 between	 both	 receivers	 is	
available.		one	such	scenario	involves	the	secure	stabilisation	of	loads	carried	
by	hovering	helicopters	where	the	length	of	the	rope	is	known.	this	market	
includes	the	airborne	supply	of	mountain	cabin	construction,	as	well	as	the	
daily	transport	of	groceries.	another	application	is	in	supporting	cranes	that	
move	heavy	freight,	such	as	in	constructing	buildings,	loading	container	ships	
in	large	harbours,	and	building	offshore	wind	farms.

REgionaL WinnER 
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
the	stabilisation	of	hovering	freights	carried	by	helicopters	and	cranes	brings	
two	substantial	benefits	to	the	customer:	First,	stabilisation	prevents	current	
oscillations	of	the	hovering	load,	which	are	a	substantial	risk	to	both	ground	
workers	 and	 pilots,	 who	 cannot	 see	 the	 freight.	 the	 second	 benefit	 is	 that	
stabilising	freight	speeds	up	the	unloading	process,	enabling	a	greater	freight	
exchange	in	the	same	amount	of	time.

technische	universiät	münchen
mr	patryk	Jurkowski,	Dr.-ing.	patrick	Henkel
lehrstuhl	für	Kommunikation	und	navigation
theresienstr.	90
80333	münchen
germany
phone:	+49	163	628	11	84,	+49	171	447	23	43
e-mail:	patryk.jurkowski@mytum.de
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photo:	munich,	capital	
city	of	germany‘s	Free	
State	of	Bavaria.	City	
skyline	in	the	morning	
light.	the	alps	visible	in	
the	background.
©	rudolf	Sterflinger

The Region bavaria
the	 economic	 region	 of	 munich	 is	 one	 of	 Europe‘s	 top	
business	 locations	 for	 aviation,	 astronautics,	 and	 satel-
lite	navigation,	boasting	234	companies	and	7	renowned	
research	institutes.	With	a	turnover	of	Eur	4.7	billion	in	
2006	and	over	15,000	employees	in	industry	and	research,	
aerospace	and	satellite	navigation	make	a	major	contri-
bution	 to	 the	 economic	 power	 of	 munich	 as	 a	 business	
location.	Employees	 in	 these	 industries	are	highly	qual-
ified	and	specialised,	60%	of	 the	staff	 in	aerospace	and	
83%	in	satellite	navigation	are	university	graduates.	as	a	
classic	high-tech,	research-intensive	industry,	aerospace	
is	 constantly	 providing	 other	 industries	 with	 significant	
technological	 impulses.	Satellite	navigation	 is	emerging	
as	a	sunrise	industry	with	the	potential	of	becoming	a	key	
player	in	the	coming	years.	Besides	big	system	integra-
tors	such	as	EaDS,	there	are	well-known	suppliers	to	the	
aerospace	industry	as	well	as	to	operations	in	specialised	
engineering	and	machining	tools	at	all	tiers	of	the	supply	
chain	in	the	munich	economic	region.	the	aerospace	and	
satellite	 navigation	 companies	 in	 the	 munich	 economic	
region	truly	live	up	to	the	reputation	of	their	field	as	being	
highly	 research-intensive:	 on	 average	 the	 aerospace	
companies	 invested	 18.9%	 of	 their	 turnover	 in	 research	
and	development.	www.bayern.de
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The regional organiser anwendungszentrum gmbH oberpfaffenhofen
aZo	was	founded	as	an	incubator	to	expand	oberpfaffenhofen,	an	important	
aerospace	 location	 in	germany,	 into	a	cluster	 focusing	on	European	satel-
lite	 navigation.	 Established	 in	 2001,	 this	 incubation	 programme	 has	 seen	
through	the	creation	of	38	new	companies	and	more	than	650	jobs.	Since	au-
gust	2009,	aZo	has	managed	the	ESa	Business	incubation	Center	oberpfaf-
fenhofen,	Europe’s	fourth	ESa	BiC,	and	has	already	incubated	14	new	start-
up	companies.	the	Free	State	of	Bavaria,	the	European	Space	agency	(ESa),	
the	german	aerospace	Center	 (Dlr),	and	 local	bank	Kreissparkasse	mün-
chen	 Starnberg	 are	 the	 partners	 of	 this	 programme,	 contributing	 financial	
and	technical	support	to	the	start-ups	underdoing	incubation	with	the	aim	of	
supporting	40	company	foundations	on	location	by	2013.	as	part	of	the	ESa	
technology	transfer	programme	(ttp),	ESa	BiC	oberpfaffenhofen	focuses	on	
incorporating	 aerospace	 technology	 and	 expertise	 into	 start-up	 companies	
in	new	fields	of	the	economy	while	benefitting	from	its	direct	proximity	to	the	
scientific	knowledge	and	development	network	of	Dlr.
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anwendungszentrum	gmbH	oberpfaffenhofen
ms	ulrike	Daniels
Friedrichshafener	Straße	1
82205	gilching
germany
phone:	+49	8105	77	2	77	10
e-mail:	daniels@anwendungszentrum.de
www.anwendungszentrum.de
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The Region brazil
the	Federative	republic	of	Brazil	is	the	largest	country	in	
South	america	and	the	only	portuguese-speaking	coun-
try	in	the	americas.	it	is	the	world‘s	fifth-largest	country	
in	terms	of	both	geographical	area	and	population.	Brazil	
is	the	world‘s	eighth-largest	economy	in	nominal	gDp	and	
the	 ninth-largest	 in	 purchasing	 power	 parity.	 Econom-	
ic	 reforms	 have	 brought	 the	 country	 new	 international		
recognition.
technological	 research	 in	 Brazil	 is	 largely	 carried	 out	
at	public	universities	and	research	institutes,	with	more	
than	73%	of	funding	for	basic	research	still	coming	from	
government	sources.	Brazil‘s	most	notable	technological	
hubs	 are	 the	 oswaldo	 Cruz	 institute,	 the	 Butantan	 in-
stitute,	 the	 air	 Force‘s	 aerospace	 technical	 Centre,	 the	
Brazilian	 agricultural	 research	 Corporation,	 and	 inpE.	
the	Brazilian	Space	agency	has	the	most	advanced	space	
program	 in	 latin	 america,	 with	 significant	 capabilities	
in	 launch	 vehicles,	 launch	 sites,	 and	 satellite	 manufac-	
turing.
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photo:	the	octavio	
Frias	de	oliveira	bridge,	
São	paulo	-	Brazil.	view	
from	the	north	tower	
of	the	CEnu	complex	
(northeast	of	the	bridge)	
©	Wikimedia	Commons



The regional organiser MundogEo
mundogEo	publishing	was	created	in	1998	to	serve	as	the	convergence	point	
of	the	geomatics	community	and	location	services,	trading	experiences,	pro-
fessional	 updating,	 and	 business	 generation.	 the	 mundogEo	 web	 portal	 is	
a	leader	in	latin	america,	portugal,	and	Spain	and	one	of	the	five	most-vis-
ited	web	portals	 in	 the	world	 in	the	field	of	geomatics.	mundogEo	has	two	
main	differentiating	characteristics:	 it	produces	content	 in	three	languages	
–	portuguese,	English,	and	Spanish	–	and	edits	the	magazines	infogEo	and	
infognSS.	infogEo	is	related	to	remote	sensing,	geographic	information	sys-
tems	(giS),	and	geoWeb,	while	infognSS	focuses	on	surveying	and	cartogra-
phy.	
in	partnership	with	 three	 international	 institutions,	mundogEo	participates	
in	creating	and	maintaining	the	galileo	information	Centre	for	latin	america	
(giCla).	in	2010,	mundogEo	started	working	on	a	new	project	called	Enhan-
ced	Code	galileo	receiver	for	land	management	in	Brazil	(EnCorE).
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mundogEo
mr	Eduardo	Freitas
rua	nelson	lins	D‘albuquerque,	110
80520-430	–	Curitiba	pr
Brazil
phone:	+55	41	333	877	89
e-mail:	editorial@mundogeo.com
www.mundogeo.com
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The Winners
Rafael olmedo | antonio olmedo | alberto ayora

The idea
SafeMountain – Mountain Risk Management System
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dEScRiPTion
the	popularisation	of	mountain	sports	and	activities	and	easy	access	to	moun-
tain	areas	are	resulting	in	an	increasing	number	of	related	incidents.	
minimising	risk	exposure	requires	new	services	and	real-time	information	for	
mountain	enthusiasts.	 in	addition,	 search-and-rescue	operations	 in	moun-
tain	scenarios	must	be	optimised	in	terms	of	efficiency,	time,	and	cost.
the	Safemountain	system	aims	to	increase	people’s	risk	awareness	and	prep-
aration	before	they	engage	in	sport	and	leisure	activities	in	mountain	areas,	
help	 them	in	case	of	an	 incident,	and	enhance	the	performance	of	search-
and-rescue	teams.	the	key	goals	of	the	system	are	to	maximise	safety	and	
optimise	resources.
Safemontain	provides	mountaineers	and	search-and-rescue	teams	with	 in-
telligent	assistance	in	mountain	areas	based	on	the	use	of	smartphones	and	
the	integration	of	gnSS	and	wireless	communication	technologies,	web	ser-
vices,	and	real-time	risk	information	and	management.
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photo:	incident	and	
risks	management	and	
situational	awareness	
may	reduce	accidents	
in	the	mountains.
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about the 
innovators

innovaTion
the	system’s	main	innovative	characteristics	include:
•	 integration	of	mobile	devices	into	a	personal	risk	and	emergency	manage-

ment	tool	through	gnSS	and	wireless	networks	technologies	
•	 Collection	and	recording	of	user	profiles	and	activity	plans,	as	well	as	stor-

age	in	a	shared	repository
•	 Collaboration	 of	 amateur	 and	 professional	 mountaineers	 on	 gathering	

risk	data
•	 Wireless	distribution	of	risks	and	situational	awareness	information	based	

on	proximity	marketing	techniques
•	 risk	 data	 management	 to	 improve	 territory	 monitoring	 and	 safety-and-

rescue	means	and	resources
•	 use	of	social	networks	to	increase	mountaineers’	awareness	and	motiva-

tion	regarding	safety

TaRgET MaRKET
Safemountain	will	provide	technology	and	services	to	governments	and	citi-
zens	involved	in	any	kind	of	leisure	or	sportive	activity	conducted	in	a	moun-
tain	environment,	professionals	and	companies	involved	in	activities	develo-
ped	 in	mountain	scenarios	 that	 could	 require	 risk	management	strategies,	
and	emergency	search-and-rescue	first	responder	teams.
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
•	 increases	mountaineer	safety	through	online	registration	of	planned	out-

door	activities
•	 reduces	risk	exposure	by	providing	risk	information	related	to	the	user’s	

position
•	 provides	support	to	emergency	rescue	teams	in	the	form	of	risk	informa-

tion	and	additional	assistance	in	taking	optimal	routes
•	 in	addition	to	saving	lives,	the	system	will	reduce	the	cost	of	medical	and	

rescue	 teams,	 guide	 specialised	 personnel,	 aid	 accident	 research,	 and	
render	statistical	data.

mr	rafael	olmedo,	mr	alberto	ayora,	mr	antonio	olmedo	
www.safemountain.eu
e-mail:	info@safemountain.eu
inta–	oficina	de	proyectos	avanzados	
Ctra.	ajalvir,	Km.4,	torrejón	de	ardoz	
28850,	madrid,	Spain
phone:	+34	64	94	71	704	
e-mail:	olmedor@inta.es	
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The Region gipuzkoa
the	 province	 of	 guipuzcoa,	 in	 the	 Basque	 autonomous	
Community	of	Spain,	has	Spain‘s	highest	density	of	uni-
versities	and	research	and	technology	centres:	seven	in-
stitutes	 for	 Competitiveness	 and	 Cooperative	 research,	
three	 industrial	 clusters,	 three	 universities,	 and	 six	 re-
nowned	research	institutes.	With	a	turnover	in	excess	of	
Eur	 13	 billion	 in	 2008	 and	 over	 10,000	 highly	 qualified	
professionals	engaged	in	industrial	research,	aerospace,	
communications,	 and	 electronics,	 this	 small	 region	 has	
become	a	hub	of	technology	and	innovation.	
Behind	this	profile	lies	an	industrial	framework	that	ac-
tively	 promotes	 research	 and	 is	 fully	 supported	 by	 both	
the	 local	 public	 administration	 and	 the	 Basque	 autono-
mous	government.	this	foundation	enables	advanced	re-
search	 in	 the	 fields	 of	 aerospace,	 communications	 and	
electronics,	which	is	transferred	to	partners	in	the	indus-
trial	 sector	 and	 thus	 brings	 innovative	 and	 competitive	
products	direct	to	market.
in	addition	to	large	integrators,	such	as	Sener,	iKuSi,	and	
gamesa,	there	are	many	other	specialized	SmEs	that	co-
ver	 the	 entire	 supply	 chain	 for	 aerospace,	 communica-
tions,	and	electronics	products.	
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The regional organiser gipuzkoa & Spri
the	provincial	Council	of	guipuzcoa	is	committed	to	deepening	its	engage-
ment	in	supporting	technological	innovation	and	competitiveness	and	hereby	
promoting	an	environment	for	industrial	development	and	economic	progress.
aware	of	 the	 importance	of	communications	and	navigation	 technologies	–	
and	that	the	growth	of	service	industries	fundamentally	affects	global	econo-
my	-	the	Council	has	fostered	a	climate	for	business	investment	in	research	
and	has	created	several	programmes	to	fund	start-ups,	assist	SmEs,	and	sup-
port	research	centres.	its	principal	objective	is	to	promote	development	in	the	
region	through	initiatives	that	encourage	economic	growth	and	job	creation.
the	Bic	gipuzkoa	Berrilan	Centre	for	Business	innovation	(CBi),	founded	by	
the	Council	and	the	Basque	Department	of	industry,	is	engaged	in	a	complete	
set	of	activities	aimed	at	supporting	any	innovative	business	initiative	and	the	
incubation	of	new	enterprises.
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viComtECH	tECHnologY	CEntEr,	Dr	oihana	otaegui
c/	mikeletegi	pasealekua	57	–	parque	tecnologico	miramon,	
20009	San	Sabastian,	Spain
phone:	+34	94	33	09	230,	fax:	+34	94	33	09	393,	e-mail:	ootaegui@vicomtech.org
County	Council	of	gipuzkoa,	ms	pilar	arana
plaza	Julio	Caro	Baroja	2,	20018	San	Sebastián,	Spain
e-mail:	parana@gipuzkoa.net
www.gipuzkoa.net
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The Winners
dr Klaus dibbern | Michael Hübl | benjamin Kirschner

The idea
connecting Mobile Phones and navigation Systems to  
arrange Real-time Ridesharing
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dEScRiPTion
through	real-time	analysis	of	traffic	movements,	flinc	is	able	to	assign	seats	
in	cars	within	a	few	seconds.	it	combines	gpS	and	location-based	capabilities	
with	social	networking	to	offer	a	dynamic,	safe,	and	automated	service	that	
gets	you	from	a	to	B.
passengers	use	their	mobile	phones	to	type	in	their	destinations	and	send	the	
information	to	flinc.	Within	a	few	seconds,	flinc	finds	the	drivers	that	match	
the	desired	criteria	and	sends	the	corresponding	information	back	to	the	ri-
der.	
riders	 can	 look	 at	 the	 profiles	 of	 the	 drivers,	 which	 include	 the	 price	 and	
duration	of	the	ride	in	question.	When	accepted,	the	driver	arrives	and	takes	
the	passenger	to	his	or	her	destination.	Drivers	receive	ride	requests	directly	
in	their	cars	on	their	navigation	devices.	With	one	click,	they	can	accept	rides	
and	have	flinc	guide	them	directly	to	the	passenger.



REgionaL WinnER
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photo:	Easy-to-use,	
real-time	ridesharing	
with	flinc
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innovaTion
flinc	arranges	rides	within	seconds	and	is	able	to	integ-
rate	other	means	of	transport.	the	combination	of	satel-
lite	navigation	and	smartphones	enables	flinc	to	provide	
a	service	that	offers	maximum	usability	to	the	end	user.

TaRgET MaRKET
millions	of	people	already	use	ridesharing	over	long	dis-
tances.	the	biggest	 ridesharing	agency	 in	germany	has	
over	1.5	million	users,	and	all	of	the	country’s	ridesharing	
agencies	arrange	a	total	of	over	25,000	rides	per	day.	the	
problem	is	that	these	existing	ridesharing	solutions	only	
can	arrange	pre-scheduled	long-distance	rides.	of	all	the	
distances	we	travel,	80%	are	short,	necessitating	a	fast,	
flexible	system	that	 is	easy	to	use	and	 involves	minimal	
opportunity	costs.	flinc	is	just	such	a	service.
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flinc	–	move	together
Dr	Klaus	Dibbern
h_da	inkubator
max-planck-Str.	2
64807	Dieburg,	germany
phone:	+49	6151	39	21	23	6
e-mail:	klaus.dibbern@flincteam.org
www.flincteam.org

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
flinc	gives	passengers	a	flexible,	cost-effective	means	of	transportation	and	
helps	drivers	reduce	their	mobility	costs.	partner	companies	such	as	naviga-
tion	system	providers	and	mobile	carriers	gain	a	unique	selling	proposition,	
a	positive	 image,	and	traffic	on	mobile	 internet	accounts.	Client	companies	
can	give	their	employees	a	system	that	enables	them	to	save	money,	interact	
with	fellow	workers,	and	be	more	flexible	in	commuting.	flinc	can	also	help	
make	 taxis	more	efficient	by	arranging	more	 rides	and	 increasing	capacity	
utilization.	in	combination	with	local	public	transport,	this	innovation	can	be	
part	of	an	optimised	system	of	flexible	mobility	for	rural	and	mixed	urban	/	
rural	areas.



The regional organiser cesah
the	Centre	for	Satellite	navigation	Hesse	is	a	competence,	information	and	
incubation	 hub	 supported	 by	 its	 shareholders.	 these	 include	 the	 german	
region	of	Hesse,	 the	city	of	Darmstadt,	 the	technical	university	Darmstadt,	
the	 university	 of	 applied	 Sciences	 Darmstadt,	 vEga	 Deutschland	 gmbH,		
t-Systems	international	gmbH	and	the	ini-graphicsnet	Foundation.	cesah	is	

The Region Hesse
Hesse	 is	 the	 fifth	 largest	 federal	 state	 in	 germany	 and	
holds	the	third	position	with	regard	to	the	gross	domestic	
product	 per	 inhabitant.	 located	 in	 the	 heart	 of	 Europe,	
the	region	is	characterised	by	an	excellent	infrastructure	
with	various	traffic	hubs	for	air	(Frankfurt	airport)	road,	
rail	and	internet.	the	region	of	Hesse	is	very	strong	in	logistics,	it,	automo-	
tive,	 biomedical,	 optical	 and	 production	 technologies.	 Hesse	 is	 heavily	 in-	
volved	in	new	media	technologies,	a	considerable	amount	of	it/software	pro-
viders	are	located	in	Hesse.	Hesse	is	repeatedly	the	top	region	in	germany	for	
multimedia.	With	its	high	density	of	innovative	it-companies/enterprises	and	
its	unique	infrastructure	(the	central	data	transfer	hub	DE-CiX,	which	carries	
over	90%	of	the	german	and	more	than	35%	of	the	European	internet	traffic	
is	 located	 in	Frankfurt),	Hesse	provides	high	potential	 for	 the	development	
of	 satellite	 navigation	 based	 applications,	 services	 and	 products.	 the	 Hes-	
sian	 ministry	 of	 Economical	 affairs	 supports	 the	 development,	 deployment	
and	usage	of	new	technologies	and	the	technology	transfer.

PoRTRaiT
HESSE / gERMany

Meet the 
Regional 
Experts

photo:	Cityscape	of	
skyscrapers	at	finan-
cial	district,	main	river		
and	tourist	boats	near		
St.	Bartholomäus		
Cathedral	Frankfurt	
©	maconga	/	fotolia
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partner	of	the	ESa	Business	incubation	initiative	and	is	located	near	the	Eu-
ropean	Satellite	operations	Centre	(ESoC)	in	Darmstadt.	cesah	supports	the	
development	of	business	ideas	and	start-up	companies	in	the	field	of	satellite	
navigation.	www.cesah.com	

cesah	gmbH	-	Centre	for	Satellite	navigation	Hesse,	Dr	Frank	Zimmermann
robert-Bosch-Str.	7,	64293	Darmstadt,	germany
phone:	+49	61	51	39	21	56	12,	e-mail:	zimmermann@cesah.com	
www.cesah.com
Ha	Hessen	agentur	gmbH,	ms	Heike	Koch
abraham-lincoln-Strasse	38-42,	65189	Wiesbaden,	germany
phone:	+49	61	17	74	84	32,	e-mail:	heike.koch@hessen-agentur.de
www.hessen-it.de

ITHessen

Hessen-iT
Hessen-it	 is	 the	programme	of	 the	Hessian	ministry	of	Economical	affairs	
supporting	the	Hessian	information	and	communication	technology	(iCt)	sec-
tor	in	their	market	development,	as	well	as	small	and	medium-sized	enter-
prises	 (SmE)	 in	 their	 efficient	 and	 creative	 use	 of	 iCt.	 Hessen-it	 provides	
information	via	online	databases,	news	releases,	brochures	and	workshops	
etc.	Hessen-it	furthered	and	accompanied	the	satellite	navigation	activities	
in	Hessen	from	the	beginning	and	continuously	supports	the	space	incubator	
cesah,	 the	 Centre	 for	 Satellite	 navigation	 Hesse,	 by	 organising	 workshops	
and	 congresses,	 offering	 an	 information	 and	 communication	 platform.	 to-
gether	with	cesah,	Hessen-it	supported	and	organised	the	regional	partici-
pation	in	the	European	Satellite	navigation	Competition.	www.hessen-it.de 
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The Winner
daniel dobroszklanka

The idea
global vehicle Traffic Monitoring System
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dEScRiPTion
the	global	vehicle	traffic	monitoring	System	 (gvtmS)	 is	a	proactive	moni-
toring	system	that	helps	to	control	traffic	infractions,	avoid	traffic	accidents,	
proactively	detect	potentially	dangerous	drivers,	and	recreate	traffic-accident	
scenarios	offline	(such	as	for	insurance	companies	or	legal	process	investi-
gations.
once	installed	in	a	car	(similar	to	the	black	box	in	an	aeroplane),	gvtmS	can	
collect	gpS	and	record	information.	Every	time	the	car	stops	at	an	intersection	
or	refuels,	the	device	uploads	the	information	to	a	database	or	main	network.	
once	this	process	is	concluded,	the	internal	memory	can	be	deleted.	the	data	
is	 then	analysed	and	scanned	 for	predefined	patterns	of	driving	behaviour,	
or	proximity	 in	 time	and	position	to	known	traffic	accidents	and	other	 irre-
gular	 events.	 applied	 nationwide,	 gvtmS	 could	 potentially	 encourage	 driv-	
ers	to	avoid	speed	infractions:	it	automatically	detects	traffic	infractions	and	
collects	data	on	abnormal	vehicle	behaviour	that	can	be	statistically	related	to	
alcohol,	drugs,	dangerous	driving,	etc.
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about the 
innovator

video innovaTion
gvtmS	 presents	 unprecedented	 innovations	 in	 the	 way	 we	 currently	 moni-
tor	events	and	take	action	on	motorways.	it	also	provides	a	reliable	tool	for	
recreating	 traffic	accidents	and	other	 roadways	events	offline	–	 in	order	 to	
identify	witnesses,	for	example.
Besides	helping	to	create	statistical	models,	gvtmS	offers	the	ability	to	proac-
tively	detect	dangerous	drivers	and	create	mechanisms	to	improve	traffic	con-
gestion.	it	also	provides	a	starting	point	for	creating	a	universal	standard	to	
guide	the	next	generation	of	gvtmS	equipment	and	software.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	target	market	comprises	mainly	governmental	departments	of	transpor-
tation	and	 insurance	companies	all	around	 the	world,	as	well	as	car	man-	
ufacturers	at	a	 later	stage.	governments	will	adopt	 the	gvtmS	project	and	
oversee	its	implementation,	while	insurance	companies	will	rent	services	and	
reports	for	specific	events	and	legal	cases.	Car	manufacturers	will	then	begin	
building	the	gvtmS	system	into	their	new	models	once	the	standardisation	is	
complete.
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Satloo
mr	Daniel	Dobroszklanka
85161	Yoshiviah	50
Doar	na	Ha	negev
israel
phone:	+972	54	522	57	65
e-mail:	daniel@satloo.com
www.satloo.com

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
an	amazing	and	fast	roi	is	the	most	attractive	benefit	for	customers,	but	it	is	
only	the	beginning.	governments	will	have	a	system	that	improves	roadway	
security	and	congestion,	and	at	the	end	of	the	day	gvtmS	will	save	lives.	
insurance	 companies	 will	 enjoy	 a	 new	 source	 of	 reliable	 information	 that		
saves	them	a	significant	amount	of	money	and	may	change/improve	the	car	
insurance	concept.	Car	manufacturers,	meanwhile,	will	have	products	com-
pliant	with	the	gvtmS	standard	to	add	value	and	security	to	their	cars.



The Region israel
israel	is	one	of	the	eight	countries	within	the	world	space	
community	 demonstrating	 significant	 technological	 as-
sets	 in	 space	 programmes	 and	 achievements	 in	 gnSS	
applications,	 equipment,	 and	 the	 user	 segment.	 it	 has	
participated	in	the	galileo	programme	since	2004.	
an	agreement	between	the	European	union	and	the	State		of	israel	provides	
for	co-operative	satellite	navigation	and	timing	activities	 in	various	sectors,	
such	as	science	and	technology,	industrial	manufacturing,	service	and	mar-
ket	development,	as	well	as	standardisation,	frequencies,	and	certification.	
the	European	gnSS	Supervisory	authority	 (gSa)	has	a	bilateral	agreement	
with	matimop	for	 industrial	cooperation	in	research	and	development.	the	
first	giuS-1	call	was	launched	in	2007.	under	giuS-1,	seven	research	proj-	
ects	 started	 in	 January	 2008.	 a	 second	 giuS-2	 call	 was	 launched	 in	 2009.	
Both	individual	companies	and	consortia	can	participate	in	giuS	calls,	which	
are	managed	by	matimop	in	cooperation	and	coordination	with	the	gSa.	the	
contractual	and	financial	requirements	set	by	the	israeli	ministry	of	industry,	
trade	and	labour	(oCS)	apply	to	the	proposals.	
Consortia	are	strongly	encouraged	to	involve	Eu	partners.	However,	Eu	par-
ticipants	cannot	be	funded	directly	by	these	calls	and	are	encouraged	to	look	
for	other	sources	of	 funding	 (e.g.	Eureka,	Eurostars,	or	bilateral	r&D	pro-
grammemes	with	israel,).	matimop	will	advise	Eu	participants	on	relevant	
funding	schemes.	galileo@matimop.org.il
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photo:	view	of	tel	aviv	
cityscape	from	across	
the	mediterranean	Sea.
©	jorisvo	/	Fotolia.de
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The regional organiser MaTiMoP
matimop,	 the	 israeli	 industry	 centre	 for	 r&D,	 is	 a	 non-profit	 organisation	
acting	on	behalf	of	the	office	of	the	Chief	Scientist	of	the	ministry	of	industry,	
trade	 and	 labor,	 which	 promotes	 technological	 and	 r&D	 cooperation	 and	
technology	transfer	activities	between	israeli	and	foreign	industries.	a	mem-
ber	of	the	galileo	Joint	undertaking	(gJu),	matimop	manages	israeli	partic-
ipation	 in	 the	 gJu	 and	 other	 galileo	 projects.	 Currently,	 eight	 projects	 are	
running	in	israel	and	a	call	is	open	to	israeli	and	European	entities	that	wish	
to	participate.
matimop	 serves	 as	 israel’s	 national	 coordinator	 in	 international	 coopera-
tive	frameworks.	as	such,	matimop	is	israel’s	EurEKa	project	coordinator,	
represents	 israel	 within	 galileo	 and	 SErar	 activities,	 and	 is	 the	 country’s	
national	contact	point	in	the	Enterprise	Europe	network.	matimop	recently	
joined	the	European	Space	incubators	network	(ESinEt)	to	enhance	israel’s	
aerospace	industry	involvement	in	these	activities.	in	addition	to	its	interna-
tional	 activities,	 matimop	 administers	 national	 programmes	 including	 the	
magnEt	programme	for	generic	research	and	the	national	technology	in-
cubators	programme.

matimop	-	israeli	industry	Center	for	r&D
ms	pauline	vorms
industry	House,	Hamered	St.	29
61500	tel	aviv	
israel
phone:	+97	23	51	18	102
e-mail:	pauline@matimop.org.il
www.matimop.org.il
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The Winners
Žydrunas andruška 

The idea
gPS Tracker – bELT for Kidnapping Prevention
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dEScRiPTion
Kidnapping	can	be	a	terrifying	fact	of	life	in	nigeria,	india,	iraq,	russia,	and	
other	countries.	ransom	kidnapping	and	armed	robbery	are	easily	the	most	
serious	domestic	security	problems	many	nations	currently	face.	according	
to	a	report	released	in	July	2009	by	ibrahim	Yakubu	lame,	nigeria’s	minister	
of	police	affairs,	nigeria	recorded	a	 total	of	512	kidnappings	 from	January	
2008	 to	June	2009.	on	average,	u.S.$1	million	 is	demanded	as	ransom	for	
one	hostage.	Consequently,	u.S.$500	million	 is	being	 lost	 to	rescue	hosta-
ges	alone	every	year.	another	part	of	problem	is	that	these	kidnappings	are	a	
primary	reason	why	such	countries	are	so	unpopular	with	the	foreign	compa-
nies	whose	investments	they	wish	to	attract.	thirdly,	kidnapping	is	a	barrier	
to	qualified	foreign	workers	that	countries	like	nigeria	need	to	ensure	their	
further	business	development.	
We	understand	that	our	new	product	will	not	solve	these	problems,	but	it	is	a	
first	step	toward	a	safer	society.
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photo:	a	new	approach	
to	people	tracking	–	the		
gpS	tracker	–	BElt	for	
kidnapping	prevention.

innovaTion
no	similar	product	currently	exists	in	the	market,	and	demand	is	present	in	
nigeria,	iraq,	india,	pakistan,	and	russia.	Security	companies	want	to	provide	
this	device	to	their	customers.	
the	product	offers	a	number	of	advantages.	For	example,	it	looks	like	regular	
belt,	so	criminals	can	miss	 it	while	attempting	a	kidnapping.	 it	can	also	be	
used	by	people	with	alzheimer’s	disease,	who	are	often	afraid	to	carry	any	kind	
of	electronic	device.	as	such,	this	innovative	toBE	gpS	product	will	address	a	
market	niche	of	26	million	people	affected	by	alzheimer’s.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	direct	target	market	is	potential	kidnapping	victims.
the	 secondary	 target	 market	 covers	 individuals	 who	 care	 for	 those	 with	
alzheimer’s	disease,	which	affects	26	million	people	worldwide.

the	gpS	Belt	concept	also	has	potential	in	connection	with:
•	 isolated	workers
•	 Children
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
the	 product	 will	 help	 our	 target	 customers	 –	 governments	 of	 developing	
countries	–	eliminate	kidnappings,	potentially	saving	hundreds	of	millions	of	
dollars	each	year	and	accelerating	these	countries’	growth.			
toBE	gpS	develops	ways	to	make	gpS	technology	easier	to	use	in	everyday	
life.	Every	step	forward	helps	our	partners	distribute	our	products	worldwide;	
the	gpS	Belt	is	a	symbol	of	our	further	progress.

additional	customer	benefits:
•	 Easy	to	wear	
•	 Difficult	to	lose
•	 Extended	battery	life
•	 resembles	a	normal	belt	for	subtle	tracking	

uaB	„toBE	gpS“
mr	Žydrunas	andruška
Konstitucijos	pr.	23B
lt-lt-08105	vilnius
lithunia
phone:	+370	67	63	43	83
e-mail:	info@tobegps.com
www.tobegps.com
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The Region Lithuania
Situated	on	the	eastern	coast	of	the	Baltic	Sea,	lithuania	
has	a	rich	history	and	unique	traditions,	the	oldest	univer-
sity	 in	Eastern	Europe,	and	a	highly	educated	workforce	
(40	per	cent	with	higher	education).	Having	developed	a	
sophisticated	 communications	 infrastructure,	 lithua-
nia	 leads	 the	 world	 in	 the	 number	 of	 mobile	 telephone	
subscribers	per	100	citizens	and	has	the	highest	gSm	pen-	
etration	in	Europe.	
the	 government	 of	 the	 republic	 of	 lithuania	 has	 ap-	
proved	the	national	long-term	r&D	Strategy	and	its	im-
plementation	programme	in	line	with	the	provisions	of	its	
Science	and	technology	White	paper.	With	a	view	to	the	
national	 need	 for	 hi-tech	 development,	 the	 government	
has	been	working	on	 facilitating	 the	development	of	hi-
tech	production	areas	that	have	global	prospects	and	the	
research	potential	necessary	to	produce	globally	compet-
itive	products.	this	programme	provides	for	the	develop-
ment	of	r&D	in	biotechnologies,	mechatronics,	laser	and	
information	 technologies,	 nanotechnologies,	 and	 elec-
tronics.
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The regional organiser Lithuanian Space association
the	 lithuanian	 Space	 association	 was	 established	 in	 2009	 to	 promote	 and	
support	education,	r&D,	innovation,	and	other	public	activities	in	space-re-
lated	fields.	the	organisation	also	seeks	to	achieve	favourable	conditions	for	
entities	in	these	fields,	thus	enabling	them	to	serve	business	and	governmen-
tal	institutions	as	experts	on	space-related	(and	many	other)	issues.	
Currently	 with	 22	 members	 from	 the	 fields	 of	 research	 and	 industry,	 the	
lithuanian	Space	association	is	supremely	dedicated	to	its	goal	of	enhancing	
lithuania’s	science	and	business	competitiveness	in	Europe	and	the	rest	of	
the	world.
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lithuanian	Space	association
mr	vidmantas	tomkus
gedimino	pr.	3
lt-lt-01103	vilnius
lithuania
phone:	+370	5	210	12	50
e-mail:	info@space-lt.eu
www.space-lt.eu
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The Winners
giacomo Mangani | alessandro cantore

The idea
Marine Telepass – Helping Protect Marine Reserves
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dEScRiPTion
the	 marine	 telepass	 is	 an	 innovative	 system	 designed	 to	 provide	 easy,	 re-
mote-controlled	access	to	protected	marine	areas.	navigation	restrictions	in	
these	areas	can	be	difficult	for	visitors	to	understand;	transit	may	be	fully	pro-
hibited	or	limited	to	certain	times	and	seasons.	management	organisations	
usually	force	users	to	request	a	temporary	permit	to	access	parks	with	certain	
permissions.	the	corresponding	patrols	and	checks	are	generally	extremely	
costly:	park	areas	are	often	vast	and	remote,	and	conventional,	paper-based	
access	systems	do	not	support	remote	access	control.	 in	addition,	filling	in	
permit	documentation	directly	at	park	reception	areas	can	be	a	considerable	
waste	of	time	for	visitors.	
the	 proposed	 system	 aims	 to	 overcome	 these	 difficulties	 by	 introducing	 a	
more	efficient	control	model,	improving	area	surveillance	and	protection,	and	
supporting	visitors	in	the	process.



REgionaL WinnER
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innovaTion
the	marine	telepass	exploits	the	latest	satellite	and	communication	technol-
ogy	to	offer	a	modern,	efficient,	and	remote	access	control	system	for	marine	
areas	 with	 navigation	 restrictions.	 the	 system	 also	 supports	 the	 collection	
of	 traffic-flow	statistics,	wildlife	and	other	environmental	observations,	and	
alarm	response,	all	of	which	contribute	to	safety	and	environmental	protec-
tion.	meanwhile,	marine	telepass	offers	visitors	innovative	services	such	as	
remote	billing	based	on	visit	duration	and	booking	of	mooring	buoys.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	main	target	market	includes	public	and	private	maritime	organisations	
involved	 in	 the	 control	 activities	 of	 marine	 reserves	 and	 restricted	 waters.	
this	is	a	niche	that	shows	consistently	high	interest	in	flexible,	innovative	so-
lutions	that	increase	efficiency	and	reduce	costs.
touristic	seaports	and	private	mooring-buoy	parks,	which	experience	a	consid-
erable	influx	of	tourists	during	specific	periods	of	the	year,	are	also	seen	as	
potentially	major	commercial	markets	to	address.
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Blue	thread	S.r.l.
mr	giacomo	mangani,	mr	alessandro	Cantore	
c/o	BiC	lazio	–	tecnopolo	tiburtino
via	giacomo	peroni,	442-444,	
00131	-	rome,	italy
phone:	+39	06	803	680	(switchboard		BiC	lazio),	+39	345	27	27	316
e-mail:	info@blue-thread.it
www.blue-thread.it

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
maritime	 park	 protection	 organisations	 will	 enjoy	 reduced	 costs	 and	 im-	
proved	management	efficiency.	meanwhile,	park	visitors	will	benefit	from	an	
on-board	device	that	enables	fast	tolling,	thus	avoiding	further	controls,	al-
lowing	for	flexible	park	access,	and	simplifying	final	billing	based	on	the	du-
ration	of	stay.
an	evolved	version	of	the	system	will	enable	visitors	to	share	information	of	
interest	–	such	as	fish	observations,	weather	information	and	quality	of	water/
environment	–	with	both	park	authorities	and	other	visitors.



PoRTRaiT
LoMbaRdy / iTaLy

The Region Lombardy
the	lombardy	region	is	one	of	the	21	regions	of	italy,	with	
a	population	of	9,650,000	(2006)	inhabitants	and	an	area	
of	23,861	sq	km.	(7.9%	of	italy).	the	capital	city	is	milan.	
lombardy	has	its	own	constitution,	on	which	lombardy`s	
“Consiglio	 regionale”	 and	 Executive	 government	 are	
based.	the	lombardy	region	has	12	provinces	and	1,546	
municipalities.	 lombardy’s	 gDp	 is	 Eur	 305.5	 m	 (2006),	
corresponding	to	22.2%	of	italy’s	total	gDp.	lombardy	is	
italy’s	 leading	 region	 in	 terms	 of	 innovation	 and	 is	 well	
situated	with	respect	to	the	international	market:
•	 investment	in	r&D	amounts	to	1.27%	of	the	regional	

gDp	
•	 it	is	home	to	12	universities,	several	research	centres	

and	the	highest	number	of	lecturers	and	researchers	
in	italy,	amounting	to	approximately	7,500	people	

•	 of	 lombardy’s	 investments	 in	 r&D,	 74%	 come	 from	
private	enterprises

•	 of	the	patents	filed	by	italians	with	the	European	pa-
tent	office	over	the	last	10	years,	40%	have	come	from	
lombard	entities.	www.regione.lombardia.it 
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The regional organiser navigate consortium
Founded	in	milan	in	1989,	the	navigate	Consortium	promotes	and	manages	
new	aerospace	initiatives	and	applications	(including	navigation	innovation).	
it	has	also	served	as	the	lombardy	region’s	coordinator	for	the	European	Sa-
tellite	navigation	Competition	since	2007.	
aerospace	is	the	focus	of	navigate’s	main	area	of	business,	where	it	partici-
pates	in	important	initiatives	occurring	at	the	local,	national,	European,	and	
international	levels.
in	2001,	regione	lombardia	formally	commissioned	the	Consortium	to	pro-
mote	regional	aerospace	initiatives	for	northern	italy.
navigate	Consortium’s	partner	companies	include	intecs	Sistemi,	Euroways,	
itS,	altran	italia,	telespazio,	and	thales	alenia	Space	italia,	with	further	itali-
an	space	organisations	potentially	on	the	way.	
www.navigateconsortium.it 
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navigate	Consortium,	mr	maurizio	Fargnoli
via	Soperga	39,	20127	milano,	italy
phone:	+39	22	68	26	465,	e-mail:	maurizio.fargnoli@
www.navigateconsortium.it
navigate	Consortium,	ms	mirella	Di	Carlo
via	Soperga	39,	20127	milano,	italy
phone:	+39	22	68	26	465,	e-mail:	mirella.dicarlo@navigateconsortium.it
www.navigateconsortium.it
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The idea
Parking availability with a gnSS / vision System 
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dEScRiPTion
nowadays,	finding	an	available	parking	space	in	cities	is	becoming	more	and	
more	difficult.	Drivers	waste	a	lot	of	time	and	fuel	turning	around	searching	
for	a	place.	our	solution	aims	to	make	the	process	easier.
We	propose	integrating	an	application	that	directs	the	driver	to	parking	spaces	
available	nearby	into	portable	car-navigation	systems.	the	idea	fuses	gnSS	
and	computer-vision	technologies	to	provide	a	reliable	and	very	useful	service	
that	saves	drivers	time	and	money.
Whenever	necessary,	users	can	call	up	an	accurate	on-screen	map	of	park-
ing	spaces	in	the	vicinity.	the	occupied	spaces	are	marked	with	a	red	sym-
bol,	while	the	empty	spaces	are	marked	green.	When	the	system	is	not	sure	
whether	or	not	a	parking	space	is	occupied,	the	space	is	marked	orange.	the	
user	can	also	visualise	the	path	to	the	nearest	empty	space	and	let	the	car’s	
navigation	system	provide	the	corresponding	directions.



REgionaL WinnER
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innovaTion
a	constant-perception	system	sends	information	to	a	centralised	server	that	
monitors	existing	parking	spaces	in	a	given	city.	in	order	to	have	the	largest	
urban	coverage,	we	propose	three	complementary	perception	systems	to	de-
termine	whether	parking	spaces	are	empty	or	occupied:	
the	first	system	is	based	on	information	on	users’	positions.	all	users	of	the	
proposed	 service	 will	 send	 anonymous	 data	 on	 their	 position	 to	 the	 server	
when	they	enter	or	leave	a	parking	space	(see	figure	1).	
the	second	system	is	based	on	a	stationary	observation	system	that	monitors	
parking	spaces.	We	can	use	existing	video-surveillance	systems	or	install	our	
own	(see	figure	2).	
the	third	system	is	based	on	a	mobile	observation	system	that	monitors	park-
ing	spaces.	We	propose	embedding	a	vision	system	into	portable	car-naviga-
tion	systems	to	analyse	the	images	on	board	(see	figure	3).	
these	three	solutions	are	needed	in	order	to	quickly	provide	extensive	cov-
erage	to	users.	at	an	early	stage,	users	would	not	have	enough	information	
with	just	one	of	these	systems.	Following	mass	adoption	by	drivers,	we	could	
reduce	the	number	of	perception	systems	in	the	application.

Figure	1
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robocortex
mr	Ezio	malis,	ph.D.
35,	place	des	Cyprès
06550,	la	roquette	sur	Siagne
France
phone:	+33	492	38	71	83
e-mail:	ezio.malis@robocortex.com
www.robocortex.com

TaRgET MaRKET
We	 are	 targeting	 the	 mass	 market	 of	 frequent	 car	 drivers	 that	 waste	 a	 lot	
of	time	finding	a	parking	space	in	urban	areas.	there	are	about	300	million	
personal	vehicles	 in	Europe,	and	around	10%	are	equipped	with	a	portable	
navigation	system.

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
recent	studies	conducted	in	France	have	shown	that	the	costs	related	to	search-
ing	for	parking	spaces	amount	to	approximately	€70	million	per	year,	which	
includes	elements	such	as	noise,	car	accidents,	and	air	pollution.	Factoring	in	
the	70	million	total	hours	drivers	spend	on	this	activity,	the	number	increases	
€600	million	per	year.	our	solution	benefits	users	by	saving	them	time	and	
money.	Communities	will	also	benefit	from	our	system	in	the	form	of	reduced	
noise,	car	accidents,	and	air	pollution.

Figure	2 Figure	3



The Region nice - Sophia antipolis
the	nice	–	Sophia	antipolis	region,	among	the	top	10	most	
dynamic	regions	in	the	world	in	the	satnav	industry,	is	po-
sitioned	 to	attract	an	additional	10,000	new	 jobs	over	 the	
next	10	years	throughout	the	aerospace	sector	–	especially	
in	navigation	applications.	Being	present	in	every	industry	
segment	requires	a	combination	of	scientific	excellence	and	industrial	appli-
cations.	the	region‘s	success	stems	from	its	excellent	reputation	at	the	nation-	
al	and	European	levels,	both	in	innovative	applications	and	standardisation.	

5	reasons	to	choose	the	nice	–	Sophia	antipolis	satellite	navigation	cluster
•	 Southern	Europe’s	“mobile	telecom	valley”,	with	skills	in	positioning,		

navigation,	and	dating	technologies	
•	 vast	r&D	and	innovation	expertise	(public	and	private	research	labs)
•	 a	French	leader	in	international	r&D	investment	projects
•	 location	between	the	sea	and	the	mountains	ideal	for	developing	pilot	ap-

plications	and	conducting	trials

4	competitiveness	clusters	support	gnSS	projects	and	applications:
•	 SCS:	Secured	Communicating	Solutions	
•	 mEr:	specialised	in	sea,	security,	safety,	and	sustainable	development
•	 riSQuES:	specialised	in	risk	management	and	land	vulnerability
•	 pEgaSE:	specialised	in	aeronautics	and	space

PoRTRaiT
nicE - SoPHia anTiPoLiS / fRancE

Besides	design,	deve-
lopment,	integration,	
and	satellite	operation	
control	the	region	is	
leader	in	mobile	and	
satellite	telecommu-
nications,	as	well	as	
earth	observation	and	
embedded	electronic	
systems.	photo:	©	J.J.	
l‘Héritier	/	team	Côte	
d‘azur
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The regional organiser TEaM cÔTE d‘aZUR
tEam	CÔtE	D’aZur	provides	a	full	range	of	services	enabling	you	to	set	up	
your	business	on	the	Côte	d’azur:	
•	 Qualified	 information:	team	Côte	d’azur	 is	 your	first	point	of	 contact	 to	

obtain	complete	information	about	the	business	scene.	
•	 assistance	 in	 relocating:	team	Côte	d’azur	guarantees	confidential,	 ex-

haustive,	and	personalised	assistance.	
•	 Follow-up	on	integration:	team	Côte	d’azur	continues	to	support	incoming	

companies	in	the	various	phases	following	their	establishment.	
•	 Help	with	development:	team	Côte	d’azur	will	help	you	with	local	connec-

tions	thanks	to	its	strong	presence	in	various	institutional	and	profession-
al	networks.	

•	 promotion/communication:	team	Côte	d’azur	offers	proactive	communi-
cation	to	serve	the	interests	of	both	companies	and	the	region	itself.	

•	 government	grant	engineering	
•	 assistance	with	personal	mobility,	including	residence	permit	applications	

tEam	CÔtE	D‘aZur
mr	Jean-Francois	Chapperon
400,	promenade	des	anglais
06204	nice	Cedex	3
France
phone:	+33	4	92	17	51	58
e-mail:	jfchapperon@teamcotedazur.fr
www.investincotedazur.com
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The Winner
dr Peter valtink

The idea
MPos - indoor navigation for LbS 
and navigation Wherever Satellite navigation fails
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dEScRiPTion
Satellite	navigation	alone	 is	neither	precise	nor	reliable	enough	 to	support	
the	 boom	 of	 location-based	 services	 in	 the	 pedestrian	 navigation	 market.	
therefore,	customers	and	consumers	want	multiple	positioning	technologies	
in	the	same	product.	our	solution,	mpos,	provides	coexistence.	Based	on	the	
dead	reckoning	principle,	it	can	be	seamlessly	integrated	with	any	other	posi-	
tioning	technique,	such	as	wi-fi	positioning	(WpS)	or	assisted	gpS.	mpos	is	
a	software-only	solution,	which	sets	it	apart	from	competitors	who	have	pur-
sued	a	hardware	approach.	We	also	minimise	power	consumption	by	using	
innovative	technology	that	employs	a	very	low-complexity	algorithm.	unlike	
all	other	positioning	technologies	that	depend	on	already	installed	infrastruc-
ture,	our	technology	is	independent	and	allows	for	seamless	integration	with	
any	other	positioning	technique.	mpos	is	thus	a	perfect	complement	for	sat-	
ellite-based	navigation	devices.
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about the 
company

photo:	mpos	labora-
tory	prototype,	©	2010	
prof.	Haas,	Jacobs	
university
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about the 
innovators

innovaTion
mpos	 is	a	new,	 infrastructure-independent	dead	 reckoning	 technology	 that	
uses	rF	channel	signatures.	these	are	already	measured	by	mobile	devices	
during	standby	or	normal	operation.	our	mpos	method	(patent	pending)	cor-
relates	these	channel	signatures	to	determine	the	speed	at	which	the	user	
is	moving.	given	this	information,	the	displacement	of	the	user	from	the	last	
satellite	reference	location	can	be	approximated	and	an	estimate	of	his	or	her	
new	location	coordinates	can	be	obtained.	mpos	is	a	collaboration	project	of	
prof.	Harald	Haas	(Jacobs	university	Bremen)	and	mobiltec	gmbH	&	Co.	Kg	
and	was	co-funded	by	Bremen	government	(BiS	Bremerhaven).

TaRgET MaRKET
our	target	market	comprises	location-based	services	(lBS)	and	navigation	so-
lutions.	our	target	customers	are	original	equipment	manufacturers	(oEms)	
and	original	device	manufacturers	(oDms)	in	the	mobile	phone	and	pnD/gpS	
chip	markets,	as	well	as	suppliers	of	object-tracking	equipment.	We	also	can	
build	new	devices	for	theft	protection	for	the	security	market.	these	devices	
will	be	cheap	and	easy	to	apply.	in	addition	to	an	onboard	gpS	receiver,	our	
mpos	device	works	indoors	and	even	in	case	of	a	gpS	jammer	attack.
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mobiltec	gmbH	&	Co.	Kg
Dr	peter	valtink
Wachtstr.	17-24
28195	Bremen
germany
phone:	+49	160	61	20	240
e-mail:	valtink@mobil-tec.com
www.mobil-tec.com

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
We	add	value	to	the	products	of	our	customers	by	enhancing	the	end-user	ex-
perience.	We	achieve	this	by:
•	 reducing	manufacturing	costs	thanks	to	a	smaller	chip	size
•	 providing	seamless	integration	with	other	navigation	technologies
•	 offering	constant	battery	life	based	on	a	low-complexity	algorithm
•	 assuring	high	service	quality,	including	continuous	and	reliable	navigation	

under	 weak	 or	 nonexistent	 gpS	 signal	 conditions	 (urban	 environments,	
indoors,	etc.)



The Region niedersachsen
Braunschweig	research	airport	in	lower	Saxony:	a	Cen-
tre	of	Competence	in	traffic	management	and	transport	
Safety	and	Security.	
located	 in	 the	 Federal	 german	 State	 of	 lower	 Saxony,	
Braunschweig	research	airport	 is	an	 innovative	cluster	
for	intelligent	transport	systems	(itS)	–	especially	satel-
lite	 navigation	 applications.	 the	 airport’s	 unique	 selling	
point	 is	 its	 concentration	 of	 major	 research	 establish-
ments	specialising	 in	more	than	one	mode	of	 transpor-
tation:	
•	 aviation	(with	the	Federal	office	of	Civil	aviation)	
•	 railway	transportation	(with	the	market	leader	in	rail	

automation,	Siemens	rail	automation)	
•	 road	 transportation	 (with	safety-critical	applications	

in	cooperation	with	volkswagen)
Braunschweig	research	airport	and	the	organisations	in	
its	immediate	vicinity	are	unique	in	their	concentration	of	
expertise	related	to	multi-modal	types	of	transportation,	
particularly	in	the	safety-critical	fields	of	itS	and	gnSS.	
the	airport	also	serves	as	a	test	centre	for	the	transpor-
tation	sector.

PoRTRaiT
niEdERSacHSEn / gERMany

photo:	
Dankwarderode	Castle,	
City	of	Braunschweig
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The regional organiser iTS niedersachsen | gaUSS
the	galileo	Center	for	Safety-critical	applications,	Certifications	and	Services	
(gauSS)	combines	and	concentrates	 its	members’	competencies	 in	safety-
critical	applications	at	the	national	and	international	level.	as	the	support	as-
sociation	of	gauSS,	itS	niedersachsen	represent	the	interests	of	more	than	
100	companies	and	 institutions.	 it	 is	open	 to	work	with	partners	 that	have	
special	expertise	in	the	field	of	itS,	telematics,	and	the	standardisation	and	
certification	of	gnSS	applications.	a	cornerstone	of	the	commercial	success	
of	 galileo,	 standard-isation	 and	 certification	 represent	 a	 unique	 advantage	
over	gpS.	the	majority	of	safety-critical	applications	need	certification	to	min-	
imise	the	risk	of	liability	issues	and	other	legal	problems.	in	its	new	primary	
focus,	gauSS	supports	the	implementation	of	eCall,	the	European	emergen-
cy	calling	system	for	cars.	the	eCall	system	automatically	dials	112,	Europe‘s	
main	emergency	number,	when	a	car	has	a	serious	accident	and	sends	its	lo-
cation	to	the	nearest	emergency	service.	this	can	halve	emergency	response	
times,	reduce	severity	of	injuries	and	save	the	lives	of	people	who	do	not	know	
or	cannot	say	where	they	are.	eCall	thus	represents	an	ideal	combination	of	
the	expertise	of	Braunschweig	research	airport	and	the	enablement	of	new	
safety-critical	applications,	which	is	the	intention	of	gauSS.

gauSS
itS	niedersachsen	gmbH
mr	Harry	Evers
Hermann-Blenk-Str.	17
38108	Braunschweig,	germany
phone:	+49	53	13	56	30	89
e-mail:	harry.evers@its-nds.de
www.its-nds.de,	www.gauss-portal.com
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The Winner
Philipp neuhaus

The idea
galileo / gSM-based Localisation of Persons in distress
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dEScRiPTion
after	 an	 earthquake,	 building	 collapse,	 or	 another	 catastrophic	 event,	 it	 is	
extremely	difficult	to	determine	the	location	of	buried	persons.	after	the	2009	
collapse	of	the	Historical	archive	of	Cologne,	germany,	 it	was	unknown	for	
several	hours	how	many	people	were	trapped	and	where	to	search	for	them.		
today,	almost	everyone	uses	mobile	phones,	which	exchange	data	with	the	
corresponding	network	via	gSm	or	umtS	nearly	every	second.	By	means	of	
this	status	data,	 it	 is	possible	 to	determine	the	 location	of	a	person	 in	dis-
tress	within	about	500	metres	without	the	active	assistance	of	the	individual	
in	question.	
to	achieve	higher	accuracy,	the	presented	project	plans	to	use	special	mo-
bile	search	devices.	these	devices	use	galileo/gnSS	to	determine	their	own	
position	and	are	also	able	to	measure	the	signal	strength	of	buried	mobile	
phones.	the	current	locations	and	measurements	of	the	mobile	devices	are	
exchanged	 via	 CoSpaS/SarSat.	 thus,	 it	 will	 be	 possible	 to	 find	 out	 where	
people	are	located	in	short	order.
the	localisation	device	provides	the	user	with	information	about	areas	where	
the	buried	persons	might	be	found	and	which	have	not	yet	been	scanned.	the	
system	also	gives	concrete	 recommendations	 to	 rescue	workers	 regarding	
paths	that	should	be	explored	next	to	close	gaps	in	the	area	under	exploration.
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about the 
company

photo:	green	crosses	
symbolise	mobile	de-
vices,	and	green	arrows	
suggested	directives.	
red	crosses,	mean-
while,	represent	found	
mobile	phones.
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about the 
innovator

innovaTion
the	system	uses	the	information	provided	by	gSm	packets	to	localise	people	
in	distress.	to	extend	mobile	devices’	information	basis,	CopaS/SaSat	is	used	
to	exchange	information	about	buried	victims.	For	the	best	possible	support,	
the	mobile	devices	will	issue	specific	suggestions	to	the	user	about	areas	that	
need	to	be	searched	to	fully	cover	an	area.
as	 the	 figure	 indicates,	 search	 devices	 (shown	 in	 green)	 receive	 orders	 on	
where	they	should	scan	for	mobile	phones	to	achieve	complete	coverage	of	an	
area.	red	crosses	symbolise	mobile	phones	already	detected.

TaRgET MaRKET
mobile	search	devices	can	be	used	by	relief	organisations	 to	quickly	obtain	
an	overview	of	an	area	after	a	catastrophic	event.	Because	of	the	increasing	
distribution	of	mobile	phones,	the	chance	that	a	buried	person	will	have	one	
is	also	growing.	using	the	devices’	electromagnetic	signals	to	localise	their	
owners	can	save	considerable	time	in	rescue	work,	freeing	up	lifesaving	ap-
pliances	for	other	operations	–	or,	in	the	case	of	a	wide-area	event,	for	other	
locations.
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
the	system	significantly	accelerates	the	process	of	locating	and	rescuing	peo-
ple	buried	under	rubble	by	providing	relief	organisations	with	highly	portable,	
easy-to-use	devices.	its	self-organising	aspect	enables	rescue	staff	to	start	
the	 mapping	 process	 without	 any	 arrangements,	 and	 victims	 don‘t	 have	 to	
buy,	carry,	or	interact	with	special	equipment	in	order	to	be	found.	thanks	to	
its	modularised	design,	the	system	can	be	enhanced,	for	example,	with	auto-
mated	detectors	and	sensors	compatible	with	Bluetooth	or	WiFi.

university	of	muenster
Department	of	medical	informatics	and	Biomathematics
mr	philipp	neuhaus
Domagkstr.	11
48149	münster,	germany
phone:	+49	251	83	58	213
e-mail:	neuhaus@imfl.de
www.imfl.de



The Region north Rhine-Westphalia
north	rhine-Westphalia	 is	home	to	over	500	companies	
involved	in	satellite	navigation.	germany’s	most	populous	
federal	state	is	also	home	to	the	german	aerospace	Cen-
ter,	which	has	some	of	the	most	important	basic	research	
establishments.	 the	 association	 of	 users	 for	 integrated	
spatial	 information	 and	 technologies	 –	 air	 (formerly	
known	as	naviSat)	–	wants	to	pool	these	skills	in	nrW	
and	promote	the	industry	in	expanding	its	activities	in	the	
field	of	satellite	navigation.	the	focus	is	on	providing	sup-
port	to	commercial	applications	and	services	on	the	basis	
of	existing	and	future	satellite	navigation	systems	(gpS,	
glonaSS,	 galilEo)	 by	 incorporating	 satellite-positio-
ning	technologies	into	specific	applications.	in	addition	to	
pooling	 the	 skills	 present	 in	 north	 rhine-Westphalia	 in	
the	field	of	satellite	navigation,	air	seeks	to	promote	the	
cross-sectoral	exchange	of	ideas,	knowledge,	and	infor-
mation	among	its	members.	www.nrw.de	

PoRTRaiT
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The regional organiser aiR / naviSaT
on	20	march	2006,	naviSat	was	founded	on	the	initiative	of	the	ministry	of	
Economic	affairs	and	Energy	of	the	State	of	north	rhine-Westphalia	(mWmE)	
by	10	industrial	enterprises.	the	association’s	goal	is	to	establish	north	rhine-	
Westphalia	 as	 a	 constant	 player	 in	 the	 gnSS	 landscape.	 in	 summer	 2010,	
naviSat	changed	its	name	to	air	while	adding	the	topics	of	spatial	data	and	
gmES	to	its	activities.
Headquartered	in	Herne,	germany,	air	wants	to	condense	the	competences	
of	north	rhine-Westphalia	in	the	sector	of	satellite	navigation	and	promote	
this	field’s	development.	 it	directs	 its	support	primarily	 to	applications	and	
services	related	to	the	satellite	navigation	systems	gpS,	glonaSS,	and	ga-
lileo.	therefore,	 the	members	of	air	want	 to	promote	 the	exchange	of	ex-
periences	and	intensify	their	contact	with	apprenticeship	and	research.	With	
common	research	and	developing	plans,	the	expertise	of	the	measurement	
sector	should	be	also	open	up	to	other	technology	 industries	to	exploit	 the	
potential	of	satellite	navigation.	the	mWmE	and	 the	business	development	
association	of	Herne	support	the	initiative.	www.air-verband.de

anwenderverband	für	integrierte	
rauminformationen	und	technologien	(air)	e.v.
mr	peter	loef
Westring	303
44629	Herne,	germany
phone:	+49	23	23	92	54	16
e-mail:	peter.loef@air-verband.de
www.air-verband.de
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The idea
cardiac arrest alert and Localiser (caaL)
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dEScRiPTion
the	Caal	project	addresses	a	significant	societal	problem:	sudden	cardiac	
arrest	(SCa).	more	than	70%	of	all	cases	of	SCa	in	Europe	happen	outside	of	
hospitals;	only	5%	of	the	victims	survive,	amounting	to	around	half	a	million	
deaths	each	year.
When	someone	 is	struck	by	SCa,	 time	 is	of	 the	essence.	the	probability	of	
survival	decreases	rapidly	in	the	first	few	minutes,	making	the	speed	of	the	
first	emergency	response	absolutely	critical.	this	is	why	publicly	accessible	
automated	external	defibrillators	(aEDs)	have	been	placed	in	locations	large	
numbers	of	people	pass	by	or	spend	time	in.	Fast	access	to	aEDs	can	increa-
se	survival	in	75%	of	all	cases	of	SCa.	However,	in	order	for	public	access	to	
aEDs	to	be	of	optimal	value,	the	nearest	aEDs	must	be	brought	to	the	scene	
of	emergency	as	rapidly	as	possible	–	even	if	their	location	is	not	known.	this	
is	the	problem	the	Caal	project	seeks	to	address.
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innovaTion
the	Caal	solution	comprises	two	key	elements:
•	 a	technology	package	that	is	added	to	existing	aEDs	or	integrated	into	new	

aEDs	and	contains	–	among	other	units	–	an	advanced	gpS	/	glonaSS	/
galileo-based	navigation	unit

•	 a	 mobile	 communication	 and	 database	 system	 that	 is	 integrated	 with	
emergency	services

the	 novel	 combination	 of	 these	 elements	 makes	 it	 possible	 to	 significantly	
reduce	the	time	between	detection	of	a	sudden	cardiac	arrest	and	treatment	
with	an	aED.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	global	commercial	market	for	aEDs	in	2010	is	on	the	order	of	€1	billion.	it	
is	expected	to	grow	by	more	than	10%	annually	in	the	coming	years.	the	Caal	
project	is	targeting	the	primary	aED	market	segment:	the	institutional	market	
that	buys	publicly	accessible	aEDs.
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
the	value	proposition	of	Caal	involves	a	very	significant	functional	advantage:	
it	 facilitates	 a	 more	 rapid	 emergency	 response	 with	 aEDs,	 thus	 increasing	
the	chances	of	saving	lives.	if	the	average	response	time	for	out-of-hospital	
SCas	is	reduced	by	just	one	minute,	more	than	50,000	lives	could	be	saved	in	
Europe	every	year.

Dtu	Space,	national	Space	institute
mr	Jakob	Jakobsen
Juliane	mariesvej	30
2100	Copenhagen	East
Denmark
phone:	+45	353	25	778
e-mail:	jj@space.dtu.dk
www.space.dtu.dk



The Region Øresund
the	 Øresund	 region	 is	 among	 the	 most	 innovative	 and	
well	developed	cross-border	regions	in	Europe	and	has	a	
very	high	density	of	iCt	companies.	the	uniqueness	of	this	
region	 lies	 in	 the	 cross-national	 collaboration	 between	
Denmark	and	southern	Sweden,	between	which	Øresund	
(“the	Sound”)	flows.	Cluster	collaboration	among	various	
industries	 such	 as	 it,	 food,	 logistics,	 and	 the	 environ-
ment	makes	the	region	strong	and	able	to	present	many	
competencies.	as	the	region	is	home	to	many	large,	well	
known	brands	in	the	field	of	wireless	technology	–	among	
them	Sony	Ericsson,	nokia,	and	microsoft	–	it	is	also	only	
natural	that	the	region	should	be	a	place	for	new	innova-
tions	 within	 the	 field	 of	 positioning	 services.	 Especially	
within	different	types	of	mobile	applications	and	gaming,	
there	are	a	 large	number	of	new	companies	growing	 in	
the	field	of	gnSS	services.

PoRTRaiT
ØRESUnd / dEnMaRK & SWEdEn
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The regional organiser Øresund iT
Øresund	it	is	a	non-profit	organisation	uniting	Danish	and	Swedish	iCt	play-
ers	in	the	Øresund	it	cluster.		Øresund	it	serves	as	a	hub	for	sharing	know-
ledge	and	contacts	among	these	entities.	We	strengthen	the	iCt	cluster	in	col-
laboration	with	well-established	companies	and	innovative	start-ups,	which	
makes	Øresund	it	the	leading	network	organisation	in	the	field.	our	goal	is	to	
promote	the	iCt	cluster	of	our	region	and	attract	more	investment,	research,	
and	talent.	We	deliver	these	unique	values	by	combining	best	practices	from	
the	Swedish	and	Danish	systems.
We	are	a	member-based	organisation,	and	our	contributors	range	from	small	
high-growth	 companies	 to	 well-established	 international	 corporations.	 We	
promote	and	sustain	the	development	of	the	iCt	cluster	in	the	Øresund	re-
gion,	 a	 vital	 European	 iCt	 area	 with	 more	 than	 100,000	 employees,	 12,000	
companies,	8,000	students,	and	500	public	researchers	within	iCt.	Supported	
by	the	region’s	12	universities	and	national	and	regional	authorities	–	as	well	
as	the	business	community	and	venture	capitalists	–	Øresund	it	is	a	catalyst	
for	new	business	and	projects.

Øresund	it
mr	philip	Stankovski
Östra	vallgatan	14,	Box	117
SE-22100,	lund
Sweden
phone:	+46	768	865	595
e-mail:	philip.stankovski@oresund.org
www.oresundit.org
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dEScRiPTion
the	 goal	 of	 the	 project	 is	 to	 create	 an	 international	 system	 for	 monitoring	
emergency	situations	and	implementing	an	information	communication	and	
localisation	 system	 that	 functions	 reliably	 and	 independently	 regardless	 of	
the	scope	of	the	disaster	at	hand.	Current	and	emerging	it	technologies	are	
able	to	cover	the	all	of	the	required	functionality	in	a	stable	fashion.	However,	
no	such	system	has	been	implemented	yet	at	the	organisational	level.	inter-
national	 Charter	 Space	 and	 major	 Disasters	 (Charter)	 has	 been	 used	 as	 a	
model	for	creating	the	proposed	system.
unlike	Charter,	which	has	no	solution	for	communicating	with	rescue	vehi-
cles	in	the	field,	the	proposed	DvB	Disaster	monitor	has	solved	the	issue	of	
localising	 vehicles	and	 rescue	 team	members	enabling	 them	 to	communi-
cate	 with	 staff	 vehicles	 and	 control	 centres	 through	 broadband	 communi-	
cation	(maps,	satellite	images,	and	other	visual	aids).	it	combines	the	benefits	
of	gnSS	systems	(gpS,	EgnoS,	galilEo)	with	those	of	wireless	communi-
cation	technologies	(Wimax,	ltE)	and,	recently,	also	with	special	rFiD	class	
elements	with	range	of	3-5	km.	
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innovaTion
DvB	Disaster	monitor	presents	a	new	concept	of	 communication	and	 loca-
lisation	 for	 crisis	 situations,	 with	 emphasis	 on	 innovative	 components	 that	
include:
•	 an	interface	for	existing	pmr-class	(tEtra,	tEtrapol)	backbone	com-

munication	networks	in	Europe	and	proposed	broadband	communication	
platforms

•	 a	mosSennet	of	field	data	sensors	(seismic,	rain,	fire)	for	preventing	crisis	
situations	

•	 new	long-range	rFiD	communication	technology

TaRgET MaRKET
the	target	market	of	the	project	consists	of	integrated	rescue	teams,	mainly	
those	involved	in	police,	fire	brigade,	and	medical	emergency	services.	this	
market	 is	very	conservative	by	 its	nature,	overestimating	the	“necessity”	of	
closed,	controlled	–	usually	military	–	development.	as	a	consequence,	com-
munication	services	for	bank	applications	have	the	same	(if	not	better)	lev-
el	of	protection	as	traditional	technologies	for	security	and	military	systems	
thanks	to	the	huge	market	for	mobile	applications	(gSm,	gpS,	rFiD).	
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
this	is	a	unique	project	aiming	more	at	achieving	substantially	improved	Eu-
ropean	security	systems	and	enhancing	quality	and	safety	of	life	by	an	order	
of	magnitude.	in	doing	so,	it	will	be	necessary	to	change	the	conventional	in-
frastructure	of	these	systems,	some	of	which	were	designed	in	the	1990s.	as	
a	multinational	project,	it	should	be	included	among	the	r&D	projects	under	
the	space	and	security	priority	of	the	7th	Framework	programme.	

pramacom	prague,	ltd.,	mr	augustin	Sobol,	m.Sc.,	CEo
na	pískách	36/1667,	160	00	praguE	6,	Czech	republic
phone:	+42	0221	561	622
e-mail:	pramacom@pramacom.cz,	www.pramacom.cz
immobiliser	Central	Europe,	ltd.,	mr	Jaroslav	Jansa,	ph.D.,	CEo
Evropská	94,	160	00	praguE	6,	Czech	republic
phone:	+42	0603	468	370
e-mail:	jansa@icenet.cz,	www.icenet.cz
vipron,	ltd.,	mr	Kamil	Knotek,	CEo
Evropska	116,	160	00	praguE	6



The Region The czech Republic
prague	is	both	the	capital	city	of	the	Czech	republic	and	
it	is	its	political,	economic	and	cultural	centre.	Economic	
activity	in	the	city	of	prague	creates,	on	a	sustained	basis,	
almost	one-fourth	part	of	 the	country‘s	gDp.	the	city	of	
prague	is	an	intellectual	centre	of	the	Czech	space	indus-
try.	 it	 is	 home	 to	 many	 firms,	 institutions	 and	 research	
institutes	dealing	with	astronautics	and	space	technolo-
gies.	Space	exploration	and	research	have	a	long	tradition	
in	the	Czech	republic.	the	intercosmos	1,	launched	on	14	
october	1969,	was	the	first	satellite	carrying	instruments	
developed	in	the	former	Czecho¬slovakia.	Several	dozens	
of	Czech	 instruments	and	systems	have	been	employed	
during	 twenty	 years	 of	 space	 project	 activities	 covering	
terrestrial	environment	explorations	as	well	as	planetary	
missions.	 the	 Czech	 republic	 is	 now	 the	 18th	 member	
of	the	European	Space	agency.	the	main	objective	of	na-
tional	space	activities	is	the	participation	in	the	greatest	
number	of	European	space	programmes	as	possible.	the	
Czech	republic	 is	a	place	of	excellence	for	aeronautics,	
space	technology,	satellite	navigation,	Earth	observation,	
geoinformation	systems	and	aerospace	research.	

PoRTRaiT
PRagUE / cZEcH REPUbLic

photo:	panorama	view	
on	prague	Bridges	at	
sunset.	prague	Castle	
(in	the	front)	is	the	
official	residence	of	
the	president	of	the	
Czech	republik	and	the	
most	sigtnificant	Czech	
monument.
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The regional organiser The Ministry of Transport of the czech Republic
the	Czech	ministry	of	transport	is	a	state	administration	central	body	acting	
in	the	matters	of	transport.	it	is	accountable	for	the	creation	of	national	trans-
port	 policy	 and	 also	 for	 its	 implementation	 within	 the	 scope	 of	 its	 compe-
tence.	the	ministry	of	transport	has	a	governmental	competency	concerning	
the	participation	of	the	Czech	republic		in	the	European	program	of	satellite	
navigation	galilEo	and	it	plays	a	role	of	a	national	coordinator	in	the	field	
satellite	navigation	development.	
the	 ministry	 of	 transport	 supports	 and	 finances	 research	 and	 demonstra-
tion	projects	focused	on	the	field	of	satellite	navigation.	in	the	period	of	2001	
–	2006,	 the	most	 important	 research	project	covering	pilot	 tests	dealt	with	
the	gnSS	receivers,	including	their	utilization	in	the	practice,	having	a	total	
budget	of	2.6	m€.

ministry	of	transport	of	the	Czech	republic
ms	Blanka	Kosinova
Janovskeho	438/2
CZ-170	06,	praha
Czech	republic
phone:	+42	02	25	13	15	72
e-mail:	blanka.kosinova@mdcr.cz
www.mdcr.cz
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REgionaL WinnER
SoUTH HoLLand / THE nETHERLandS

The Winners
ferdi de bruijn | Teun Hoevenaars | Jon Reijneveld

The idea
ReMood – connecting festival crowds
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The finalists
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dEScRiPTion
remood	will	enter	the	festival	market	with	an	innovative	system	that	provides	
both	attendees	and	organisers	with	previously	unavailable	location-based	in-
formation	streams.	this	 is	facilitated	by	a	personal	 interface	handed	out	to	
all	attendees	of	a	festival	that	allows	them	to	interact	with	a	central	system.	
they	select	their	mood	and	are	immediately	directed	toward	their	preferred	
“moodspace”	–		a	place	to	find	like-minded	people.
the	 festival	 experience	 of	 attendees	 is	 thus	 enhanced	 by	 the	 possibility	 to	
share	moods	and	connect	to	local	social	networks	of	like-minded	individuals.	
organisers	benefit	from	remood	in	the	form	of	real-time	information	on	the	
social	moods,	locations,	and	needs	of	their	customers.	this	information	can	
be	used	to	better	serve	festival	attendees.	Finally,	remood	can	be	instrumen-
tal	in	monitoring	the	position,	density,	and	movement	of	crowds,	which	could	
increase	the	safety	of	attendees.	



REgionaL WinnER
SoUTH HoLLand / THE nETHERLandS

photo:	artist	impres-
sion	of	‘moodspaces’	in	
a	festival	crowd.	
remood	will	assist	
festival	attendees	in	
navigating	to	their	pre-
ferred	moodspace.	
©	2010	remood
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innovaTion
remood	bridges	the	gap	between	virtual	social	networks	and	real-time	social	
events	by	 introducing	a	smart	system	into	the	festival	market.	By	releasing	
new	information	streams,	remood	brings	festival	attendees	with	similar	so-
cial	 moods	 together	 and	 allows	 organisers	 to	 gather	 input	 from	 their	 cus-
tomers.	Festivals	need	to	innovate	continuously	to	remain	attractive	to	their	
customers;	by	empowering	both	festival	attendees	and	organisers,	remood	
clearly	adds	value	in	this	demanding	market.	

TaRgET MaRKET
remood	will	initially	target	the	festival	market	in	the	Benelux	countries.	in	this	
region,	over	1,700	festivals	are	organised	every	year.	remood’s	target	market	
will	then	expand	to	other	countries	in	western	Europe	and	the	united	States.	
these	expansions	are	foreseen	two	years	after	initial	market	entry.

about the 
innovators
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cUSToMER bEnEfiT
attendees	can	enrich	 their	 festival	experience	by	connecting	 to	 local	social	
networks	and	meeting	like-minded	people.	they	can	also	provide	(collective)	
feedback	to	the	organisers	on	their	experience,	who	can	react	in	real	time	to	
their	needs	or	directly	address	safety	 issues.	Furthermore,	additional	 loca-
tion-based	services	may	be	included	to	further	increase	customer	satisfac-
tion.

remood
Jon,	Ferdi	and	teun
e-mail:	info@remood.eu
www.remood.eu
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The Region South Holland
Zuid-Holland	 (South	Holland)	 is	a	bustling,	multifaceted	
province.	it	is	home	to	3.5	m	people,	who	inhabit	an	area	of	
around	2,900	sq	km.	this	makes	it	the	most	densely	pop-	
ulated	of	 the	12	Dutch	provinces,	with	1,220	 inhabitants	
per	sq	km.
the	ambition	of	 the	province	of	South	Holland	 is	 to	be-
come	an	international	leader	in	innovative	business.	the	
potential	 is	 fully	present:	 the	province	of	South	Holland	
has	 enough	 entrepreneurs,	 research	 institutions,	 edu-
cational	institutions	and	government	institutions	with	an	
existing	head	start	in	the	knowledge	arena.	South	Holland	
has	various	centres	of	knowledge	and	expertise,	including	
three	universities	in	leiden,	Delft	and	rotterdam,	the	tno	
research	laboratories,	EStEC	and	the	innovation	Centres.	
South	Holland	is	the	country’s	most	important	province	in	
terms	of	economy,	agriculture	and	the	provision	of	ser-
vices.	it	is	a	hive	of	activity,	criss-crosses	by	a	busy	net-
work	of	 roads,	 railways	and	waterways.	rotterdam	with	
its	mainport	is	South	Holland’s	largest	city.
www.zuid-holland.nl
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The regional organiser Kennisalliantie 
the	purpose	of	 the	Kennisalliantie	 is	 to	add	 impetus	 to	 innovative	 industry	
in	the	province	of	South	Holland.	While	the	entrepreneurs,	the	research	in-
stitutions,	 educational	 institutions	 and	 the	 government	 institutions	 are	 al-
ready	operating	 innovatively	 in	 their	own	respective	fields,	 real	progress	 in	
the	knowledge	economy	demands	real	cooperation.	the	aim	of	the	Kennis-	
alliantie	 is	 to	 bring	 organisations	 and	 entrepreneurs	 in	 the	 space	 industry	
together	with	those	from	other	sectors	–	both	literally	and	figuratively.	the	
Kennisalliantie‘s	initiatives	foster	inspiring	collaborations	among	such	enti-
ties	while	giving	rise	to	new	initiatives	within	each	of	the	groups	involved.
the	Kennisalliantie	is	an	independent	platform	for	cooperation	between	edu-
cators,	explorers,	enterprise,	and	executives	of	the	authorities.	its	indepen-
dence	renders	it	extremely	suitable	for	acting	as	an	intermediary.
www.kennisalliantie.nl
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Kennisalliantie
ms	Suzanne	Boekestijn
Crommelinplein	1
2627	Bm	Delft
the	netherlands
phone:	+31	15	284	04	87
e-mail:	galileo@kennisalliantie.nl
www.kennisalliantie.nl
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SWiTZERLand

The Winners
Manuel grauwiler | dominic gschwend | david Leuzinger | 
Martin Wyss | Luc oth

The idea
alcedo - the flying avalanche transceiver
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dEScRiPTion
alcedo	 is	 a	 lightweight	 mini-helicopter	 with	 four	 rotors.	 Combined	 with	 a	
state-of-the-art	 avalanche	 transceiver,	 alcedo	 searches	 autonomously	 for	
avalanche	victims	without	the	need	for	human	involvement.	the	four	rotors	
can	 be	 folded	 upwards	 to	 reduce	 its	 transportation	 volume,	 which	 enables	
alcedo	to	fit,	protected	by	a	shockproof	casing,	into	any	backpack.
the	 operator	 enters	 the	 area	 to	 search	 using	 an	 integrated,	 intuitive	 user	
interface.	the	drone	thus	knows	where	to	search	for	victims.	an	ultrasonic	
sensor	measures	the	distance	to	the	ground	and	maintains	a	constant	flight	
height	to	avoid	collisions	with	environmental	obstacles	and	rescuers.
alcedo	uses	a	gpS	module	and	a	magnetic	compass	 for	orientation	on	 the	
avalanche	site.	While	flying	over	 the	avalanche,	alcedo	constantly	 looks	 for	
avalanche	transceiver	signals.	after	detecting	one,	it	localises	the	transceiv-	
er,	flies	to	the	corresponding	position,	and	drops	a	smoke	beacon.	meanwhile,	
rescuers	can	prepare	their	rescue	gear	and	wait	in	a	safe	area	for	a	marker	to	
be	dropped	before	immediately	rushing	to	the	victim’s	aid.



REgionaL WinnER
SWiTZERLand

photo:	CaD	rendering	
of	alcedo	prototype.
©	team	alcedo,	2010
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about the 
innovators

video innovaTion
the	prototype	is	built	upon	state-of-the-art	electronic	components	mounted	
on	a	newly	developed,	extremely	lightweight	and	foldable	quadrotor.	the	con-
cept	of	using	drones	 for	alpine	 rescue	 is	entirely	novel.	a	set	of	highly	so-
phisticated	 localisation	and	navigation	algorithms	based	on	gpS	have	been	
developed	to	enable	alcedo	to	localise	a	detected	victim	within	less	than	10	
seconds.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	device	was	originally	designed	for	freeriding	and	ski	touring	enthusiasts.	
the	development	of	the	off-piste	market	 is	facing	a	strongly	 increasing	de-
mand	for	high-end	avalanche	rescue	systems.	alcedo	primarily	targets	pro-
fessional	rescue	parties	(rEga,	air	Zermatt,	etc),	but	freeriders	interested	in	
high-end	technology	are	not	excluded.
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alcedo	-	the	flying	avalanche	transceiver
luc	oth
gubelstrasse	41
8050	Zürich
Switzerland
phone:	+41	76	233	99	60
e-mail:	alcedo@ethz.ch

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
this	easy-to-use,	high-tech	product	will	help	professional	rescue	parties	save	
lives.	the	speed	and	precision	of	alcedo	reduce	the	time	required	for	the	res-	
cue	process	and	maximise	the	chance	of	survival.	alcedo	searches	autono-
mously	for	avalanche	victim	and	marks	their	position	while	rescuers	wait	in	a	
secure	nearby	area.	using	alcedo	is	much	faster,	safer,	and	far	less	exhaust-	
ing	for	rescuers	than	conventional	means	of	searching	for	avalanche	victims.



The Region Zurich and nidwalden (Lake Lucerne area)
Zurich	is	one	of	the	world’s	strongest	economic	locations,	
offering	moderate	taxation,	attractive	conditions	for	com-
panies,	an	excellent	 telecommunications	 infrastructure,	
and	 leading	 educational	 institutions.	 a	 recent	 renewed	
increase	in	immigration	has	confirmed	that	the	region’s	
level	of	attraction	for	both	people	and	firms	remains	high.	
in	Zurich	and	nidwalden,	innovation	is	seen	as	the	key	to	
success	–	measured	in	terms	of	growth,	prosperity,	em-
ployment,	and	quality	of	life	–	at	every	level	of	the	econo-
my	and	society.	relative	to	its	domestic	production,	Swit-
zerland	is	well	ahead	of	the	European	curve	with	regard	to	
r&D	investment	and	the	share	of	r&D	expenditure	borne	
by	 its	private	sector	(73.7%).Zurich	and	nidwalden	have	
a	deep	pool	of	labour	in	industries	with	excellent	innova-
tion	potential.	Even	in	the	market	for	cutting-edge	prod-
ucts,	the	region	more	than	holds	its	own	and	achieves	a	
high	 degree	 of	 value	 creation	 intensity.	 of	 the	 products	
Switzerland	 exports	 to	 international	 markets,	 73%	 are	
innovation-intensive.	the	nidwalden	/	lake	lucerne	area	
is	the	home	of	the	Swiss	aviation	and	aerospace	industry.	
thanks	to	their	 focus	on	value	creation	and	technology,	
the	traditional	industrial	locations	in	this	region	maintain	
an	excellent	position	on	the	global	stage.	
www.location.zh.ch  // www.nw.ch

PoRTRaiT
SWiTZERLand
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photo:	panorama	view	
of	Swiss	alps	from	
Zurich	airport	(with	
airplane	in	the	front)
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The regional organiser swiss aerospace cluster
swiss	aerospace	cluster	facilitates	the	transfer	of	knowledge	and	technolo-
gy	 in	 Switzerland’s	 aviation,	 aerospace,	 satellite	 navigation,	 and	 supply	 in-
dustries	by	working	with	companies	and	cooperating	with	technical	colleges,	
research	institutions,	government	authorities,	the	European	aerospace	clus-
ters,	the	European	Space	agency	(ESa),	and	with	related	organisations	from	
other	countries.	at	the	moment,	swiss	aerospace	cluster	is	supported	by	the	
cantons	Zurich	and	nidwalden	–	as	well	as	by	osec	with	regard	to	its	export	
platform	–	with	funding	from	Switzerland’s	economic	stimulus	programme.	
swiss	aerospace	cluster	maintains	a	communications	and	export	platform	on	
the	internet.	this	both	ensures	a	coordinated	market	presence	together	with	
other	partners	of	the	aerospace	industry	–	thus	strengthening	Switzerland	as	
an	important	industry	location	–	and	provides	a	simple	and	effective	means	of	
communication	and	cooperation	to	interested	parties	in	the	aerospace	sector.
www.swiss-aerospace-cluster.ch
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swiss	aerospace	cluster
mr	michel	Jaquet
Sagirain	25
CH-6404	greppen	/	lucerne
Switzerland
phone:	+41	41	390	37	24,	+41	79	605	43	84
e-mail:	info@swiss-aerospace-cluster.ch,	mjp.jaquet@bluewin.ch
www.swiss-aerospace-cluster.ch
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TaiPEi / TaiWan

The Winners
dr Tsung-Liang Wu  | Jose valenzuela | chinchi Liao |
yunpeng Hsu | chingshun chen | dr yu-Liang chung

The idea
credit card identification based on your Location
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dEScRiPTion
the	 increasing	 usage	 of	 credit	 card	 transactions	 is	 presenting	 new	 chal-	
lenges	in	the	realm	of	security.	the	main	purpose	of	our	invention	is	to	pro-
vide	a	feasible	approach	to	authenticating	credit	card	users.	With	this	novel	
method,	cardholders	can	avoid	the	complications	involved	in	card	misplace-
ment,	theft,	and	fraud	(including	skimming).	We	call	it	Double	Check.
the	Double	Check	service	can	provide	authentication	not	only	in	brick-and-
mortar	stores,	but	online,	as	well.	the	volume	of	online	transactions	is	increas-	
ing	dramatically,	and	with	it	cases	of	online	fraud.	Double	Check	provides	a	
physical	tool	to	protect	transactions	in	the	digital	world.	
Double	Check	will	be	supported	by	existing	technologies,	including	gnSS	(and	
soon,	galileo-compatible)	positioning	systems,	3g	and	3.5g	wireless	commu-
nications,	and	indoor	navigation	(gyro+mEmS).	nearly	every	modern	smart-
phone	includes	all	of	these	technologies,	which	means	the	Double	Check	ser-
vice	can	easily	be	installed.
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about the 
company
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about the 
innovators

innovaTion
By	using	gnSS	technology	to	compare	the	positions	of	users’	mobile	phones	
and	shopping	destinations,	the	Double	Check	service	can	provide	feasible	au-
thentication	 of	 credit	 card	 holders.	 via	 3g/3.5g	 networks,	 credit	 card	 com-
panies	can	utilise	the	global	positioning	capability	embedded	in	cardholders’	
mobile	phones	to	check	whether	the	credit	card	is	close	to	the	cellular	phone.	
Double	Check	thus	provides	for	a	much	more	secure	shopping	atmosphere.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	 main	 target	 market	 of	 the	 Double	 Check	 service	 is	 credit	 card	 banks.	
Currently,	credit	card	banks	send	out	text	messages	to	cardholders	when	they	
generate	a	higher	volume	of	transactions	.	By	utilising	Double	Check,	credit	
card	banks	can	reduce	or	eliminate	the	expenses	involved	in	this	activity.	the	
Double	 Check	 service	 also	 offers	 potential	 benefits	 to	 telecom	 companies,	
who	stand	to	gain	many	3g/3.5g	subscribers.	
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industrial	technology	research	institute	(itri)
Dr	tsung-liang	Wu
rm.	120,	Bldg.	11,	195,	Sec.	4
Chung	Hsin	rd.
Hsinchu	31040
taiwan
phone:	+886	35	91	48	88,	
e-mail:	wut@itri.org.tw

cUSToMER bEnEfiT
•	 Helps	credit	card	banks	save	many	of	the	costs	involved	in	issuing	text	messages
•	 Can	significantly	increase	telecom	companies’	3g/3.5g	subscribers
•	 gives	credit	card	users	a	feasible	way	to	avoid	credit	card	fraud	
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The Region Taiwan
taiwan,	also	known	as	Formosa	(meaning	“beautiful”),	is	
located	 near	 the	 southeastern	 coast	 of	 China.	 not	 par-
ticularly	 big	 in	 size,taiwan’s	 pivotal	 geographic	 location	
and	 excellent	 infrastructure	 nevertheless	 offer	 an	 opti-
mal	 strategic	 transit	 point	 for	 multinational	 companies		
seeking	to	enter	the	asian	market.	
thanks	 to	 its	 innovative	 management	 and	 an	 extraordi-
nary	strong	backbone	of	SmEs,	taiwan	became	a	knowl-	
edge-based	economy	 in	 the	90’s.	today	taiwan	 is	home	
to	uncountable	high-tech	necessities	of	a	modern	man-	
notebook	pc,	digital	camera,	mobile	phone,	mp3	etc.		tai-
wan	is	a	key	player	in	semiconductor,	electronics	and	ter-
minal	devices.	it	is	also	one	of	the	largest	manufacturers	
of	gnSS	products.	taiwan	is	gearing	up	efforts	to	further	
strengthen	that	position,	among	others,	by	joining	ESnC	
and	forming	a	research	alliance	of	the	complete	naviga-
tion	industry	chain	to	promote	services	and	applications.
www.taiwan.net.tw
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The regional organiser iTRi
itri	is	taiwan’s	leading	research	institute	for	technology	advancement.	itri	
is	a	non-profit	r&D	organization	financed	in	equal	measure	by	taiwan’s	min-
istry	 of	 Economic	 affairs	 and	 the	 industry.	 Since	 its	 inception	 in	 1973,	 itri	
has	 functioned	 as	 an	 incubator	 for	 many	 of	 taiwan’s	 industries,	 including	
microelectronics	and	iCt.	itri	has	hosted	over	300	start-ups	since	it	began	
its	 incubation	 program	 and	 opened	 labs	 in	 1996.	 in	 recent	 years,	 itri	 has		
evolved	from	a	technology	developer	into	a	value	creator.	With	over	30	compa-
nies	delivering	gnSS	products	worldwide,	taiwan	is	one	of	the	most	important	
contributors	to	the	industry.	itri’s	rich	incubation	experiences,	coupled	with	
taiwan’s	unique	strength	in	commercialising	r&D	results,	has	made	taiwan	
a	highly	attractive	place	for	those	seeking	turn	their	entrepreneurial	dreams	
into	business	realities.	www.itri.org.tw
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industrial	technology	research	institute	(itri),	Western	Europe	office
ms	mei-Huey	Chen,	70g,	Hohenzollerndamm	187,	10713	Berlin,	germany
phone:	+49	30	86	09	36	14,	e-mail:	mhchen@itri.de
www.itri.de
industrial	technology	research	institute	(itri),	international	Business	Center
ms	mandy	Hsu,	rm	607,	Bldg.	51,	195,	Sec.	4,	Chung	Hsing	rd.,	Chutung,	Hsinchu
phone:	+886	35	91	25	06,	e-mail:	mandy_hsu@itri.org.tw
www.itri.org.tw
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The Winner
Rosemary Mcclenaghan

The idea
TaxiZapp – a smartphone & web solution  
allowing available taxis and potential  
passengers to connect
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dEScRiPTion
taxiZapp	is	a	taxi	hailing	application	accessed	via	the	internet	or	gnSS-en-
abled	smartphones.	the	application	enables	potential	passengers	to	 locate	
available	taxis	registered	to	the	taxiZapp	system		in	their	area.	taxiZapp	com-
prises	 two	components:	one	 for	 taxi	drivers,	and	one	 for	passengers.	Both	
will	be	available	for	download	from	the	taxiZapp	website	or	app	stores.	the	
application	is	free	to	passengers,	but	taxi	drivers	pay	by	buying	“credits”	for	a	
defined	number	of	days’	usage.	
potential	passengers	“hail”	a	taxi	simply	by	pressing	a	button	within	the	appli-
cation	and	entering	their	destination	and	fare	details.	through	the	application,	
the	five	nearest	taxi	drivers	receive	a	message	that	they	have	been	“hailed”	
and	can	view	the	basic	journey	details.	they	then	indicate	whether	they	wish	
to	accept	this	hail	–	specifying	the	time	it	will	take	to	reach	the	passenger	–	or	
they	can	reject	the	fare.	From	drivers	who	respond	to	the	request,	the	system	
determines	who	is	quickest	and	closest	and	then	allocates	the	fare.
only	after	this	allocation	are	the	passenger	and	driver’s	full	details	visible	to	
one	another.	the	allocated	taxi	driver	then	drives	towards	the	passenger,	who	
can	watch	the	taxi	approach	on	a	map	while	he	or	she	waits.	
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photo:	Screenshots	
showing	from	left	to	
right	log	in	for	drivers,
number	of	credits	
available,	incoming	
hail	for	taxi.
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innovaTion
taxiZapp	 utilises	 gnSS	 capabilities	 within	 smartphones	 to	 geo-locate	 both	
passengers	and	taxi	drivers,	then	uses	geo-spatial	calculations	to	match	the	
nearest	 drivers	 to	 passengers	 requesting	 a	 taxi.	 When	 a	 passenger	 “hails”	
a	 taxi,	 their	 geo-coordinates	 are	 sent	 to	 the	 taxiZapp	 servers.	 a	 list	 of	 the	
nearest	points	of	interest	and	street	names	is	returned	to	the	user,	who	con-
firms	his	or	her	exact	 location.	to	achieve	this,	 two	different	databases	are	
accessed,	ensuring	an	accurate	match	of	geo-coordinates	to	postcodes.	the	
driver’s	location	is	also	tracked	and	regularly	updated,	permitting	its	display	
on	a	map.

TaRgET MaRKET
the	drivers’	application	is	intended	for	use	by	both	independent	taxi	drivers	
and	taxi	companies	as	a	new	method	of	marketing	and	an	additional	means	
of	service	management;	a	white	label	version	is	also	available	to	taxi	compa-
nies.	the	passenger	application,	meanwhile	will	appeal	to	those	between	16	
and	50	years	of	age.	it	is	mainly	designed	for	those	who	wish	to	hail	taxis	for	
immediate	use,	but	a	booking	option	will	be	available.	the	applications	have	
worldwide	potential,	but	Europe	will	be	 the	 focus	of	our	marketing	efforts,	
which	will	commence	with	a	uK	roll	out	in	autumn	2010.
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taxi	drivers:
•	 pay-as-you-go	system;		

credits	refunded	if	no	fares
•	 Fewer	“empty”	miles	leads	to	fuel	savings
•	 passenger	details	supplied
•	 instant	availability	for	work	following	login;	

control	over	working	hours
•	 record	of	work	
•	 Europe-wide	brand

passenger	benefits:
•	 Quick	access	to	nearest	available	taxi
•	 record	of	all	journeys	undertaken,	address	

book	for	storing	locations	
•	 Details	of	driver	and	vehicle	supplied,		

can	be	forwarded	to	a	nominated	person
•	 Favourite	drivers	list
•	 one	application	can	be	used	Europe-wide
•	 no	speech	required

taxiZapp
ms	rosemary	mcClenaghan
Dash	House,	34	Shore	road
Holywood,	Bt18	9HX	
northern	ireland
phone:	+44	28	90	39	39	39
e-mail:	rosemary@taxizapp.com
www.taxizapp.com,	www.facebook/taxizapp
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The Region United Kingdom & ireland
the	uK	provides	the	best	environment	for	companies	to	
grow	and	succeed	in	international	markets	by	offering	a	
global	gateway	of	connections.	 it	 is	a	recognised	leader	
in	 the	 field	 of	 innovation	 and	 creativity	 and	 is	 the	 fifth-
largest	economy	in	the	world.	the	uK	aerospace	indus-
try,	meanwhile,	 is	 the	second-largest	 in	 the	world.	 it	 is	
at	the	heart	of	the	country’s	manufacturing	base	and	is	a	
national	showcase	for	wide-ranging	technical,	manager-
ial,	and	process-related	capabilities.	aerospace	is	one	of	
the	uK’s	highest	value-adding	sectors	in	manufacturing,	
directly	employing	101,000	and	supporting	230,000	 jobs	
across	the	economy.	
the	 East	 midlands	 is	 England’s	 fourth-largest	 region,	
positioned	 right	 in	 the	 middle	 of	 the	 country.	 it	 boasts	
world-class	attractions	such	as	the	peak	District	nation-	
al	park,	Sherwood	Forest,	lincoln	Cathedral,	Chatsworth	
House,	the	Silverstone	motor	racing	circuit,	and	the	na-
tional	 Space	 Centre.	 the	 East	 midlands	 economy	 is	 di-	
verse,	with	world-leading	companies	in	markets	including	
electronics,	engineering,	pharmaceuticals,	and	foods	and	
beverages.	the	uK	is	home	to	eight	leading	universities,	
among	 them	 the	 university	 of	 nottingham,	 which	 itself	
features	the	gnSS	research	and	applications	Centre	of	
Excellence	(graCE).
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The regional organiser The University of nottingham | gRacE
the	university	of	nottingham	has	joined	forces	with	the	East	midlands	Devel-
opment	agency	(emda)	to	create	a	new,	world-class	centre	of	excellence	in	
global	navigation	Satellite	Systems	(gnSS)	with	a	total	investment	of	£9.2m.	
the	nottingham	geospatial	Building	(ngB),	the	home	of	the	gnSS	research	
and	applications	Centre	of	Excellence	(graCE)	opened	its	doors	on	21	octo-
ber	2009.	
graCE	is	part	of	the	university	of	nottingham’s	institute	of	Engineering	Sur-
veying	 and	 Space	 geodesy	 (iESSg),	 an	 internationally	 recognised	 centre	 of	
excellence	in	surveying,	positioning,	and	navigation	technologies.	it	focuses	
on	helping	organisations,	businesses,	start-ups,	and	entrepreneurs	 to	 take	
advantage	 of	 satellite	 navigation,	 positioning,	 timing,	 and	 location-based	
technologies.	 We	 provide	 business	 support,	 consultancy	 services,	 training,	
and	testing	for	the	exploitation	of	new	ideas	and	the	creation	of	new	business	
opportunities.	By	offering	a	portal	 for	sharing	 ideas,	engaging	with	people,	
and	learning	about	new	technologies,	graCE	serves	as	a	hub	for	the	gnSS	
community	and	beyond.
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graCE
mr	paul	Bhatia
nottingham	geospatial	Building	
university	of	nottingham	innovation	park
triumph	road,	nottingham,	ng7	2tu,	uK
phone:	+44	115	823	23	32
e-mail:	paul.bhatia@grace.ac.uk,	info@grace.ac.uk
www.grace.ac.uk
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The Winner
Elliot Klein

The idea
evoTZ Secure Mobile voting
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video
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dEScRiPTion
evotZ™	is	an	interactive,	authenticated,	private,	and	location-aware	applica-
tion	that	impacts	society	by	leveraging	the	incredible	growth	of	mobile	devices	
–	 and	 the	 corresponding	 geo-location	 and	 mobile	 positioning	 services	 –	 to	
enable	simple,	trustworthy,	and	secure	voting	and	polling.
evotZ	 presents	 near-infinite	 possibilities,	 ranging	 from	 government	 elec-
tions	 to	 stockholder	 proxies	 and	 other	 authorised	 response-based	 proces-
ses	–	all	of	them	seamless	and	with	verifiable	results.	the	secure	platform	
authenticates	votes	from	any	position-based	mobile	device.	With	the	prolifer-	
ation	 of	 location-based	 services	 around	 the	 world,	 the	 evotZ	 platform	 re-
presents	a	dynamic	improvement	in	these	processes	by	extending	the	latest	
gnSS	authentication	and	verification	applications	for	trustworthy	voting.	this	
is	accomplished	by	applying	localisation	in	combination	with	other	Sim	card	
identification	and	security	elements,	 transforming	any	mobile	device	 into	a	
secure	voting,	polling,	and	feedback	machine.
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photo:	right	place,	
right	time	mobile	voting		
on	any	device	screen.		
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about the 
innovator

innovaTion
With	 the	 secure	 evotZ	 mobile	 voting	 and	 polling	 solution,	 people	 can	 take	
the	burgeoning	power	of	 technology,	mobile	connectivity,	social	media,	and	
involvement	to	the	next	level	to	make	an	impact	–	in	their	own	lives,	commu-
nities,	countries,	businesses,	governments	...	and	throughout	the	world.	With	
evotZ,	 people’s	 voices	 can	 truly	 be	 heard.	 By	 combining	 cloud	 computing,	
gpS	location-based	services,	and	Sim	card	technologies,	evotZ	transforms	
mobile	devices	into	trustworthy	voting	machines	for	any	election	or	SmS	pol-
ling	process.	

TaRgET MaRKET
evotZ	 aids	 activities	 ranging	 from	 election	 processes	 around	 the	 world	 to	
corporate	 governance	 measures	 in	 business	 and	 providing	 countless	 re-	
sponse-based	election	and	polling	areas	with	trustworthy	results.	the	evotZ	
secure	 mobile	 platform	 represents	 an	 innovation	 beyond	 traditional	 voting	
and	 polling	 measures,	 showcasing	 geo-location	 capabilities	 that	 deliver	 a	
new	mass-market	solution	for	the	greater	social	good.	 in	established	envi-
ronments,	evotZ	improves	on	paper-based	voting	processes	with	a	sustain-
able	and	convenient	mechanism	for	voicing	opinions	and	being	counted.
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By	leveraging	the	widespread	adoption	of	mobile	devices,	evotZ	addresses	
the	voting,	polling,	and	response-based	needs	of	consumers,	businesses,	and	
governments	 to	 improve	 lives	 and	 empower	 millions.	 evotZ	 places	 social,	
business,	and	citizen	 impact	back	 into	 the	hands	of	 the	people	 in	a	conve-
nient,	secure,	and	easy	way.	evotZ	is	both	scalable	and	extensible,	allowing	
more	people	to	get	involved	in	a	variety	of	environments	–	from	communities	
to	board	rooms.	evotZ	makes	voting	and	polling	accessible	and	sustainable	
while	reducing	issues	with	corruption	and	accessibility	by	applying	positioning	
verification	technologies.

evotZ,	inc.
mr	Bill	tkacs
909	third	avenue,	Fifth	Floor					
new	York,	nY		10022
uSa
phone:	+1	917	447	67	35
e-mail:	partner@evotZ.com
www.evotZ.com
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photo:	global	position-	
ing	Systems	operations	
at	Schriever	air	Force	
Base	in	Colorado

The Region USa
the	 united	 States	 researched,	 developed,	 and	 put	 into	
operation	the	world‘s	first	–	and	still	the	only	–	fully	oper-	
ational	 global	 navigation	 Satellite	 System	 (gnSS):	 the	
global	positioning	System.	
the	 united	 States	 and	 Canada	 are	 home	 to	 key	 gnSS	
industries	 and	 research	 centres,	 including	 novatel,	 co-
sponsor	(with	inside	gnSS)	of	the	uSa	Challenge;	and	the	
university	 of	 Calgary	 position,	 location,	 and	 navigation	
(plan)	group,	which	contributed	to	the	regional	award.	
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The regional organiser inside gnSS
inside	 gnSS	 magazine	 covers	 the	 policies,	 programmes,	 engineering,	 and	
most	 challenging	 applications	 of	 the	 global	 navigation	 Satellite	 Systems:	
gpS,	galileo,	glonaSS,	Compass/	Beidou,	and	related	technologies.		
published	eight	times	a	year	by	gibbons	media	&	research	llC	for	an	inter-
national	audience	of	more	than	35,000	system	developers,	product	designers	
and	manufacturers,	engineers,	researchers,	and	policymakers,	inside	gnSS	
also	offers	a	full	digital	version	of	the	magazine,	the	monthly	gnSS	SignalS	
e-newsletter,	and	a	website	that	receives	about	30,000	visits	per	month.	
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gibbons	media	and	research	llC
mr	glen	gibbons
1574	Coburg	road,	no.	233
Eugene,	oregon	97401-4802
uSa
phone:	+1	408	216	75	61
e-mail:	info@insidegnss.com
www.insidegnss.com
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The Winners
angel Martinez-cavero | Miguel-Ángel Llorente-carmona |
Juan-Pablo Lázaro-Ramos

 The idea
adRiana: advanced Risk alerts in a 
Social network application
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dEScRiPTion
We	have	recently	witnessed	a	 large	number	of	natural	disasters	and	other	
environmental	catastrophes	that	unfortunately	have	shown	how	hard	it	is	for	
government	agencies	 to	coordinate	and	manage	all	 the	 tasks	necessary	 to	
minimise	the	potential	risks	to	people	in	such	situations.
the	aim	of	this	system	is	to	provide	an	efficient	and	low-cost	tool	that	enables	
police	and	fire	departments,	civil	defence	forces,	and	other	public	authorities	
to	alert	the	population	quickly	to	unexpected	natural	catastrophes.
this	idea	is	based	on	a	social	network	that	users	can	access	from	anywhere	
at	no	cost,	and	several	compatible	plug-ins	–	including	a	map	client	through	
which	public	authorities	can	define	risks	and	hazards	in	a	graphical	format.	
When	an	alarm	is	received	from	any	available	communication	network,	the	
government	agency	responsible	for	managing	it	marks	the	area	on	the	digital	
map,	thus	displaying	the	number	of	users	that	must	be	evacuated	from	the	
hazard	zone	in	short	order.
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innovaTion
the	system	exploits	gnSS	location	capabilities	and	the	universal	availability	
of	information	through	communications	networks	to	improve	the	traditional	
action	protocol	followed	by	government	agencies	in	the	event	of	natural	and	
other	environmental	catastrophes.	
the	main	features	of	the	aDriana	system	include	the	ability	to:
•	 inform	as	many	people	as	possible	in	short	order
•	 Define	potential	risk	areas	for	different	kinds	of	users
•	 Establish	direct	contact	with	people	in	emergency	situations
•	 identify	user	profiles

TaRgET MaRKET
the	aDriana	system	is	specifically	designed	to	help	municipalities	and	en-
tire	countries	 improve	 their	 citizens’	 safety	when	outside	 the	home.	 it	 also	
means	to	provide	an	efficient	and	low-cost	way	to	modify	the	traditional	action	
protocol	used	by	public	authorities	 to	address	unexpected	natural	or	other	
environmental	catastrophes.	With	this	system,	we	are	expanding	the	range	of	
potential	operations	and	introducing	a	new	dimension	in	rapid	response	and	
medical	assistance	thanks	to	the	ability	to	ascertain	users’	locations.
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the	main	advantage	of	this	system	is	its	universal	accessibility.	any	user	who	
is	outside	home	can	use	 the	service	and	will	be	benefit	 from	 its	enormous	
advantages.
aDriana	can	save	public	administrations	significant	costs	with	its	ability	to	
alert	people	in	dangerous	areas,	which	can	eliminate	the	need	for	search	ope-
rations.	if	a	rescue	operation	proves	necessary,	aDriana	instantly	locates	the	
users	in	danger,	reducing	the	risk	of	an	unsuccessful	rescue.

tSB	tecnologías	para	la	Salud	y	el	Bienestar	S.a,	mr	Ángel	martínez-Cavero
ronda	auguste	y	louis	lumiere	23,	nave	13,	parque	tecnológico	de	valencia
46980	valencia,	Spain,	phone:	+34	96	182	71	77
e-mail:	amartinez@tsbtecnologias.es,	www.tsbtecnologias.es
tecnologías	para	la	Salud	y	el	Bienestar,	mr	Ángel	martínez-Cavero
universidad	politécnica	de	valenciainstituto	itaCa,	Edificio	8g	Camino	de	vera	s/n
46022	valencia,	Spain,	phone:	+34	96	387	76	06
e-mail:	anmarca6@itaca.upv.es,	www.tsb.upv.es
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photo:	the	City	of	arts	
and	Sciences	was	de-
signed	by	valencia	born	
architect	Santiago	Ca-
latrava.	the	impressive	
architectural	ensemble	
is	a	unique	complex	
devoted	to	scientific	and	
cultural	dissemination.

The Region valencia
the	valencian	Community	 is	an	autonomous	Communi-
ty	located	in	central	and	southeastern	Spain.	it	is	divided	
into	three	provinces,	from	south	to	north:	alicante,	valen-
cia	and	Castellón.	it	has	518	km	of	mediterranean	coast-
line	and	its	23,259	km²	of	land	are	home	to	5.02	million	
inhabitants	(2008).	the	high	concentration	of	companies	
manufacturing	 materials	 and	 components	 in	 the	 valen-
cian	 industry	 has	 evolved	 with	 the	 incorporation	 of	 new	
technologies	and	expertise,	which	in	turn	has	led	to	the	
emergence	of	a	productive	and	highly	specialised	intensi-
ve	research	sector	increasingly	oriented	toward	the	aero-
nautical-aerospace	business.	this	is	evidenced	by	the	re-
gional	government’s	investment	policies	in	research	and	
development,	currently	estimated	to	total	€1.3	billion	 in	
2009.	the	r&D	landscape	of	the	valencian	Community	is	
formed	by	three	main	players:

•	 the	universidad	politécnica	de	valencia	(upv),

•	 the	valencian	Community	network	of	research		
&	Development	institutes	(rEDit),

•	 the	valencian	Community	aerospace	Cluster.
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The regional organiser iMPiva - generalitat valencia 
through	impiva,	the	regional	ministry	of	industry,	Commerce	and	innovation	
reinforces	its	commitment	to	innovation	and	the	development	of	new	technol-
ogies	and	resources	in	order	to	improve	enterprise	competitiveness.	
the	 valencian	 institute	 of	 Small	 and	 medium-Sized	 industry	 (impiva)	 is	 a	
public	entity	of	the	regional	government	of	valencia	(generalitat	valenciana)	
that	is	responsible	for	the	implementation	of	its	industrial	promotion	policy	in	
the	sphere	of	small	and	medium-sized	enterprises.	it	was	created	in	1984	as	
an	initiative	of	the	regional	ministry	of	industry,	Commerce	and	innovation.	
the	aim	of	impiva	is	to	drive	the	process	of	innovation	in	the	industries	and	
enterprises	of	the	valencian	region	as	a	fundamental	strategy	for	enhancing	
competitiveness.in	order	to	fulfil	this	objective,	impiva	offers	a	series	of	ser-
vices	 and	 annual	 action	 plans	 to	 support	 industrial	 SmEs	 while	 promoting	
a	network	of	 technical	support	 infrastructures	 for	 innovation.	this	network	
consists	of	technological	institutes	and	European	Business	innovation	Cen-
ters	(BiCSs),	locally	known	as	CEEis.
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impiva	-	generalitat	valenciana
ms	Carmen	marcos	méndez
pl.	del	ayuntamiento	6
46002	valencia
Spain
phone:	+34	96	398	63	23
e-mail:	carmen.marcos@impiva.gva.es
www.impiva.es
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THE ExPERTS

aquitaine / france
bernard Panefieu HElilEo,	topoS

Jean-christophe drai Bordeaux	technowest

Patxi Elissalde EStia	Entreprendre

Margaret Estivalet EStia,	topoS

frédéric Laurent Conseil	régional	d’aquitaine

Philippe Laviron thales	avionics,	topoS

Thibault Rufas grand	Dax

aymeric vincent laBri

Hussein yahia inria

arab Middle East & north africa
dr omar al-Emam arab	Science	and	technology	Foundation	(aStF)

dr Hasan M. al-Rizzo nineveh	governorate	office	-	iraq

afif barhoumi united	nations	industrial	Development	organization	(uniDo)	Bahrain

Prof ali al-Mashat international	Space	university	(iSu)

Eng. Mohamed Elkady arab	aeronautical	association	(aaa)

dr Mohamed amal naviSat

Prof Mohamed argoun Cairo	university	-	Egypt

australia
Matt Higgins ignSS	Society

Prof chris Rizos university	of	new	South	Wales

Peter allison i.lab	incubator	pty	ltd

baden Württemberg / germany

dr Rolf-Jürgen ahlers Forum	luft-	und	raumfahrt	Baden-Württemberg	e.v.	
aSg	luftfahrttechnik	und	Sensorik	gmbH

dr Stefan Engelhard industrie-	und	Handelskammer	reutlingen

Prof dr dieter fritsch universität	Stuttgart	institute	for	photogrammetry

dieter geiger Siemens	ag

Stefan Hellfeld Forum	Satnav	mit	BW

Ralph Zimmermann Wirtschaftsministerium	Baden-Württemberg

Prof dr Marius Zöllner FZi	Forschungszentrum	informatik

bavaria / germany
M.Sc. Katja Popp pittoresque

dr günter Rohmer Fraunhofer	iiS

Joseph Kolbinger Kolbinger	Consulting

bernhard Sterzbach gpp	ag

Martin grzebellus navCert	gmbH

Rolf adam Cisco	Systems	gmbH

Markus bachleitner aDaC	e.v.
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brazil
Emerson granemann mundogEo	

Prof claudia Krueger DgEom	/	uFpr	

carlos felsky laCtEC

Prof João francisco galera gEgE	/	unESp

gipuzkoa / Spain
dr oihana otaegui viCom	tech

dr Jesus Marcos olaya inasmet-	tecnalia

Pedro Sanchez iKuSi

Hesse / germany
dr frank Zimmermann cesah	gmbH	Centrum	für	Satellitennavigation	Hessen

dr-ing Ralf-H. borchert Hessisches	landesamt	für	Bodenmanagement	und	geoinformation

Wolfgang Kniejski ini-novation	gmbH

John Lewis vEga	Deutschland	gmbH

Prof dr John M. dow ESa	/	ESoC

Prof dr-ing Matthias becker institut	für	physikalische	geodäsie,	Fachbererich	Bauingenieurwesen	und	
geodäsie,	technische	universität	Darmstadt	

Prof dr-ing Uwe Klingauf institute	of	Flight	Systems	and	automatic	Control,	technische	universität	
Darmstadt

arne Jungstand Steinbeis	transferzentrum	navigation,	verkehr	und	Kommunikation

Prof dr Jürgen follmann Hochschule	Darmstadt

israel
Effi bergida office	of	the	Chief	Scientist

israel Shamay matimop

aby Har-Even matimop

Lithuania
Tadas Tumenas ministry	of	Economy	of	the	republic	of	lithuania	

innovation	and	Knowledge	Society	Department

Rima Putkiene ministry	of	Economy	of	the	republic	of	lithuania	
innovation	and	Knowledge	Society	Department

Edgaras Leichteris association	„Knowledge	Economy	Forum“

vladislovas ivaska vilnius	university,	Faculty	of	physics,	Department	of	radiophysics

arminas Ragauskas Kaunas	university	of	technology,	Faculty	of	telecommunications	and		
Electronics,	Department	of	telecommunications

dr Eimuntas Parseliunas vilnius	gediminas	technical	university,	research	institute	of	geodesy

Lombardy / italy
Maurizio fargnoli telespazio	s.p.a.		

Mario caporale italian	Space	agency	(aSi)

antonio bianco navigate	Consortium

alberto Tuozzi italian	Space	agency	(aSi)
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Madrid / Spain
aitor Álvarez-Rodríguez aena

néstor Zarraoa gmv

daniel de la Sota CEim	/	madrid

Pedro Luis Molinero Hispasat	/	proespacio

alvaro Urech inECo

antonio Pérez yuste upm-universidad	politécnica	de	madrid

ignacio f. Tourné inSa

nice-Sophia antipolis / france
Jean-claude dardelet thales	alenia	Space

Marc barret inria	Sophia	antipolis-mediterranee

Loic chanvillard pôle	de	competitivité	pégase

oliver chavrier pôle	Solutions	Communicantes	Sécurisées

Jean-yves courtois orolia

Eric dscheres Kapsys

Patricia braun incubateur	Eurecom	telecom	paritech

andre Labat incubateur	regional	paCa	ESt

Juliette Marais inrEtS

Laurent Lapchin inra

niedersachsen / germany
Harry Evers itS	niedersachsen	gmbH

Matthias brucke oFFiS	e.	v.

dr Peter Heller innovationszentrum	niedersachsen

north Rhine-Westphalia / germany
dr bodo bernsdorf CFgi	gmbH

Prof dr Joachim bahndorf Fachhochschule	Bielefeld

Prof dr bernd dachwald Fachhochschule	aachen

Monika Rech giS.BuSinESS

Øresund / denmark & Sweden
annette birch Danish	ministry	of	innovation	and	research

Morten jagd christensen thrane	&	thrane

carsten Jorgensen terma

Prof Per Hoeg technical	university	of	Denmark

Lambert Spannenburg lund	university

Lars Montelius Øresund	Science	region

John Jacobsen Danish	innovation	Center

gustaf Särner awapatent	aB

Sladjan bogojevic Sony	Ericsson	mobile	Communications	aB

david Stray Jørgensen 5te
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Prague / czech Republik
Martin Šunkevic Czech	Space	office

Pavel Hrubeš Czech	technical	university	(Cvut)

Jan Stankovic technical	university	of	ostrava

Jirí válek Czech	ministry	of	transport

Prof františek vejražka Czech	technical	university	(Cvut)

South Holland / The netherlands
nico van buren                          Kennisalliantie	

Rob van den berg tomtom

cornelis J.J. Eldering European	Space	agency	(ESa)	

Jeroen  glazener netherlands	Space	office	(nSo)

Prof dr bernhard Katzy university	Bw	munich	&	leiden	university

Rob Postema logica	

Peter Reffeltrath Kennisalliantie

Hans van vliet tno

Switzerland
Prof dr alain geiger Eidgenössische	technische	Hochschule	Zürich	(EtH)

dr Urs althaus ams	management	services	gmbH

Prof dr Heinz Mathis HSr	Hochschule	für	technik	rapperswil

Taipei / Taiwan
dr yong-chie Heng industrial	technology	research	institute	(itri)

dr Wen-Hsin chan Department	of	industrial	technology,	ministry	of	Economic	affairs

William chou dmobile	System	Co.,	ltd.

Prof Tzu-How chu national	taiwan	university

Jimmy Huang Evermore	technology	inc.

Leon Jian maction	technologies,	inc.

dr c. K. Lee institute	for	information	industry

dr Herb Lin industrial	technology	investment	Corporation

Prof yi-bing Lin national	Chiao	tung	university

Mu-Piao Shih Chunghwa	telecom	Co.,	ltd.

Shih-Jong Su taiwan	private	Equity	&	venture	Capital	association

dr Shiaw-Shian yu industrial	technology	research	institute	(itri)
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United Kingdom & ireland
Stuart Martin logica

chris bee StFC

Martin ditter European	Space	agency	(ESa)

clive da la fuente location	and	timing	Knowledge	transfer	network

Tim Just tSB	(technology	Strategy	Board)

andrew Mackenzie Scott	&	York	

Prof Terry Moore graCE	&	university	of	nottingham	

Richard Peckham EaDS	astrium

ann Sta Department	for	transport

USa
neil gerein novatel,	inc.

Ralph Eschenbach Sand	Hill	angels

grace gao Stanford	gpS	lab

glen gibbons inside	gnSS	magazine

Hans Kunze inside	gnSS	magazine

gerard Lachapelle university	of	Calgary

chris Wilson teleatlas

valencia / Spain
Salvador Pastor FaCilmEntE	-	Easy	mindsets	for	management

fernando aparicio asociación	itaCa	

vicente boria technical	university	of	valencia

antonio Hyder Hydermarketing

carmen Marcos Méndez impiva

Javier Megias gmv

European gnSS agency (gSa)
boris Kennes European	gnSS	agency	(gSa)

carmen aguilera European	gnSS	agency	(gSa)

Phillipe Hamet European	Commission

cedric Seynat European	Commission

THE ExPERT TEaMS – SPEciaL ToPic PRiZES
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T-Systems
Jurry de la Mar t-Systems	international	gmbH

dr Thomas beer European	Space	agency	(ESa)

Prof dr axel Küpper technische	universität	Berlin

Thomas Leiber t-Systems	international	gmbH

Jan ortlepp t-Systems	international	gmbH

bernhard P. Ruff t-Systems	international	gmbH

Roland Schwaiger Deutsche	telekom	ag	-	t-labs

Sascha Steiner t-Systems	international	gmbH

European Space agency (ESa)
bruno naulais European	Space	agency	

Koen debeule European	Space	agency	

cornelis J.J. Eldering European	Space	agency	

Herve Joumier  European	Space	agency	

callum norrie European	Space	agency	

frank M. Salzgeber European	Space	agency	

Javier ventura-Traveset  European	Space	agency	

german aerospace center (dLR)
dr Rolf-dieter fischer german	aerospace	Center	(Dlr)

dr dennis göge german	aerospace	Center	(Dlr)

Robert Klarner german	aerospace	Center	(Dlr)

dr Michael Meurer german	aerospace	Center	(Dlr)

Walter Päffgen Dlr	gesellschaft	für	raumfahrtanwendungen	mbH

dr Klaus-dieter Rockwitz german	aerospace	Center	(Dlr)

dr Ulrich Theis Dlr	Space	agency

navTEQ
Marc naddell navtEQ

Steven Si navtEQ

Tom Tierney navtEQ

forum Satnav MiT bW

dr Rolf-Jürgen ahlers aSg	luftfahrttechnik	und	Sensorik	gmbH
aerospace	Forum	Baden-Württemberg	(lrBW)

dieter geiger Siemens	ag

Stefan Hellfeld FZi	Forschungszentrum	informatik

Ralph Zimmermann ministry	of	Economics	Baden-Württemberg
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gnSS Living Lab Prize
Roberto Santoro European	network	of	living	lab	(Enoll)

Prof dr Pieter ballon iBBt-ilab.o

dr Klaus Enßlin DKE	aerospace	

boris Kennes European	gnSS	Supervisory	authority	(gSa)

veli-Pekka niitamo

Jean-yves Roger European	Commission

dr carsten Rudolph munich	Business	plan	Competition	(mBpW)

artur Serra

claudio vandi lutin	userlab

University challenge
Stefano Scarda European	Commission

Michel bosco European	Commission

fabio dovis politecnico	di	torino

dr daniel Ludwig DlC-grand	toulouse-France

gustaf Särner awapatent	aB
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